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FOREWORD

The Guidance System Operations Plan (GSOP) for Program Skylark 1 is
published in five sections as separate volumes:

2, Data Links
3. Digital Autopilots
4. Operational Modes

5. Guidance Equations
7. Erasable Programs

Section 6 GSOP is discontinued. Section 1 GSOP will not be republished for Skylark;
however the user is referred to R577 COLOSSUS 2E GSOP, Section 1, Revision 2,

January 1970.

With this issue, SKYLARK Section 3 is revised from COLOSSUS Section 3

GSOP (Revision 13), to reflect changes to the digital autopilots for the Skylab
mission, as indicated on the Revision Index Cover Sheet. Although use of a

lunar module is not planned for a Skylab mission, references to the LM
have not been deleted, since the RCS and TVC DAPs retain the capabilíty
to perform maneuvers with the LM attached.

The major contributor to this revision was J. Turnbull. Technical writing
was performed by J. Klawsnik.

This volume is published as a control document governÍng digital autopilot
programs for SKYLARK 1. Revisions constituting changes to the SKYLARK program
require NASA approval.
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Date: December 1971

REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-693 Title: For Manned CM Earth Orbital Missions

Using Program Skylark 1

Section No. 3 Tit1e: Digital Autopilots

Skylark Section 3 GSOP is revised from the Section 3 Colossus GSOP (Revi-

sion 13).

Section 3.1, Introduction, has been rewritten; and Section 3.7, Docked Digital
Autopilot, has been added. The following Skylark PCRs have affected these sections

40 Skylab Digital Autopilot
44 Docked RCS DAP Free Mode Impulse Function

45 Deletion of Rate Only Function from the Skylab RCS DAP

46 Deletion of Acceleration Display from Skylab RCS DAP

48 Conversion of R,CS DAP Phase Plane Fixed Memory Constants to
Erasable Load

429 Change to PCR SL040

430 Change to PCR SL040

431 R04 Roll Preference Specification
432 FREE MODE MIC Description
433 FREE MODE RHC Impulse Function
449 Forced Firings for Docked DAP Auto Maneuvers

451 Firingtime Roundup to 14 ms for Docked DAP

454 Docked DAP Alarm Codes

47L Gain Change for Docked DAP when CSM Alone DAP is set to 20f sec

Section 3. 2 has been updated to reflect PCR 48, Conversion of RCS DAP
Fixed Memory Constants to Erasable Load (page 3.2-32), Section 3.3 has been

updated to reflect the impact of PCR 419, Optimize TVCEXEC Timing with Respect
to T5 TVC DAP (pages 3.3-6, B, 34, 37). Section 3.6 has been updated to reflect
the impact of PCR 449, Forced Firings for Docked DAP Auto Maneuvers (pages

3.6-3, 23, 26, 28, 30, 31) and PCR 465 Rev 1, Quadratic Function for Bias i¡
Docked DAP (pages 3. 6-23, 29). There are also many changes throughout the
document which are required for the transition from COLOSSUS to SKYLARK con-
figuration. Ttrith the exception of Section 3. 7, all changes have been indicated by a

series of black dots in the margin.
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SECTION 3

DIGITAL AUTOPILOTS

3. 1 INTRODUCTION

Within separate sections of the command-module computer (CMC)

SKYLARK progratn, four digital autopilots (DAPs) perform the stabilization and

control required for coasting flight of the CSM, coasting flight while docked to the

workshop, CSM powered fLight, and CM entry:

a. The reaction-control-system digital autopilot is described in Section

3.2. The RCS DAP (also referred to as the CSM-alone DAP) is the

means by which the primary guidance, navigation, and control system
(PGNCS) maneuvers the CSM during the "free fall phases"i'of the mission
when not docked to the workshop. Although use of a lunar module (LM)

is not planned for a SKYLAB mission, the CSM-alone DAP retains the

capability to perform maneuvers with the LM attached.

The Docked DAP (Section 3.7) is the means by which the KNCS may

provide stabilization and control of the orbital assembly (OA) while the

CSM is docked to the workshop.

The thrust vector control digital autopilot is described in Section 3.3.
The TVC DAP is the means by which the PGNCS stabilizes and controls
the attitude of the CSM (or CSM/LM) during service-propulsion-system
(SPS) thrusting.

d. The ENTRY DAP (Section 3.4) provides the means for controlling the

attitude of the command module after separation of the service module.

In addition to the primary autopilots, a SATURN takeover function (Section

3.5) is provided by which the PGNCS can issue rate-command signals to the SIVB

autopilot.

3. 1.1 Astronaut Interface

3. 1. 1. 1 Normal Hardware Interfaces

The activation of any DAP or SATURN-control function, as well as its inter-
faces with other prograrns, is governed by the major mission program in progress.
(See SKYLARK GSOP, Section 4. ) ln general, astronaut initiation of a DAP func-

tion requires that the PGNCS inertial subsystem (ISS) be in the inertial mode

t"The "free fall phases" are taken to include those maneuvers performed by the
RCS jets such as X translation.

b

c
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(evidenced by the absence of the NO ATTITUDE indication) and that the SC CONT
switch be in the CMC position. However, the RCS DAP and the Docked DAP can
both be used in the FREE mode, independent of ISS status. In addition, crew
control of DAP operation is effected as follows:

CMC MODE Switch Position

AUTO

HOLD

FREE

Commands autornatic mode for RCS DAP and Doclied l)AP
Commands attitude -hold mode for RCS DAP and Docked DAP
Commands free mode for RCS DAP and Docked DAP

Rotational Hand Controller (RHC). -- Six discretes command angular
rotation during operation of RCS DAP, Docked DAP, and SATU RN control
Translation Hand Controller (THC). --During operation of the RCS DAP,
six discretes command X, Y, and Z translation. During operation of 1hr:

Docked DAP, two discretes command X translation, and, for free nrorlc

only, four dj.scretes command pitch rotation and yaw rotation.

Minintum Impulse Controller (MIC). -- Used on1v during free nrodc. Six
discretes command rotational minimum impulses during operation ol RCIS

DAP and command short jet-firings during operation of Dockecl DAP.

Note that the RCS DAP and the Docked DAP respond to all three hancì controLlers,
as well as to mode-switch selection; the SATURN-control function responds only to
the RHC. All other DAPs operate independent of CMC MODE selection anrl of
manual inputs. Should the SC CONT switch be moved from the CMC position,
PGNCS control wiII terminate antl will attempt to resume when the switch is
returned to CMC. Steering accuracy, however, may be downgraded.

The crew also has access to DAP padload erasables: as normal proccrìrrre,
the crew will be responsible for selecting maneuver rates and rleadba¡rcls jor tlrt:
RCS DAP and Docked DAP; in certain instances, the crew may be responsible for
changing gains and filter coefficients for the TVC DAP.

There are two extended verbs which control DAP data input, clisplav, and

verification. Yerb 44 (R04) initiates the data input sequence for the Docked ¡-)AI)

Verb 48 (R03) initiates data input for the other DAPs.

3. 1. 1. 2 Backup Software Interfaces

The CMC MODE Switch and SC CONT switch interface with the AGC vi¿i

Channel 31. If, due to a hardware failure, the SC CONT switch or CNIC NIODI:I

switch is not recognized by the AGC, the crew has the ability to specify the rìesirerl

3. t-2



mode of operation by a software workaround. An erasable (C3lFLrvVRD) is
examined by the AGC to determine if the channel representations of the CMC MODE
SWITCH, SC CONT S\MITCH, OPTICS MODE SWiTCH, or OPTICS ZE.FiO S\MITCH

are to be used or if back up indications are to be used. The erasable is of the
form 400D0^.(t

Digit D is used with reference to the optics switches and is discussed in
Section 2 of the GSOP.

If A = 0 or 4, the CMC MODE SWITCH and SC CONT SWITCH indications
are assumed valid. Other values of A cause the AGC to use A as a back up i.ndica-
tion as shown in the following table:

A value Meaning

G&N control FREE

G&N control ATT. HOLD

G&N controt AUTO

SCS control tr.REE

SCS controi ATT. HOLD

SCS control AUTO

Digit A of C31FLWRD should be padloaded zero. If the astronaut desires to
use the backup software workaround for mode selection, he should load digit A of
CS1FLWRD via V21 N01 to a value sho\'/n in the above table.

3. 1. 2 Automatic Transitions in Operating Mode

RCS DAP turn on (Section 3.2) and Docked DAP turn on (Section 3.7) are
under crew control via the DSKY.

TVC DAP operation is governed by program controf (P40). At ignition tÍme,
the SPS-thrusting program automati.cally suspends RCS DAP control and initiates
the TVC DAP. At burn termination, the program transfers control back to the
RCS DAP.

ENTRY DAP operation is governed bythe P60 programs. Once the RCS DAP has
positioned the spacecraft in the CM-SM separation attitude, separation has occurred,
and this has been acknowledged by the crew via the DSKY, the mission program
automatically suspends RCS DAP operation, and ENTRY DAP controls CM attitude
during the remainder of the mission. (For the definitive and up-to-date description
of the mission-control'sequence, see SKYLARK GSOP Section 4. )

1

2

3

5

b

I

t
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a
a
a
a
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t''The 
control axes are rotated, with respect to the navigation base axes, by -7.2b deg

about \eV. This rotation aligns the control axes with tne RCS jet axes. Specificalîy,
the Y-control axis is parallel to a line joining RCS jet euads B and D, and the

o.,Z-control axis is parallel to a line joining nCS ¡et euads A and C.
Refer to paragraph 3.1.1.2 for a discussion of the backup software workaround
for mode selection. In the following paragraphs, all references to mode selection
via the SC CONT switch or CMC MODE switch apply equally to the analogous mode
selection via the backup software v¡orkaround.

3,2 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM DIGITAL AUTOPILOT
by Donatd W. Keene and Joseph F. Turnbull

The Reaction Control System Digital Autopilot (nCS DAP) provides attitude
and translation control for all three axes of the CSM during nonthrusting phases of
flight. The DAP receives and processes data from various internal and external
sources. Included among these are the keyboard routines that affect the autopilot,
the panel switches and hand controllers, the IMU-CDU angles, and the internal
steering commands for controlling automatic maneuvers. The DAP, in turn, issues
jet-on and jet-off commands to the reaction jets on the service module,through out-
put channels 5 and 6, and generates attitude-error signals for display on the flight-
director-attitude-indicator (FDAI) error meters.

3. 2. 1 Modes of Operations
The RCS DAP may operate in one of three modes selected by the crew via

the CMC MODE switchik*These modes can be summarízed, as follows:

- i. FREE Mode

a. Rotational hand controller (RHC) commands are treated as

minimum impulse commands. Each time the RHC is moved out of
detent, a single 14 ms firing of the control jets results on each of
the axes commanded.

b. If there are no RHC commands, minimum-impurse controller (MIc)
commands are processed. Each time the MIC is moved out of detent, a
single 14-ms firing of the control jets results on each of the axes com-
manded.

11.

c. If nèither RHc nor MIC commands are present, the s/c will drift
freely.

HOLD Mode

a. If there are no RHC commands, the s/c will be held about the attitude
reached upon switching to HOLD or upon termination of a manual rotation.

b. RHC commands override attitude hold and result in rotations at a
predetermined rate (as specified by N46) on each of the appropriate con-
trol axes* for as long as the RHC remains out of detent. when the RHC
returns to detent in all three axes, all angular rates are driven to within
a deadband; attitude hold is then established about the new s/c attitude.

c. MIC commands are ignored.
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iii. AUTO Mode

a. If there are no RHC commands, the DAP accepts rate and attitude
commands from the automatic steering routines to bring the S/C to the
desired attitude at the specified rate.

b. RHC commands override automatic maneuvers and are interpreted
as rate commands (as in ii. b. above). When RHC command ceases,
automatic maneuvers are not immediately resumed, but rather attitude
hold is established about the new orientation. Ttie automatic maneuver
can be resumed only by astronaut action via the DSKY.

c. In the absence of automatic-maneuver commands, the DAP functions
exactly as in the attitude-hold mode.

d. MIC commands are ignored.

Translation hand controller (THC) commands will be accepted in any mode and
will be combined with the rotation commands whenever possible. In the event of a
quad failure, however, rotation control wiII assume priority over translation; i. e.,
translations will be ignored if they would induce rotations that cannot be compensated
by RHC (or arrtomatic) commands or if they would cancel a desired rotation. The crew
is responsible for performing ullage with the THC and by the selection and management
of iX-translation quads as described below.

3.2.2 Çrew Control of RCS DAP Configuration

3.2.2.1 DSKY Operation

VERB 48: Load DAPiData
Most of the DAP variables over which the crew has control are loaded by means

of Verb 48, which is normally executed before the DAP is turned on for the first time
and any time thereafter that the crew wishes to change or update the data. (Chang-

ing the rate data, however, has no effect on KALCMANU once the m;lneuver begins. )

Verb 48 will display, successively, three nouns for loading and verification:
NOUN 46, NOUN 47, and NOUN 48.

NOUN 46 -- Registers 1 and 2 each display five octal digits (Register 3 is blank):

Register 1 Config. XTAC XTBD DB RATE

C onfiguration: 0 -- no DAP is requested
1 -- CSM alone

2 -- CSM and LM
3 -- SIVB, CSM (SIVB control)
6 -- CSM and LM (ascent stage only)

-
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XTAC: X-translations using Quads AC

0 -- Do not use AC

1 -- Use AC

XTBD: X-translations rrsing Quads BD
0 -- Do not use BD
1 -- Use BD

DB Angular Deadband for Attitude Hold and Automatic Maneuvers
0 -- a 0.5 deg

1 -- r S.0 deg

RATE: Rate Specification for RHC in HOLD or AUTO Mode and for
KALCMANU-supervised Automatic Maneuvers

0 -- 0.0b deg/sec
1 -- 0.2 deg/sec
2 -- 0. b deg/sec
3 -- 2.0 deg/sec

Register 2 AC Roll Quad A Quad B Quad C Quad D

AC RolI: RoIl-Jet Selection

1 -- Use AC Roll
0 -- Use BD Roll

A, B, C, D: Quad Fails
1 -- Quad operational
0 -- Quad has failed

NOUN 47 -- Two-decimal components

Register 1: CSM weight in pounds.

Register 2: LM weight in pounds.

The moments of inertia and other pertinent parameters are stored in
the CMC as a function of the keyed-in weights.
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N9UN 48 -- Two-decimal components, used for TVC DAP only.

Register 1: Pitch-trim gimbal offset, in lll00 degree

Register 2: Yaw-trim gimbat offset, ín llt00 degree

To initialize o? change the operation of the DAP, the Verb 48 procedure is
normally used. The logic of Verb 48 decodes each of the nouns and, orr the basis of

its value, initializes a number of DAP variables. Direct loading of one of the nouns

(via Verb 24, for instance) would not cause the noun to be decoded and, therefore,
would not be an effective means of altering DAP operation.

Verb 4B should not be executed while the TVC DAP is on (during powered

flight). An attempt to execute Verb 48 while the TVC DAP is running will cause the

operator-error light to go on and will have no further effect.

VERB 46: Establish G&N Control

After Verb 48 has been completed, Verb 46 may be executed to establish
autopilot control of the S/C. If the configuration digit is "1-," ttZ,'t or "6," and if the

TVC DAP is not running, the RCS DAP will begin initialization. Should the IMU be

on and usable, the RCS DAP will become fully operational in slightly over 1. ? sec-
ond. If the configuration digit is "3," RHC comma¡ds are sent to the SIVB autopilot
and steering ¡ets for manual rate control. If the configuration digit is "0," execu-

tion of Verb 46 will terminate the RCS DAP and the SATURN Takeover Functi.on.

During TVC DAP operation, execution of Verb 46 will not affect the RCS

DAP, which is not then operational. The significance of executing Verb 46 during
TVC operation is described in subsection 3.3.

VERB 49: Start Crew-Defi.ned Maneuver

Verb 49 calls R62, the crew-defined maneuver routine. As described in
Section 4 of this GSOP, R62 provides the crew with the ability to specify a final
vehicle attitude. This attitude can be achieved by means of a KALCMANU-

supervised attitude maneuver. (A detailed description of the coasting-flight attitude

maneuver routine is presented in Subsection 3. 6. )

VERB 58: R,esume Tracking or R.otation

Routine 61, the tracking attitude routine, provides the DAP with the informa-

tion required to automatically track during options O, 1, 4, and 5 of P20'l'. When-

ever R6 1 requires an attitude maneuver-either due to a pointing-*19.1" error'i"i'
greater than 10o for options 0 or 1, or due to a gimbal-ang1e error-* >

10o for options 4 or 5-the routine will check the V50N1BFL flagbit and, il it is

set, will call the attitude maneuver routine (R60). If the V50N18FL flagbit is noi

See Section 4 of GSOP for a description of these options
'k'ì. Pointing-angle error is the angle between the specified axis (when the vehicle

is at the center of the commanded deadband) and the direction of the desired LOS;
gimbal angle error is the angle between the desired CDU and the center of the
commanded deadband.

Õ
o
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set, the UPLINK ACTY light will be lit, new tracking commands will not be commu-
nicated to the DAP, and the DAP will continue to maneuver with the last computed
tracking commands. V50N18FL is set by calling P20 initially (rendezvous flag not
set or V3?E208 keyed when P20 is the present major mode) or by keying V5BE. It
is also set in R00 for any V37 except P00. It is reset by all R61 exits.

When R60 is called, it produces a flashing VS0N1Banddisplays the desired gim-
bal angles. For options 0and 1, a PRO in response to the V50N18 will cause the execu-

tion of the VECPJINT routine;and, for all options, the PROCEED wiil result in a check
to verify that the SC CONT switch is in CMC and the mode switch is in AUTO. If the se two
switches are so placed, the maneuver is executed via KALCMANU; otherwise the V50N18

is redisplayed. An enter response to the V50N1B will cause R60 to be exited.

If automatic tracking is interrupted by RHC activity, the fiag bit STIKFLAG

is set. This inhibits tracking commands and puts the DAP into an attttude-hold
mode when the stick is undeflected. \IERB 58, in addition to setting V50N18FL,

also resets STIKFLAG; thus, the use of VERB 58 after RHC activity witl re-
enable automatic tracking.

Routine R67, the automatic rotation routine, provides the DAP with the

information required to automatically rotate the CSM during option 2 of P20.

If automatic rotation is interrupted by RHC activity, the flag bit STIKFLAG is
set. This inhibits rotation commands and puts the DAP into an attitude-hold
mode when the stick is undeflected. VERB 58 resets STIKFLAG; thus, the use

of VERB 58 after RHC activity will re-enable automatic rotation.

3.2.2.2 Attitude Emor and Estimated Rate Displays

The RCS autopilot generates three types of attitude errors for display on the

FDAI error meters and on the DSKY. The modes of operation are designated as

Mode 1, Mode 2, and Mode 3, and display the following quantities:

Mode 1) Autopilot phase-plane errors -- selected through the DSKY by V61E.

Mode 2) Total attitude errors with respect to the angles in N22 -- selected by
V62E.

Mode 3) Total astronaut attitude errors with respect to the angles in N17 --
selected by V63E.

Mode 1 is provided as a monitor of the RCS DAP and its ability to track auto-
matic-steering commands. In this mode, the disptay will be zeroed when the CMC
MODE switch is placed in the F.REE position.

Mode 2 is provided to assist the crew in manually maneuvering the spacecraft
to the attitude (gimbal angles) specified in N22. The attitude errors with respect to
these angles and the current CDU angles are resolved into RCS control axes.

I
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Mode 3 is provided to assist the crew in manually maneuvering the spacecralt
to the attitude (gimbal angles) specified in N17. The attitude errors with respect to
these angles and the current CDU angles are resolved into RCS control axes.

In aII three modes, the errorneedles are updated every 200 milliseconds.

Verb 60 is provided to load Nl7 with a snapshot of the current CDU angles,
synchronizÍng the Mode 3 display with the current S/C attituAe. This verb can be

used at any time. N17 can also be loaded with values chosen by the crew, using
v2 5N 1 7E.

It should be noted that the same set of ciigital-to-analog converters (DACs)

is used for coarse aligning the inertial platform and for driving the error needles.

After a coarse align has been done, several erasables used in the needle drive
routine must be re-initializeci lest a bias error be introducecl in the needle display.
If the coarse align is done with the CMC MODE switch in FREE (SC CONT switch

in either CMC or SCS) the re-initialization of the erasables will not occur. In order
to produce the proper re-initialization,V46E should be keyed after the coarse

align is complete (NO ATT. light off). A switch to HOLD or AUTO will also produce

the proper re- initialization.

These displays will be available in any mode of operation (AUTO, HOLD, FRIfE)
and under either SCS or CMC control once the RCS DAP has been initiated via V46E.

Mode 1, however, will be meaningful only in CMC AUTO or HOLD, and all display

modes assume that the IMU is on and inertially stabilized. The crew can preset an

attitude reference (desired gimbal angles) into N17 at any time. A functional diagram
of the attitude-error display modes is presented in Fig. 3.2.t.

It is also possible to display any of the three modes of attitude errors digl-
tally in R1, R2, a:rd R3 of the DSKY. This is done by keying V16 N04E. The parti-
cular mode displayed digitally will be the same as the mode currently being displayed

on the FDAI needles. Attitude errors are displayed as XXX. XX degrees. Sign con-

vention is such that a positive attitude error about an axis wiII require a negative

rate about that axis to reduce the error.

V16 N56E brings up in Rl, R2, and R3of the DSKY a digital display of esti-
mated rate in control axes. The rates are displayed at X.XXXX deg/sec.

3.2.2.3 Autopilot Operational Procedures

5.2.2,3. I Autopilot Turn-on Sequence. - - Before turning on the autopilot, the crew

should perform the DAP data load routine V48 (R03)and review or modify the data

displayed. For CSM-RCS DAP operation, the configuration code must be a "1 ," a "2,"
or a "6. " To activate the RCS DAP, the crew must then establish guidance and navi-
gation (G&N) control with V46E. If the SC CONT switch is in CMC and the IMU is on

and usable, the DAP will become fully operational within 1.7 sec after V46E. If the SC
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CONT switch is placed in SCS or if the THC is rotated clockwise, the DAP wiII revert
to an idle mode. In this mode, the DAP wiII not respond to any inputs, but will display
attitude errors, provided that the IMU is on and usable. When the SC CONT switch is
returned to CMC, or the THC is returned to detent, the DAP wiII perform its start-up
sequence and become fully operational within 1.1 sec, provided the IMU is on and usable

If IMU power is off or if the IMU is on but is in the coarse-align or CDU-zero
mode, computer-initiated jet firings will be inhibited when the CMC MODE swÍtch is
in AUTO or HOLD. The AUTO and HOLD modes are disabled, therefore, under the

Pages 3,2-9, 10 deleted.
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conditions stated, and the DAP will not respond, even to RHC inputs. The autopilot

sets a flag bit indicating that re-initialization is required before the DAP can become

fully operational in the AUTO or HOLD mode. The FREE mode does not require an

attitude reference in order to operate, and therefore the autopilot can be used in the

FREE mode whether the IMU is OFF or ON in any operational mode.

3.2.2.3.2 Autopilot Transitions. -- Switch-over to the TVC DAP when performing
an SPS burn is accomplished under program control. Note that ullage must be initiated
and controlled by the crew, using the THC. During the transition to TVC, the ullage
jets will continue to fire until P40 shuts them off . At the end of the burn, RCS con-
trol is automatically re-established with wide angular deadband. The transition to the
ENTRY autopilot is also performed under program control.

3.2.2.3.3 Deadband Selection. -- Various programs in the CMC will select the angular
deadband of the autopilot. When switching to minimum deadband, the programs will zero
the attitude error before collapsing the deadband, in order to save propellant. Note,
however, that the attitude hold reference may be changed. The programs also update the
deadband code in N46. When any program terminates, the RCS-DAP deadband will be

restored to the value specified during the most recent DAP data load (Verb 48).

If the crew wants to select the deadband, they may do so by displaying N46 via
V48 and by changing the deadband code with V21. This procedure, however, does not
change the attitude reference. Therefore, when switching to minimum deadband, the
MODE switch should be placed in FREE, in order to avoid the additional fuel expendi- 3
ture, and returned to HOLD or AUTO after setting the deadband.

During P20 the contents of N?9 are examined and used to determine the

deadband used during R61 and R67. The crewcan seleet any non-zero deadband

during these routines by loading N?9 appropriately. In order that the phase plane
retain geometric similarity, the deadband loaded should be > 0. 46 deg. Loading
a zero deadband will result in the use of the minimum deadban¿ (0. 50). P20 initia-
tion preloads N79 with the deadband specified by R03. N79 is also used to determine
the rotation rate for R67. N?9 is examined every pass through R61 and at the initia-
tion of rotation in R67.

3.2.2.3.4 Autopilot Turn-off . Normally, the DAP need not be deactivated once

it is turned on. For checkout, however, executing V46E with a "0" in the N46 con-
figuration code turns off any jets that are on, turns off the T6 clock, and idles the

autopilot control interrupt (T5) in order that no DAP coding will be executed -- a

result also achieved by a computer fresh start (V36E). Executing V46E with a "3"
in the N46 configuration code turns off jets that are on, turns off the T6 clock, and

activates the SATURN takeover function.

3,2.3 RCS DAP Implementation
The RCS autopilot has four control functions:
a. Attitude Hold and Rate Limiting
b. AutomaticManeuvering
c. Manual Rate Control
d. Minimum Impulse Control
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The first of these control functions is shown by the block diagram of Fig. 3.2.2.
The inputtothe logic is a set ofreference angles (8d. , j = 1,2,3) correspondingto

J

desired outer-, inner-, and middle-gimbal angles. These angles are then differenced
with the current CDU angles, and the result is resolved into the three control axes, using
the small-ang1e difference approximation in order to yield a set of body attitude errors
(0e.). The next step in the computation is to compare the attitude errors with a set of

J

estimated body rates (Q), rtso resolved into control axes. These rates are derived fromj
IMU gimbal-angle differences, which are transformed into corresponding body-angle
differences and smoothed by a second-order filter. For greater accuracy, the commanded
angular acceleration of the RCS jets (4.) is included in this computation. As a function
of attitude error and attitude rate, nonlinear switching functions in the phase-plane logic
are used to generate RCS jet-on time (rr) for each control axis. The rate-limiting
function is incorporated in the phase plane. A jet-selection logic is then used to combine
the rotation commands with the translation commands from the THC and to select the

individual jets to be fired. The actual control and timing of the RCS jets is accomplished
with the aid of the T6-interrupt structure of the computer.

Attitude maneuvers are implemented wi.th exactly the same logic as that used in
attitude hold, except for the additional inputs shown in Fig. 3.2.3. One important differ-
ence is that the reference angles (00.) wil1, in general, be functions of time. Since the

J

steering programs, such as the attitude maneuver routine, generate these desired gim-
ba1 angles with an interval (ATc) that is much greater than the autopilot sample rate
(AT" = 0. 1 sec), a set of incremental angles (A0O rs) are computed as follows

Aed(tn) = [O.(trr*r) -

J

AT
S

^T-c
(3.2-1)

The autopilot will then perform the following angle additions every 100 ms

0¿ (N) = 0O (N - 1) + Aed (tn)
xxx

sd(tn) j

0 (N)=0 (N-1)+ ae. (t )on
v

ae. (t )on

(3.2-2\
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d
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d
(N):eo (N-1) +

The steering programs also compute a set of commandS/Crates (c,.r6r), which are sub-
tracted from the measured body rates by the autopilot, and the results are used in the
phase-plane computations. This procedure allows the a.utopilot to maneuver the space-
craft smoothly at the required rate. For proper attitude control, the desired gimbal-angle
rates should be consistent with o¿.. In addition, the steering program may generate a set
of attitude-error biases (,8.), wnidn are added to the attitude errors in order to provide" J'
additional lead and prevent overshoot when starting and stopping an automatic maneuver
(especially KALCMANU-supervised maneuvers). Normally, the required lead is only
7 to 2 degrees, but during high-rate maneuvers it can be as much as 3.33 degrees. The

biases remain fixed until the maneuver is completed, when they are reset to zero.
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Note that when steering is completed, ,0.,, OaOj, andß, are resetto zero, and, ineffect,

the autopilot reverts to attitude hold about the final, desired gimbal angles.

The manual-rate mode (as shown in Fig. 3.2.41 is implemented such that it will also
utilize the phase-plane logic. Command rates (<"s.), resolved into control axes, are
computed on the bases of the rate magnitude selected in N46 and of the position of the
RHC. Estimates of the actual body rates (ô*), also resolved into control axes, are

J

provided by the rate filter. Command rate is subtracted from estimated rate in order
to give 

".1s 
s¡¡er (c,l..):

J

(¡)=â.-u,
"jJ"i

The rate error is then used as one input to the phase plane.

The computation of attitude-error inputs for the phase plane is controlled by

three rate-damping flags, one for each control axis. Whenever there is any change in
RHC position, all three flags are set. The flag for any axis is reset to zero when the
phase-plane point for that axis falls within the phase-plane deadzone for the first time
since the flag was set. While any one of the.three flags is set, the phase-plane atti-
tude-error inputs for al1 three control axes are set to zero. When all three rate-
damping flags are finally reset, the difference between command rate and unfiltered
measurement of S/C rate is integrated for all three axes in order to give a set of
cumulative attftude error(0u.), which will be used as the attitude-error input to the

phase plane: J

)
dte

e

zz

1,, 1",c,
J

,.)dt= f, dt-'f' J C."J

This integration is done incrementally in the AGC. A set of commanded body-axis
angular increments (40¿r) over one DAP cycle is computed on the basis of the rate
magnitude selected in N40 and the position of the RHC:

where
At = 0. 1 sec, the DAP cycle time.

Measured gimbal-angle changes (A d, Ae, and Ary') over one DAP cycle are
transformed, using the K-matrix, into control axes in order to obtai.n a set of measured

body-angle changes (AAj), which are used as the integral of unfiltered S/C rates over
a DAP cycle:

AOd. = ,". At,
J]

l. dt-x

l, dt

^ö

AE

Atþ

K

AAx

AA
v

AA

)

I C') dt
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where
1 sin r/ 0

)

K 0 cos ry' cos $r sin $r

0 -cos ry' sin dt cos $r

ó' = ó -7.25 deg (cf., footnote p. 3.2-1)

ö , 0, tþ are the outer', inner- and middle-gímbal angles.

The set of cumulative attitude errors (0".) is computed recursively:
J

e (t)+ a0
J

d.
J

se. (t + at) =

J

AA.
J

.l

All the 9".rs are initialized to zero before the integration is initiated by the resetting
.t

of the damping flags.

9". is used as the attitude-error input for the phase plane of each axis. As is
done in dttitrr¿" hold and automatic maneuvers,the phase-plane logic generates jet-on
times (r.) for each axis; these are used as inputs to the jet-selection logic as

J

described above.

Qualitatively, the action of the DAP after receiving a new RHC command is
(1) to rate damp, i. e., drive S/C rate about each control axis to within a deadband

of the command rate, and(2| once this is done, to incorporate in the forward loop an

extra integration that will eliminate residual rate errors.

One particular consequence of the rate-damping feature is that, upon release
of the RHC, the angular velocity of the S/C is driven to near zero before attitude-hold
reference angles are picked up. 

¡!
Another feature of the manual-rate mode is that of forced firings. Ordinarily,

when the phase-plane point lies in the deadzone, no jet firings are commanded. If
either the 0. 2-degfsec or 0.05-deg/sec rate is selected, the phase-p1ane point initially
will fal1 within the two-dimensional deadzone. Unless some special provision is made,
there will be a 1ag between command and response, since no firing will be commanded
until the attitude error has been integrated to a value large enough to move the phase-
plane point outside the deadzone. For narrow attitude deadband and 0.2-deg/sec rate,
the lag will be about 0. 2 sec. For the same attitude deadband and the 0. O5-deg/sec
rate, the lag will be on the order of 10 sec. To eliminate this Iag, the following pro-
vision has been made: Whenever there is a change in RHC position, bits indicating
which axes have had a change in command are set for one, and only one, DAP cycle;
whenever these bits are set for an axis, a firing will be forced in a direction such
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as to reduce the rate error for that axis, even should the error fall within the deadzone

The effect of this provision is to provide the astronaut with immediate response for

all RHC changes at all rates.

The manual-rate mode can be activated by RHC action when the CMC MODE

switch is in either AUTO or HOLD. Note that the manual-rate mode will take priority
over any automatic maneuver in progress, even should the CMC MODE switch be in
AUTO. When the stick is released, the automatic maneuver is not immediately

resumed, but rathertheS/Cremains in attitude hold about the manually acquired

attitude. The automatic steering can be re-established by proper DSKY procedures.

The minimum impulse control mode is the simplest of all the operational

mocles. The logic is shown in Figure 3.2.5, RHC deflections are treated as

mlnimum impulse commands. If RHC commands are present the appropriate jet-on

commands (r, )are set to the minimum impulse time (14 ms). Each deflection of
J

the RHC will produce another minimum impulse on the appropriate axes.

If MIC commands are present (and RHC in detent), the corresponding z,rs
are set equal to the minimum impulse time (14 ms). Each defllection of the MIC

will produce another minimum impulse on the appropriate axês.

The mechanism for establishing the control reference of the autopilot is a

multiple-purpose switch called HOLDFLAG. It has the following three states:

i. (+) Sample the CDU angles and store in 9U. (autopilot reference angles)
J

before resuming attitude hold and reseiting HOLDFLAG to "+0"

ii. (+0) Remain in attitude hold about previously established reference

angles (0U.)

J

iii. (-) Enable automatic steering.

HOLDFLAG is set to (+0) if it was (-) and lwlCal t Z¡o.

HOLDFLAG is set to the 'r+" state by:

. a. occurrence of RHC commands,

b. turn-on (freshstart) of autopilot,

c. SCS MODE selection,

d. FREE mode selection,

e. switch-over to HOLD mode from AUTO mode when performing
automatic maneuvers'!, or by

f. improper IMU mode condition.

"In thi" case, HOLDFLAG is never actually set to "+, " but the 1ogic functions as
if it were.
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To enable automatic control of the autopilot, the steering programs set
HOLDFLAG to the"-" state, but this is done only after the mode switch has been
set to AUTO, the astronaut has indicated his desire to allow automatic control,
and the initial values of ,d., 0d., Agd., Ê., have been loaded by the automatic-maneu-

ver routine (with interruptJinniiite¿). 
J rtr"r""tter, HOLDFLAG is monitored by the

steering program in order to determine whether the automatic sequence has been
interrupted and, if so, to take appropriate action. For automatic maneuvers
initiated by R60, the DSKY will flash a request to trim the S/C attitude to the re-
quired angles. For automatic tracking or rotation during P20, however, the pre-
ferred tracking-attitude routine (R61) or the automatic rotation routine (R6T) will
automatically re-establish tracking or rotation unless the steering has been inter-
rupted by the occurrence of RHC commands. Shouid steering have been interrupted,
a VSBE will re-establish the automatic tracking or rotation, provided that the CMC
AUTO mode has been selected.

3.2.4 RCS DAP Program Design

3.2, 4,1 Computation of Attitude Errors
For automatic maneuvers and attitude hold, desired attitude is expressed in

gimbal angles ed, ry'd, and fO. These angles are compared withthe actual gimbal
angles, and the differences computed to yield gimbal-ang1e errors.

since the RCS jets work in the control axes p, q, and r, it is necessary to
resolve the gimbal-angle errors into control axes. For small errors, the
K-matrix used for angular-velocity transformation is also valid for angular.
differences;

pe ó-óo

K 6-e
d

(3.2-4)

r ú-úae

This yields formulas;

pu = (/ - óol + (o - go) sin r/ (Roll Error)

qe = (0 - 0O) cos ry' cos ó' + (rþ - úO) sin f t (Pitch Error) (3.2-5)

r" = -(0 - 0o) cos þ sin $t + ({.) - (;O) cos /t (yaw Error) .

qe

)
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The small-angle approximation involved is sufficiently accurate for the
purposes of the DAP, even though the K-matrix is updated only once per
second. During automatic maneuvers, a set of biases (P x, By, and Fr)
is added to the attitude errors in order to compensate for the time
required for thes/c to change angular rate. The biases eliminate the pro-
blem of rate overshoot, when a maneuver is started, and the problem
of attitude overshoot, when the maneuver is stopped. Thus, for auto-
matic maneuvers,

ó-óo ß

e'0 + (3.2-6)
d

ú'úa o
TJ'z

During manual-rate maneuvers, measured gimbal-ang1e changes
over one DAP cycle are transformed, using the K-matrix, into control
axes in order to obtain a set of measured body-angle changes. A set
of desired changes (40d.) for these control-axis quantities is computed

J
on the bases of the rate magnitude selected in N46 and the position of
the RHC:

AE
d.

J

where

At = 0.1 sec, the DAP cycle time.

p xe

K ß
v

qe

r
e

At(¡)
d.

J

)

U
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lVhenever rate damping, described above, is not in progress, a set of
cumuLative attitude errors is computed recursively:

p (t+.at) p (t)
^e e

dp
d(t+at) ók!,e

qe (t+at) qe(t) +K s(t+at) e(t)

r (t+at)
e

r (t) ,/ (t+At) - ,þ kle

3. 2. 4.2 Display of Attiturle Errors
In order to permit monitoring of DAP operation during automatic maneuv-

ers and attitude hold, the DAP provides inputs to the FDAI needles and, if se-
lected by V16N04, to the DSKY. There are three display modes available:

Display Mode 1. -- The negatives of the attitude errors computed abo.¡e

are displayed on the needles. For automatic maneuvers, this display is
sometimes called "maneuver following error. " If the DAP is functioning
properly, these errors should remain within the deadband selected during
attitude ho1d, automatic maneuvers, and manual-rate maneuvers.

Display Mode 2. -- The attitude errors displayed are computed as the
difference between the measured gimbal angles and the contents of Noun 22

(óc, gc, and ry'"). These differences are resolved into control coordinates:

A

AE

ae_
d q

dr

pd

"d

ó-c 6

0Ka¿ -e (3,2-7)
c

tþ -tþ
c

o
a
a

During R-60 automatic maneuvers, the contents of N22 (and Nl8) are
set to the terminal attitude of the maneuver in order that the needles will
indicate angles to be gained to completion of the maneuver.

Display Mode 3. -- The attitude errors displayed are computed as the
difference between measured gimbal angles and the contents of Noun 1?

e ). The differences are resolved into control coordinates:{) a

')

)

(ó
a a

and
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pd

td

óa- ö

-e0Ke¿

tþ -l)
à

verb 60, which can be executed at any time, loads Noun 1? with a snap-
shot of the current cDU angles. Noun 1? can also be loaded directly by the
execution of V25N17. The attitude specified in Noun 1? can be regained by
manually steeringthe S/C such as to null the error needles.

3.2. 4.3 Angular-rate Filter
The RCS digital autopilot is, by the very nature of digital machines, a

sampleddata process. Thus it must infer or estimate angular velocity from
a series of samples of the environment at discrete intervals. The inputs to
the rate estimator include gimbal angles (attitude) and estimates of the con-
trol forces applied to theS/C by the RCS jets (control acceleration). Both of
these quantities must be considered "noisy": IMU angles are perturbed by
uncertainties in the CDU counters and by quantization effects; Sþ accelera-
tions are perturbed by uncertainties in RCS jet thrust and by random forces --
'¡ehicle bending, vibration, fuel s1osh, etc.

The design of the rate filter can be viewed in terms of Kalman filtering
techniques and can be derived as a set of recursive difference equations using
this approach. Given the derived attitude ô an¿ the derived velocity ô at
time to, the state at some later time (tr) is estimated by extrapolation:

^ ¿\ .\ l'tt ft0r(tr)=e(t0)+.^,(t0)AT+ 
I I u(r)dz, (3.2-8)

uro </ o

t I
(tr)=â(to)+(, I u (r) dz, (3.2-s)

t

)

U

0
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e

where u(7) = the control acceleration caused by jet firings, and

AT = t, - t0 = 0' 1 sec for the DAP'

The prime notation indicates the estimation just before the incorporation
of the measurement of current attitude.

After the state estimate is updated by this extrapolation, the estimated
attitude is compared to the measured angles (0), and the state estimate is
revised on the basis of the difference between the two values:

â ttrl =â' (tr) + wr (tt) tã (t,) - â' (t1)1, (3.2-10)

â ttrl = â' (tl) * w2 (t 1) tã (tt) - ô' (t1)1. (3.2-11)

The parameters W, and W, are weighting factors applied to the error in ad-

justing the extrapolated values. These weighting factors represent a measure

of the relative confidence that one has in the extrapolated values as opposed

to the measured attitude figures. The selection of values for W, and W, to
yield optimum performance depends on the statistical measures of variance of

0 and 0, and is beyond the scope of this discussion. For the DAP, the values

canbe selected in advance. After initialization (the first 1.1 sec of operation),
the gains remain constant such that W1(t) = K' and W2(t)= K' for t> 1,1. The

exception is that during translations, high- rate automatic or manual rotations, and

aII R6? rotations when the rate specified by R03 was 2 deglsec, the gains are set

equaltohigher, butstillconstant, values. Translationgainstakeprecedenceover
rotationgains. The numericalvaluesof thefiltergainsareshowninTable 3.2'I.

As implemented in the RCS DAP, Eq. 3.2-10 and Eq. 3.2-11 appear in
slightly different form. If we define

I
X (tr) = u( z) dz, (3.2-12)

t
0

Y(t i'ito o

)=
1

3.2-24
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then Eq. 3.2-8 and Eq. 3.2-9 become

ô' (rr) = ôttot * â(to) ar + Y (t1), (3.2- 14',)

l, (t1) =â{to)+X(tr) (3.2- 15)

If we also define

c(tr) =ã ttrl - â' {tr) =õ(tr) - ôttol -â (to) AT - y (tt), (3.2-16)

then Eq. 3.2-l () rrnd Eq. 3.2-Ll become

ô ttrl = ô' (tr) + wr (t1) p (t1); (3.2-L7l

â ttr) = f' 1tr) + w, (tr) o (tr) . (3.2-18)

If we add -ã ttr) to both sides of Eq. 3. 2-L7,we obtain

â ttrl - 6 (tr) = t' (tr) - ã ttr) + w, (tr)p(tr),

or refering to Eq. 3.2-16,we have

ã ttrl - ô ttrl = [1 - w1(t1)] p (tr). (3.2-1e)

Substituting tO for t, in Eq. 3.2-1gwe obtain

ã {to) -â ttol = [1 - wl (t0)] p (to). ß.2-zo)

If we solve Eq. 3.2-16 for â {tn) anA substitute this result in Eq. 3.2-20,we obtain

p(t1) = [1 -wr (to)lp(t0) -â(t0) ar -y (tt)+tã(tr) -ãtto)l . ß.2-21)

The computation of O(tr) can be greatly simplified if we neglect the contribution due

to Y (tr). If wè do this, the filter equations become:

p(tr) = [t - wr (t0)]p (t0) - â (t0) ar + ¡õ ttr) - ãtto)l; (3.2-22)

t

,[,

1

â ttrl = â (to) + w2 (t1) P (tr) +

o

)
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1) KaLman FiLter Gains

TABLE 3.2-I

DAP FILTER GAINS

w1 w2 (¡)
nTime

0. 1 0.9342
0.2 0.8151
0. 3 0.6933
0.4 0. 5970

0. 5 0.5223
0. 6 0,4634
0. ? 0.4161
0. 8 0.3774
0.9 0.3452
1.0 0.3180

t>1.1 0.0640

Normal Filter Gains

8.683
4.817
2.955
1.985
1.422

1.069
0.832

0.666
0. 545

0.454
0.016

(

0.40 0. B0

2l

0.0640 0.016 0.40 0. B0

3) High-rate-¡:otation Filter Gains

0.2Lt2 0.1742 1.32

4) CSM-alone Translation Filter Gains

0. 8400 3.6000 6. 00

b) CSM-docked LM Translation Filter Gains

0.2t12 0. t742 1.32

0. 80

0.70

0, B0

)
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Measured gimbal-angl"e changes (Ad, 40, and Aú) over one DAp cycle
are transformed, using the K-matrix, into control axes in order to obtain
a set of measured body-angle changes.

Although Eq. 3. 2-22 and Eq. 3. 2-23 were derived for a planar problem,
they can be expanded to three axes if we make the small-angle approximation:

ó(t1) - ó(to)

(to) e(tl) - e (tO) (3.2-241

AA ú(t1) - (¿(to)

where

{(

sin r/ (tO)

cos r/ (tO) cos dt (t0)

-cos ry' (to) sin d' (to)

0)= sin /' (to)

AAx

AA

z

01

0

0

h
â* {tr) = ô* (to) + rvv2 (tl , p x ft) + [

tro

>r

K

K(t

cos f t (to)

ú,=ó _7,25deg,

and

6, 0, ,þ arethe measured outer-, inner- and middle-gimbal angles.

Substituting AA for ô'ttrl - itt'l in Eq. 3.2-22, we obtain the filter equations
as programed in the autopilot:

px(tl) = (1 - wt (t0)) px (t0) - â* tto) ar +4¡q*; (8.2-251

u* (z ) dz, (3.2-26)

with similar equations for the Y and Z axes.

)

U
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Since the thrust of an RCS jet is assumed to be constant, the control
acceleration integral reduces to..CAtf, where C is a constant and At, is the
single-jet operation jet-on time''' calculated during the interval tO . t . tl.
The K-matrix is updated every 10 cycles, or once per second.

The result of this estimation procedure can be represented as a second-
order linear sampled-data system with the block diagram of Fig. 3.2.6. The

input[aA(z)]i" trtu measured "body angle" difference over the previous sample
period. The output is î:(Zl, the estimated body rate; and X(Z) is defined by
the Z-transform of Eq. 3.2-t2. In steady-state operation, one can define

an equivalent damping ratio ( () and a natural frequency (,arr) for this filter.
To a good approximation, they may be defined:

ç

(J

w1

zJwrar

Tw,
- /-zr-

The filter gains used by the DAP are shown in Table z.z -r. The Ka1man
gains are used during the first second of operation in order to speed up the
initialization of the filter. The bandpass is initially set very high and gradually
reduced to the nominal value. For normal operation, ., = 0.4 radian/sec,
and ( = 0.8. The higher filter gains are used when performing maneuvers
at the 2-deg/sec rate and, also, during translation. During 2-deg/sec
maneuvers and CSM-LM Docked translations, ,n = 1.32 radians/sec and

K = 0.8.; during CSM alone translations, on = 6.0 radians/sec and K = 0. ?,

Figure 3.2.7 shows the filter response obtained from an all-digital simuLation
for a step input of 4 deg/sec. The four curves represent the rasponse for
each of the filter modes of operation.

The rate filter provides virtual isolation of the DAP from various noise
sources and undesirable perturbations, including S/C vibration, vehicle
bending, and CDU quantization, and enables the autopilot to establish extremely
low-rate minirnum-impulse limit cycles. Although a penalty is paid in
terms of a rather slow response time, performance is, in fact, adequate

for the maneuver rates involved.

"At, i" the duration that a single jet must be fired in order to attain a desired
rotátional impulse about a given axis. If two jets are used for the rotation, bo.th
will be fired for a duration Ltrl 2. when one jet is used, at¡ can range between
14 and 100 ms. When two je,tg are used, however, the firinþ time (At¡/2) must
still be in the rlnge 14 to 100 ms; the value of at¡ would, therefore, -iange
between 28 and 200 ms.
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3. 2. 4,4 Phase-,plane Switching Logic
For attitude hold, automatic maneuvers,and manual-rate maneuvers, rate

limiting and attitude control are performed by a nonlinear switching logic.
Attitude errors, which are assumed tobe small, are calculated and resolved
into control axes. Rates are derived in control axes by the rate filter.

The dynamics of the switching logic for a single axis can best be under-
stood by interpretation in the phase plane (See Fig. 3.2,8). The horizontal
axis is attitude error; the vertical axis is angular-rate error. Paths of zero
acceleration are horizontal lines, and paths of constant acceleration are
parabolas.

In attitude-hold mode, consider what happens when the vehicle begins
in the state represented by the point A. Since the velocity is positive, the

state moves to the right until it reaches the decision line at B. The DAP then

fires RCS jets to drive the rate to zero. To allow for vehicle torque-to-
inertia ratios that are greater than those assumed by the autopilot and to pre-
vent overshoot in this case, the desired impulse is intentionally reduced by
20 per cent. In the normal case, this means that the rate change falls short
of the desired rate line, producing an over-damped response. The state drops
only to point C and moves more slowly toward the decision 1ine. Due to delays

in the rate filter, line CD will not be perfectly straight, but will approach the

correct rate value gradually. When the decision line is hit again, at point D,

the cycle repeats. Because the firing time can never be less than 14 ms,

the state will eventually cross the decision line close enough to zeto to over-
shoot on the next jet firing. The state will then move left (since the velocity
is now negative) all the v/ay across the deadband to point F. Jets will fire
to drive the rate in the opposite direction, overshooting again to point G. The

end result is the minimum-impulse limit cycle EFGH. This limit cycle is
encouraged by the flat region in the decision lines where they cross the attitude-
error axis.

A summary of decision areas and responses is given in Table 3.2-II of
Fig. 3.2.8 for the top half of the phase plane. The bottom half functions

symmetrically with respect to the origin. Note that, from decision areas 2

and 5 the rate is driven to the hysteresis lines +HSLOPE or -HSLOPE in
order to ensure that the deadband is entered even should the impulse be short
by as much as 20 per cent.

The width of the rate-limit deadband is fixed at 0.2 deg per second. The

astronaut can either select maximum (5.0 deg) or minimum (0. 5 deg) angular

deadband through the DSKY, by executing Verb 48 and changing the appropriate
component of Noun 46 when it is displayed.

U
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Automatic maneuvers are implemented by exactly the same logic as that
used in attitude ho1d, except that the inputs are rate error and attitude error.
The rate coordinate represents the difference between the actual rate and the
rate specified by the maneuver routine. Of course, the desired attitude will
change for each cycle of the DAp during execution of a maneuver. In prac-
tice, the automatic-maneuver routines calculate new attitudes only periodically.
A set of angle increments is also calculated. The DAP uses these incremental
angles to interpolate desired attitude angles between computation cycles of the
maneuver routines, such that smooth transition from one attitude to the next
is achieved.

Manual rate maneuvers also use the phase-plane logic, with rate error
ancl attitude error as inputs. The computation of error quantities during
manual rate maneuvers is described in paragraph 3. 2. 3.

3,2,4.5 RCS DAP Jet Selection Logic.
The RCS DAP executes rotations and translations of the S/c ty means of

the 16 RCS jets located on the forward end of the service module. These jets
are clustered in four quads, lettered A-D, four jets to a quad. euads A and c
are aligned with the yaw-control (Z) axis. (See footnote on page B,Z_I.) euads B
and D are aligned with the pitch-control (y) axis. Jet configuration and
numbering is shown in Fig. 8.2.9.

Rotations alone, about a given axis, or translations alone, along a given
axis,are normally executed with a pair of jets -- one each on opposing quads,
(AC or BD). A single jet firing will result in both a rotation and a translation.
Thus, fuel is conserved by combining rotations with translations whenever
possible. Figure 3.2.9 shows that X-translations canbe combined with pitch-
axis rotations, usingQuads AC; X-translations can be combined with yaw-axis
rotations, using Quads BD; Y-translations can be combined with roll-axis
rotations, using Quads AC; and Z-transLations can be combined with roll-axis
rotations, using Quads BD,

Pitch and yaw rotations andY- and, Z-translations are peculiar to a single
pair of quads. Roll and X-translations can be performed using either quad
pair. The crew can select either or both quad pairs for X-translation and can
select one pair or the other, but not both, for roll.

Provision is made for informing the computer, via verb 48, of quad
failures when one or more of the jets in a quad have failed. In the event of
a quad failure, the computer will not attempt to fire the jets in that quad,
but will compensate for the reduction of control torque when performing

U
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attitude maneuvers. This feature of the quad-fail logic can be used for
fuel management and the attainment of single-jet rotational control for
minimizing propellant consumption in attitude hold. Because of the reduc-
tion in overall control authority, however, some of the translational
capabilities of the system must be sacrificed to permit attitude stabilization.
should one or more jets in a quad be disabled or failed and it be desired
not to inactivate the entire quad, quad-failure information need not be com-
municated to the computer. The autopilot will cc¡ntinue to function but at
reduced efficiency.

The logic that combines rotations with translations generates two con-
trol words during each autopilot cycle: word 1 contains jet commands for
rotations andtranslations eombined; word 2 contains jet commands for
translation only. The logic incorporates the quad-failure information as
follows:

i. Command Word 1.--Rotations and Transla tions Combined
a. Pitch Word -- X-translations are ignored if Quad A or C

has failed; astronaut should shift to BD quads for X-transrations.

b. Yaw Word. -- X-translations are ignored if Quad B or D has
failed; astronaut should shift to AC quads for X-translations.

c. AC Roll

1. Y-translations are ignored if Quad A or C has failed. A
shift to BD roll may make the translation possibl.e. (See below. )

2. Z:translations are accepted in spite of Quad B or D failure
unless the resulting torque cancels desired ro11 torque. This can
happen only if a single jet is used for ro11:

a) Case 1". -- Should one-jet roll be a result of failure
on Quad A or C, t}re Z-translation cannot be done until the
ro11 maneuver has been completed.

b) Case 2. -- Should one-jet ro11 be a result of combining
ro11 with a Y-translation, the Y-translation must be completed
before the Z-translation can be done.

d. BD Roll

1. Z-transLations are ignored if Quad B or D has failed. A
shift to AC ro11 may make the translation possible. (See above. )

2. Y-translations are accepted in spite of Quad A or C fail unless
the resulting torque cancels desired roll torque. This can
happen only if a single jet is used for roll:

U
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a) Case 1. -- Should one-jet ro11 be a result of failure of
Quad B or D, the Y-translation cannot be done until the ro11

maneuver has been completed.

b) Case 2. -- Should one-jet roll be a result of combining
ro11 with a Z-translation, tlne Z-translation must be com-
pleted before the Y-translation can be done.

The net result of the logic of command-word 1 is that rotations will be

attempted regardless of quad fails. Translations are accepted only if their
execution will not adversely affect the execution of rotations. In some cases,
translations can be enabled by judicious choice of ro11 quads and X-translation
quads. In other cases, quad fails can force the postponement or rejection of
translations. The logic of command-word 2 is somewhat simpler, since only
translations are involved:

ii. Command-Word 2.-- Translations Only

e Y- and Z-translations

1. Should AC roII be selected, Z-translations would be accepted
regardless of Quad B or D fails; Y-translations would be rejected
in the case of Quad A or C fails.

2. Should BD ro11 be selected, Y-translations would be accepted
regardless of Quad A or C î,ailsi Z-translations would be rejected
in the case of Quad B and D fails.

X-Translations

1. Were one quad of a pair failed by the astronaut, neither
quad would fire in response to X-translation requests. The astro-
naut should select unfailed quads for X-translations.

ImpJ.ementation of jet selection in the jet-selection phase of the DAP is by
means of a table look-up procedure. Two sets of four tables each are pro-
víded. The first set (Tables 3.2-III through 3.2-VI)gives rotations and transla-
tions combined; the second set (Tables 3.2-VII through 3.2-X) gives translations
only. Entries are included for quad fails, where appropriate, and a torque
parameter is included to indicate the direction and magnitude of the resultant
torque. This parameter is used both in the calculation of jet-on time in terms
of the actual number of jets fired and in evaluating the effects of quad fails on

the resultant torque.

b
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TABLE 3.2-III

JET SELECTION FOR PITCH ROTATIONS -- QUADS AC

TABLE 3.2-IV

JET SELECTION FOR YAW ROTATIONS -- QUADS BD

Item Pitch X-Translation Quad Fail Jets Torque
I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

o

10

11

t2
13

L4

15

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

0

0

+

+

+

A

A

A

C

C

c

None

1, 3

2r4
Lr2

1

t

3,4
3

4

None

1

4

None

3

2

0

2

-,
0

1

-1
0

1

-1
0

1

-1

0

I
-1

)

Item Yaw X-Translation Quad F'aíl Jets Torque

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

L2

13

L4

15

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

0

0

+

+

+

B

B

B

D

D

D

None

5r7

618

5r6

5

6

7,8
7

I
None

5

8

None

7

6

0

2

-2
0

1

-1

0

1

-1

0

I
-1

0

1

-1

U
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TABLE 3.2-V

JET SELECTION F.OR ROLL ROTATIONS -- QUAD AC

TABLE 3.2-VI

JET SELECTION FOR ROLL ROTATIONS -. QUADS BD

i

Item Roll Y-Translation Quad Fail Jets Torque

I
,
3

4

5

6

1

I
o

l0
ll
t2
l3
t4
l5

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

0

0

+

+

+

A

A

A

C

C

C

None

13, l5
14, l6
13, 14

13

L4

16, l5
15

16

None

15

14

None

13

16

0

2

_t

0

I
-l

0

I
-l

0

I
-1

0

I
-1

)

Item RoIl Z - Translation Quad Fail Jets Torque

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

10

l1
t2
l3
t4
15

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

+

0

0

0

+

+

+

B

B

B

D

D

D

None

9, l1
10, L2

9, 10

I
l0
LL, T2

1l
t2
None

11

10

None

I
t2

0

2

-2

0

I

-1

0

I
-l

0

1

-l
0

1

-1
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TABLE 3.2-VII
X.TRANSLATIONS .. QUADS AC

TABLE 3.2.VIII
X-TRANSLATIONS -- QUADS BD

Item X-Translation Jets
1

,
3

0

+

None

5,6
7,9

TABLE 3.2.IX
Y-TRANSLATIONS .- QUADS AC

TABLE 3.2-X
Z.TRANSLATIONS -- QUADS BD

Item X-T'ranslation Jets
1

2

3

0

+

None

L'2
3,4

)

Item Y Translation Quad Fail Jets Net RolI Torque
I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

o

+

0

+

0

+

A

A

A

c
c
c

None

13, 14

15, 16

None

t4
15

None

13

16

0

0

0

0

-1
+1

0

+1

-1

Item Z Translation Quad FaÍl Jets Net Roll Torque
I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

0

+

0

+

0

+

B

B

B

D

D

D

None

9, 10

11, 12

None

10

11

None

I
L2

0

0

0

0

-1
+1

0

+1

-1TJ
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3,2, 4,6 Program Logic
The RCS DAP operates at a basic sample rate of 10 cps. Within each

sample period, three distinct sets of operations are performed by the auto-
pilot. In principle, Phase 1 samples the state of theS/C environment, Phase 2

calculates rotation commands, and Phase 3 adds translation commands and

generates jet timing and selection commands.

Phase 1. In Phase 1 during nominal operation, the CDUs are read and the
gimbal-angle differences c-onverted to body-axis angle differences by use of
a transformation matrix (K). From these readings, new estimates of vehicle
angular rates are made by a filter system. The K-matrix, itself, is dependent

on vehicle attitude and, therefore, is updated periodically. In practice this
is done once every 10 sample periods. Finally, the FDAI needles are updated.

Phase 2. Phase 2 calculates rotational-control output in terms of impulses
to be applied to each of the control axes by the RCS jets. These outputs are

designated as r0 (impulse about the X-axis,roll), rr(impulse about the Y-axis,
pitch), and r, (impulse about the Z-axis, yaw). These impulses are expressed

as jet-on times, and designate the amount of time a single RCS jet must be fired
to produce the desired impulse. For these caLculations, the DAP takes into

account the average thrust of the RCS jets, the moment arm, and S/C moment

of inertia about each axis.

To handle adequately the requirements of the various modes of the autopilot,
Phase 2 calculates jet impulse in one of three ways. In all cases, a negative r
designates an impulse in the negative direction; the jet-on time is equal tolrl:

1. For RHC control in the FREE mode, Phase 2 generates impulses
that will turn on the appropriate jets f.or L4 ms, this being the minimum
jet-on time.

2. For MIC control in the FREE mode, Phase 2 generates impulses
that will turn on the appropriate jets for 14 ms.

3. For attitude hold, automatic maneuvers, and manual-rate maneuvers,

Phase 2, using the phase-plane Iogic, generates impulses to establish and

maintain S/C rate and attitude within deadbands of desireC values.

Case 3 requires that S/C attitude and angular rate be known. For this
reason, attitude hold, automatic maneuvers, and manual-rate maneuvers

require the IMU be operating and i. iitg align before any commands can be

accepted, or any impulses calculated.

Phase 3. Phase 3 of the RCS DAP processes the taurs from Phase 2 and,
in addition, acceptS and processes translation commands from the THC. The
output of Phase 3 consists of the jet command words and timing words. The
jet command words are AGC data words suitable to be loaded into output
Channels 5 and 6 in order to turn the required jets on or off. Two command
words are generated for each axis. Word 1 enables jets both for rotations
and for translations. Word 2 enables jets for translations only. The timing
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word is a jet fÍring time for rotations, which is the tau value from Phase 2

divided by the number of jets contributing to the requested rotation.
Should f divided by the number of jets used be less than 14 ms, however,

the firing time will be set to 14 ms; should T divided by the number of jets
be greater than 100 ms, the firing time wiII be set to 100 ms.

After processing z and generating the jet-command words, phase 3

resets r to zero if the required firing can be compteted before the next
Phase 3, i. e., within 0. 1 sec. If the required firing cannot be completed
within 0. 1sec, however, Phase 3 resets r to a value that will produce the
firing required in excess of 0. l sec. For example, if the initial r were 270
ms and two jets were to be used, Phase 3 would command the appropriate
jet pair to fire for 100 ms (the duration of one cycle) and then reset r to
70 ms. This excess 70 ms would either be replaced during the next phase 2

or be saved for the next Phase 3.

During normal operation, Phase 1 compntes a phase-plane point every
cycle; should the point lie outside the deadzong phase 2 computes a new T

to replace any r heldover from the last Phase 3. Should the new phase-plane
point lie within the deadzong however, Phase 2 leaves the existing value of
r unchanged. The existing value_ of r will be zero or nonzero, depend-
ing upon whether, at the last execution of Phase 3, there was a firing require-
ment in excess of 0. 1sec. For the example given (original r of 2?0 ms),
the existing value of r would be 70 ms.

The logic of this phase is equipped to deal with failures of one or more of
the RCS jet quads and to honor astronaut requests for preferred quads for
ro11 and X-translations. Under certain conditions, the execution of a transla-
tion would cancel a desired rotation or would induce rotations that cannot be
compensated by RHC (or automatic) commands. In such cases, the translation
requests are ignored: rotations always take precedence over translations,

Actual jet turn-on and turn-off is performed by a separate program
(T6 Program) with its own timing clock. This program is described in
paragraph 3.2.4. 11.

3.2. 4. ? DAP Idling Sequence

If the DAP is running with the SC CONT switch ín SCS (computer not
directing guidance, control, and navigation) and with the CMC MODE switch
in Auro or HOLD, the DAP is not fully operational. phase 2 and phase 3

are not executed at all. Once every 0.1 sec, an abbreviated form of phase 1

is executed to update the FDAI needles and, at 1.0-sec intervals, to update
the K-matrix, which is used in updating the needles. No other autopilot
functions are operational. If the cMC MODE switch is in FREE, however,
all these phases are executed. This is done because the channel bit that the
DAP checks and the SCS selection resets is also reset when IMU power is off.
Therefore, to ensure the providing of FREE mode control when the sc coNT
switch is in cMC but the IMU is off, all DAp phases are executed whenever
the CMC MODE switch is in FREE.

IJ
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3.2.4.8 DAP Turn-on Sequence

To establish DAP control of the S/C, an initialization sequence is executed,

This sequence is entered whenever the SC CONT switch is turned to CMC while
the DAP is on, or whenever the DAP is started (ihrough V46) while the SC

CONT switch is in CMC.

The rate estimate is initialized by rneans of a Kalman-filter procedure.

The filter gains are initially set very high and gradually reduced to nominal

values in the course of the first 1. 1 second of operation. During this first
1.1 second, Phase 3 is omitted entirely since no jet commands can be
calculated while the filter is being initialized. Normal Phase-2 operation is
disabled, and Phase 2 functions only to count down the tables of filter gains for
the Kalman filter. Phase l updates the rate estimation, the error needles,
and the K-matrix when necessary.

3.2. 4.9 Initialization Phase

The initialization sequence begins with an initialization phase, which
stops any jets that may be firing, initializes a number of variables, and cal-
culates the K-matrix for the first time. Phase 2 is executed next, in order to
select the first set of Kalman gains. Following these initial two.steps, the
sequence is thus: Phase 1, to update rate estimate, displays, and K-matrix;
Phase 2, to select the gains for the next Phase-1 pass. This sequence is
executed once every 0.1 sec for 1.1 sec. At the end of 1.1 sec, the rates
are properly initialized, and normal DAP operation begins.

For the rate estimate to be valid, the above i.nitialization sequence requires
that the IMU be usable. If the IMU is not usable, rate-estimate initialization is
not possible. Operation without valid rates depends on the mode. In AUTO or
HOLD, no control can be provided; therefore, Phase 1 exits at once. Initializa-
tion is attempted every 0.2 sec thereafter until successful. In the FREE mode,

normal Phase-2 and Phase-3 operation is permitted, such that manual control
by the RHC, MIC, and THC is possible. Phase l bypasses all operations requiring
the IMU, and the error needles are not updated. As long as the DAP is kept in
the FREE mcide, no further attempt will be made to initialize the rates, even

though the IMU become usable. As soon as the DAP is switched into AUTO or
HOLD, initialization will be attempted, and the attempt wÍIl be repeated every
0.2 sec until successful.

Should the IMU become disabled for any reason,after rate initialization, the
rates immediately become invalid. Operation reverts to the without-valid-rates
condition described above, just as though the rates had never been initialized.
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3.2. 4. t0 Program Timing
Adequate performance of the Rcs DAP depends on the maintenance of

accurate timing between the various phases. The mechanism for this timing
is the TIMES register. This register is incremented every 10 ms and, upon
overflow, initiates an interrupt. When the interrupt occurs, all normal
operation is suspended, and control is transferred to an address contained in
a variable-address register. The interrupt takes precedence over any job,
regardless of priority, and therefore can be delayed only by another interrupt,
which hopefully will be brief and occur but rarely. The scheduling process
consists of setting the TIME 5 register to overflow at the desired instant and
loading the variable-address register (TbLOC) with the starting address of the
phase to be executed.

In practice, the initialization phase, Phase 1, and Phase 2 all have the same
starting address, and are selected within the DAP by the setting of a flagword.
The jet-selection phase (Phase 3) does have its own starting address. Since the
TIME 5 register cannot be shut off, an idling address is also available. This
address is the start of a short program that merely resets the interrupt for the
maximum time interval possible (163.8¿ sec) and then returns to the program
active at the time of the interrupt.

Turning on the DAP consists of setting the flagword to "*, rr setting the
TIMES counter to overflow in a suitably short time (typically 10 ms), and load-
ing the starting address of the DAP into the address register. To turn the DAp
off requires only the loading of the idling address into the address register.

In the implementation of the DAP, it is the responsibility of each phase of
the DAP to schedule the phase to foIlow by setting the flagword, loading the
address register, and setting the TIMES register.

If we designate the start of Phase 1 as time 0.0, beginning the 100-ms
cycle period, then the timing of the various phases within the cycle period
typicalþ will be as follows:

1. During DAP idle (DAP on, SC CONT switch in SCS, and CMC MODE
switch in AUTO or HOLD), Phase 1 merely reschedules itself to begin again
in 100 ms.
2, For the initialization sequence, the initialization phase schedules
Phase 2 for time 60 ms in order to select the filter gains; Phase 2 schedules
Phase 1 for time 100 ms in order that Phase 1 will fall at the beginning of
the next cycle period.
3. Thereafter, during filter initialization, Phase 1 begins at time 0;

Phase 2 begins at time 20 ms.
4. During normal operation, Phase 1 begins at time 0, Phase 2 at time
20 ms, and jet-selection phase at time 40 ms.

U
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Matrix updating is not done during Phasel itselfrbut is scheduled as a sepa-
rate job with relatively high priority. In the absence of waiting interrupts or jobs

with high priority, the update job will begin immediately following completion
of Phase 1, whenever it has been scheduled.

The timing of the DAP phases may be clarified by the graphs of Figs. 3.2. 10

and 3.2. 11. Figure 3.2.10 shows the first 2 seconds of DAP initialization and

run following turn-on at time 6.0 seconds. Figure 3.2. f 1 shows a typical
2 seconds of normal DAP run: one jet firing was initiated at time 39. 26 and

terminated at time 39. 3. The typical timing described above and shown in
Figs. 3.2. 10 and 3.2,11 will, at times, be altered slightly. DAP computer inter-
nrpts can be delayed by other interrupts already in progress. Delays, however,
should be short and infrequent and, consequently, should not degrade DAP
performance.

3. 2. 4. IL Jet Timing
Jet timing is handled by a program initiated by underflow of the TIME6

counter. This counter differs from the TIMES counter in that it is decre-
mented rather than incremented, its time increment is 0. 625 ms rather than
10 ms, and it may be shut off when not in use. The following description
makes no attempt to account for delays caused by confli.cting interrupts
(including ClBSTALL).

The jet-selection phase produces two command words and a time word
for each control axis. Command-word 1 contains jet commands for rotations
and translations; command-word 2 contains jet commands for translations
alone, The time word designates the desired duration of the rotational
impulse--ranging from a minimum of 14 ms to a maximum of 100 ms. For
eertain rotation-translation combinations, rotational commands for 86- to
100-ms firings can result in one or more jets firing for less than the 14-ms
minimum. To prevent this, the logic is structured such that all firing com-
mands for the 86- to 100-ms range produce actual firing times of 100 ms.
The original firing-command value, however, is fed back to the rate filter--
introducing, infrequently, a slight error. The jet timing program is
scheduled by the jet-selection phase for time 55 ms. When this first interrupt
occurs, the timing program places Word 1 into the appropriate output channels
and sets the TIME6 counter to underflow again at the end of the time period
specified by the time word. This initiates atrl impulses--rotations and trans-
lations. when the second interuupt occurs, the timing program replaces
command-word l with command-word 2 in order that rotations cease while
translations continue.

In actual practice, there are three sets of command and time words.
On the first interrupt, firing begins for all three axes. There are then up
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to three more interrupts to turn off the rotational jets at the approprÍate
time during the cycle period for each axis. After all rotations have eeesêd,

the TIME6 counter is shut off. The result is that rotational impulses may have

a duration of from 14 to 100 ms per cyc1e, but translational impulses continue
for the entire 100-ms cycle, and are ceased only by generation of new com-
mand words by Phase 3 of the DAP.

3, 2. 5 Restart Behavior of the RCS DAP
Should a restart occur during RCS DAP operation, any jets that

happen to be on will be turned off, and re-initializatíon of the RCS DAP will
be scheduled. This re-initialízation is the same as the initialization caused
by RCS DAP turn on using V46, with exception that the attitude reference
angles are not changed.

Non-P20 automatic maneuvers governed by R60 that were in pro-
gress at the time of a restart will not automatically be resumed. Rather,
attitude hold will be established following re- initialization. The automatic
maneuver can be resumed by appropriate DSKY action.

U
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DAP TIMING -- INITIALIZATION
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3.3 T}IRUST VECTOR CONTROL AUTOPILOT
r by A. Engel, A. Penchuk, R. Schlundt, and G. Stubbs

During thrusting portions of flight, S/C attitude control in pitch and yaw is

achieved by driving the gimbal servos of the SPS gimballed engine. The resulting
offset of the thrust vector with respect to the vehicle center of gravity results in the

generation of control torques about the S/C pitch and yaw axes. The computation of

gimbal servo commands in response to angular-rate commands from the steering
program (P40) is the function of the Thrust Vector Control Digital Autopilot (TVC

DAP). A separate autopilot (TVC ROLL DAP) provides attitude and rate control in
the ro11 axis by means of the RCS jets on the Service Module (SM).

The following is a summary outline of TVC pitch and yaw control:

a. The CMC steering loop computations generate attitude-rate commands

in inertial coordinates and transform them into body coordinates.

b. The CDU angles are read and back differenced to give attitude rates in
platform coordinates. These are transformed into body coordinates and

subtracted from the CMC rate commands.

c. The resulting attitude-rate errors are integrated to formthe attitude errors
in body coordinates.

d. The respective attitude errors are fed to the pitch and yaw compensation

filters, whose outputs are the commands to the engine-gimbal servos for
pitch and yaw.

The TVC ROLL DAP is designed to provide attitude and rate control about

the ro11 axis by use of the RCS jets, Its function is strictly attitude hold: the orien-
tation of the S/C about the ro11 axis at the time of ignition is held within a specified

deadband throughout the burn. The outer-gimbal angle (OGA) is read and processed

to yield approximate ro11-attitude and ro11-rate measurements. A switching logic in
the phase plane is then used to generate jet commands to the RCS jets,

The operation of the DAPs during an SPS burn is completely automatic,

requiring no inputs from the astronaut. Before the burn, however, the astronaut

mav enter the CSM and LM weights or the estimated engine-trim angles in the pitch

and yaw planes. (This entry is optional, to be made only should the astronaut be

dissatisfied with values which have been pad-loaded, computed, or entered earlier
after a vehicle configuration change such as the LM undocking). By entering V46

on the DSKY, the astronaut can change the CSMILM filter during a burn. He must
al.so determine ullage requirement and initiate timely ullage thrusting. Astronaut
entries are discussed in paragraphs 3.3.2, 3,3.3, 3.3.4, and 3.3.5.

3.3. 1 TVC DAP Desipn Requirements

The TVC DAP programs must futfill the primary requirement of pro-
viding, in conjunction with the external-guidance loop, satisfactorily small velocity-U
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pointing errors at thrust cutoff. The DAP programs must also limit excursions in
vehicle attitude and in thrust-vector orientation Ín such a way as to minimize prq-
pellant usage and gimbal-servo clutch wear and to allow pilot monitoring. A simple
roll-control program that hotds the roll attitude r¡¡ithin *5 degrees of the desired angle
is sufficient to prevent adverse pitch and yaw cross-coupling, Cross-coupling could
result in errors on the matrix transformations used to generate body-axis pitch- and
yaw-attitude errors.

The DAP programs must operate with uncertainties in initial conditions and
with vehicle characteristics, only roughly defined, that vary with flight time. These
are Ciscussed in paragraphs 3. 3. 1. 1 and 3. 3. 1. 2 .

3.3. 1. 1 Initial Conditions

The TVC DAPs will experience several initial perturbations at SP$
ignition time:

a. Initial turning rates in roII, pitch, and yaw. -- off-nominal RCS-jet per-
formance during ullage may lead to turning rates at SPS ignition time of
up to 1 deg/sec.

b. Initial lateral slosh-mass displacement. -- No specific data are yet
available on the maximum possible displacements, but a value of 0. b ft
has been used for testing.

c. Initial longitudinal propellant displacement. -- The DAP designs were
based on a pre-burn ullage; therefore, no testing was conducted with
initial conditions resulting from no -uIIage propellant displacement.

d. Thrust-vector misalignment. -- Before thrust initiation, the CMC supplies
trim signals to the engine-gimbal servos in order to orient the thrust
vector through the estimated c. g. position. It is very likely, however,
that there will be some error in the alignment. There are two sources
of thrust-vector misalignment, viz. , uncertainties in the thrust vector
positioning system and uncertainties in the estimation of the c, g. posi-
tion. These sources have been described quantitatively in Ref. 3.1,
which gives a 3o misalignment angle ranging from 1.4 deg (full) to 0. 98

deg (empty), for the CSM, and 1.25 deg (fuii) to 0. ?10 deg (empty) for
the CSM/LM.

In addition to the initial misalignment, there will be a time variation,because
of fuel consumption, in the c. g. position. A1so, there is a possibility of fluctuations
in the thrust vector within lhe nozzle as a result of uneven erosion. The time varia-
tion of the c. g. position is given in Reference 3.2. The maximum predicted rates
for the CSM/LM are about 0.003 deg/sec, in the pitch plane, and 0.003 deg/sec in the
yaw p1ane. For the csM, the figures are 0. u0s3 deg/sec, in the pitch plane, and
0.014 deg/sec in the yaw plane.
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The thrust vector variation has been described in Ref. 3.3 and 3.4. It
appears that the variation will be less than +0.2 deg in any 20-second interval and

that the total variation over a long burn will be within +0.3 deg.

3. 3. 1.2 Variation in Vehicle Characteristics

The dynamic characteristics of the CSM/LM are sufficiently different
from those of the CSM alone as to require the development of separate autopilot
programs tailored to the characteristics of each vehicle. The three principal differ-
ences in the two vehlcL€s are as follows:

The bending mode frequencies of the CSM/LM are as low as approximately
2 cps; the bending mode frequencies of the CSM alone start at approx-
imately 5. 3 cps.

The two vehicles differ substantially,both in the moment arm from the
gimballed engine to the center of gravity and in the vehicle moment of
inertia. As a result, a given deflection of the gimballed engine of the
CSM alone can produce as much as four times the angular acceleration
as the same deflection in the CSM/LM vehicle.

The fuel and oxidizer slosh behavior in the CSM/LM vehicle is different
than the CSM alone because of the additional slosh masses in the LM
tanks, the effects of the increased mass and moment of inertia of the
overall vehicle, and the differences in c. g. location. (See Ref. 3.5. )

The problem of minimizing the excitation of slosh modes and preventing any
destabilization of these modes is of equal importance for both vehicles. The problem
of avoiding the excitation of the bending modes and preventing their potentially desta-
bilizing influence is primarily a problem in CSM/LM autopilot design.

3.3.2 Operating Procedures

During an SPS burn, the functioning of the TVC DAPs is automatic, but
there are several important interfaces that must be properly established before the
burn.

3.3.2.1 R03 (Verb 48): Configuration and Initial Gains

Routine R03 (cailed from DSKY by Extended Verb 48) is normally executed
before an SPS burn. The Noun 46 sequence of R03 -- in particular the CONFIG bits
of Rl (DAPDATR 1) bits 15, 14, 13 -- provide information on vehicle configuration as
follows:

b

c

U
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/sit" t s, t+, ts \
coNFIG \of DAPDATR 1/

000
001
01c
01I
Il0

CM (or no DAP)
CSM alone
CSM/ LM
CSM/LM/SIVB
CSM/LM, ascent stage only

Bits 15, L4,and 13 are used in the TVC DAP as follows: (1)by TVCDAPON initiali-
zation to select gains and sample rates; (2) by the PITCH DAP and YAIV DAP to
select the proper CSM or CSM/LM filter; (3)by TVCEXECUTIVE to perform the one-
shnt correction; (a) by TVCMASSPROP (as below).

The Noun 47 sequence of R03 provides CSM weight and LM weight (in pounds),
and Noun 48 provides the values of PTRIM and YTRIM (in degrees). The vehicle
weights are used by TVCMASSPROP, which is called by R03, to obtain the proper
values of I**, IAVG, and IAVG/TÍx. These in turn are used to calculate the DAP
filter gains. (See paragraph 3. 3.4. )

PTRIM and YTRIM are used by the gimbat-drivé test/trim sequence to posi-
tion the engine for ignition. AIso, TVCDAPON uses these same values to initiallze
the offset-tracker filters DELPBAR and DELYBAR, the double-precision trim
trackers PDELO}.F an¿ ybnlOFF, and the initial values of the DAP output com-
mands PCMD and YCMD. The thrusting program (P40) also uses these values Ín
computing vehicle alignment for ignition.

3"3.2.2 Gimbal-Drive Test and/or Trim (S40.6)

The gimbal-drive test/trim sequence (S40.6) prepares the digital-to-
analog converter output interfaces for tra¡smitting TVC DAP commands to the SPS

engine actuators. The routine is entered automatically as part of the pre-ignition
sequence of P40. Before execution of S40.6, the S/C CONT switch will have been
put in the CMC position. (See Section 4 of this document. )

The routine provides for an optional test of the engine-gimbal actuators before
the engine trim angles are commanded. If the astronaut wants the test, he keys in
PROCEED at the appropriate time (see Section 4), and the test is performed. The
test entails commanding a sequence of +2-deg deflections, both in the pitch and the
yaw gimbal actuators, which the astronaut should monitor on the SPS gimbal angle
display. Upon completion of the test, the trim values are commanded in preparation
for ignition. Should the astronaut wish to omit the test, he can key in ENTER instead
of PROCEED, and the trim angles will be commanded in 4 seconds. The output inter-
face between the autopilot a¡d the engine actuators is established regardless of the
option selected. This is in order that, at the end of S40.6, the SPS engine will have
been aligned for ignition, and the actuators will be running. Figure 3.3.1is a

functional flow chart of 540.6.
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3.3.2.3 TVC DAP Start-up Sequence

After the completion of R03 and the gimbal trim sequence, the TVC DAPs
are started by a call to TVCDAPON, which is the TVC initialization sequence. This
caII comes from the P40 routine (at DOTVCON), which is the controlling routine for
engine ignition. AII functions then proceed automatically. (Special events such as

V46 switchover, and normal shutdown require speci.al interfaces. )

Following a 0.4-second delay after ignition, P40 sets the TVC restart phase

indicators, sets the T5 bits (bits 15, 14 of FLAGWRD6) to indicate that TVC uses

the T5 clock, and makes the caII to TVCDAPON.

TVCDAPON performs all remaining TVC preparation: (1) it zeros the

erasables for filter storage and other temporary locations; (2) it selects (based on

LM-on or LM-off configuration) the DAP coefficients, gain, Thrust Misalignment
Correction Loop (TMC) gain, and steering gain; (3) it initializes the offset-tracker
filters, the double-precision trim trackers, the attitude-error integrators, and the
DAP commands; and (4) it prepares the FDAI needles with a special initialization
caII to NEEDLER. The final operations of TVCDAPON are a 0. 50 second WAiTLIST
caII for TVCEXECUTIVE, and a TIMES call for DAPINiT.

DAPINIT reads CDUY and CDUZ for the past CDU values of the pitch and yaw

differentiators. DAPINIT then calls PITCHDAP, and DAP computations begin. From
then on, PITCHDAP calls YAWDAP, which in turn calls PITCHDAP, etc. , main-
taining the sampling frequency. The time required for the IGNITION-TVCDAPON-
PITCHDAP sequence is approximately 0. 5 sec.

The routine TVCEXECUTIVE is self -perpetuating at Ll2 -sec intervals. Among
its functions are calling the ROLL DAP, calling NEEDLER to update the FDAI attitude-
error needles, updating the variable gains, and making the one-shot and repetitive
thrust -misalignment corrections.

Figure 3.3.2 is a time-line chart of the main DAP routines for the first few

seconds of an SPS burn. The nominal time of ignition (TIG-0) was 180 sec. This
time line is for illustration only, and should not be construed as DAP performance
specification.
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3. 3.2. 4 Engine Shutdown

The engine shutdown sequence originates in the SERVICER routine, after
the steering computations find that TGO (time to reach the desired velocity) is less
then 4 sec. SERVICER computes the time for stopping the engine and calls P40 (at

SPSOFF) to do the actual shutdown sequence. Following the SPS engine shutdown,
there is a 2.5-sec delay while the TVC DAPs continue to function as the thrust level

, decays. There is an additional 0.6-sec delay before the RCS DAP is restarted
(RCSDAPON). Jet firings start approximately 1 sec later.

At TVC DAP termination, an end-of-burn update of the trim estimates
PACTOFF and YACTOFF takes place. The update occurs when the engine-off
command is generated (SPSOFF) and consists of picking up the pitch and yaw
DELFILTER values DELPBAR and DELYBAR and loading them into the trim registers
PACTOFF and YACTOFF. The update is not permitted until DELPBAR and DELYBAR
have been properly established after TVC initialization.

3.3.3

3.3.3.1

the system
autopilots:

1.

TVC DAP Filters; Design and Implementation

General

Seven major points regarding frequency response and stabilization of
should be discussed before proceeding to a description of the individual

':.
All significant poles and zeros of the CSM and CSM/LM engine-vehicle
system occur at frequencies that are well below half the lowest sampling
frequency. Therefore, it is possible to treat the digital autopilot plus

engine-vehicle system as if it were continuous and to apply the classical
frequency-response approach to the designing and describing of the
system"

Every significant bending and slosh mode of the CSM/LM vehicle results
in a complex pole pair that is immediately preceded by a complex zero
pair in the engine-vehicle transfer function (relating vehicle-attitude 0

to engine deflections). fnis makes it possible to apply the same phase-
stabilization criterion to all bending and slosh resonances in the CSM/LM.
The same zero-before-pole configuration occurs in the CSM for propellant
loadings associated with the nominal lunar mission. For the off-nominal
loadin.q of 60 to I00 per cent, however, the fuel slosh in the sump tank
produces a pole-before-zero configuration that has a frequency close to
that of a zero-before-pole configuration caused by storage-tank fuel s1osh.
Fortunately, it turns out that the sumptank slosh mass has a very small

2
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moment arm to the vehicle c.g. As a result, it is possible to phase-
stabilize the more predominant storage-tank slosh mode without dras-
tically destabilizing the sump-tank mode. In fact, the amplitude of the
sump-tank oscillation grows only by a factor of three in the time taken
to go from 100 per cent down to 60 per cent propellant loading, even
with the pessimistic assumption of zero damping for the sump mode.
With a sma}l amount of positive damping (e. g. , 0. 005), this growth rate
is much lower.

The effect of each of the zero-pole pairs on the stability of the system
can be analyzed in terms of the magnitude and phase contribution to the
overall open-loop gain versus phase plot of the system. Each zero-pole
pair produces in this plot a closed contour that must be prevented from
encircling the 0-dB, - 180-deg point. This point corresponds to the - I
point on a Nyquist plot.

The values of the slosh and bending zero-pr)le pairs are dependent on the
propellant loading; the remainder of the overall open-Ioop function is
essentially independent of this loading (since the autopilot firter gain
is compensated automatically for engine-vehicle gain changes). There-
fore, it is convenient to analyze l!;re effect of the changing zero-pole
pairs by superimposing their varying gain-phase characteristics for
different propellant loadings on the remaining unchanging portion of the
open-loop function. This constant portion of the open-loop function con-
sists of the rigid body, the autopilot, and the engine gimbal servo transfer
functions. The portion will henceforth be referred to as the "rigid-body
open-loop function, " although it also includes the static gain effects of
vehicle bending. The transfer function of the engine gimbal servo used in
the design and analysis is

6 ,-, - 5.12x103
ò c (s + 19. 62) (s' + 15. 9s + 260)

The deviatÍons in gain and phase of the actual engine gimbal servo from the
gain-phase characteristics of the above model wiII alter the stability margins
reported here. (See Ref. 3.6. ) The stability characteristics of the autopilot
design are described in terms of the rigid-body open-loop function presented
in Figs. 3.3.3 - 3.3.5, where the solid curve represents the autopilot-
vehÍcle without the thrust-misalignment correction loop, and the dotted line
shows the complete system.

All the zero-pole pairs of hending and slosh occur at frequencies above the
main crossover frequency. Therefore, any potential encirclement of the
0-dB, -180-deg point would have to be the result of the resonance peaks

4

5
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produced by the slosh and bending poles. These peaks may be prevented
from reaching 0 dB by attenuation in the autopilot filter, or they can be
phase shifted to prevent the peaks greater than 0 dB from encircling the
0-dB, -180-deg point. The former approach is called "gain stabilization";
the latter, "phase stabilization. "

The frequency analysis required in order to design the autopilot filter
for phase stabilizing the slosh and bending modes is greatly simptified
by assuming that the zero-pole pairs for these modes have infinitesimal
damping ratios. This assumption leads to autopilot designs that are
slightly (but not excessively) conservative. With this assumption, each
zero-pole-produced contour in the overall magnitude versus phase plot
will cross 0 dB at d and d + 180 deg, where d is the phase of the rigid-
body open-loop function at the pole frequency. These crossovers may
be prevented from straddling the 0-dB, -180-deg point by restricting g

to a range, at the pole-frequency, as follows:

(a- 180deg) < d < - a.

Here, a is a constant selected to achieve a desired minimum margin of
stability. Henceforth, a will be referred to as the "resonance stability
margin.rl

If the required open-loop phase at a particular resonance frequency is
produced by a preceding positive-phase excursion,. the resonance is
said to be lead stabilized; if the required phase is produced by a nega-
tive-phase excursion, the resonance is said to be lag stabilized.

3.3.3.2 CSM/LM Filter Design

The autopilot system employs two filter functions-- one in a high-bandwidth
mode, Dn(z), and one, for backup, in a low-bandwidth mode, Dr(z).

The high-bandwidth filter stabilizes the bending modes by a combination of
phase lag, for 1ow frequencies, and attenuation for high frequencies. The filter
takes advantage of the f act that the estimated minimum bending- mode frequency has

been raised appreciably above the slosh frequencies. This increase in bending
frequency allows the phase lead provided at the main crossover frequency to be ex-
tended well beyond this crossover point in order to stabilize the slosh modes with-
out adversely reducing the large phase lag required to lag-stabilize the bending
modes. As shown by the open-loop plots in Fig. 3.3.3, the filter lead-stabilizes
the slosh modes out to 0. 65 cps (with a resonance stabilization margin of 0 deg)

and lag-stabilizes the bending modes down to 1.34 cps (with a resonance stabiliza-
tion margin of 35 deg). The lower limit on bending stabilization is 65 per cent of
the estimated minimum bending frequency.

7
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Figure 3.3.3 shows the open-loop characteristics of the high-bandwidth mode
with and without the effects of a thrust misalignment correction (TMC)Ioop. The filter
stabilizes the slosh resonances for the CSM/LM propellant loadings encountered in the
nominal lunar flight. The maximum stable slosh frequency is 0.65 cps (or 4.075 radf
sec), which is about 20olo greater than the 0.54 cps (or 3.4 rad/sec) estimated maximum
frequency for the CSM/LM in the nominal lunar mission. (The estimated maximum
slosh frequency is the LM descent tank frequency in the last CSM/LM burn prior to
detaching the fully loaded LM in lunar orbit. )

The rigid-body open-loop function for the low-bandwidth filter yields the rnag-

nitude-versus-phase characteristics shown in Fig. 3.3.4. The slosh modes are phase-

lag stabilized (with a resonance stabilization margin of 0 deg) down to a frequency of

2.08 rad/sec. The gain margin is 6 dB, and the open-loop crossover frequency is
0.35 rad/sec. The bending modes are attenuated by more than 100 dB.

The TMC loop is to be used both in the high- and the low-bandwidth modes

with a DELFILTER time constant of B seconds. When switchover to the low-bandwidth
mode occurs, the output of the TMC loop is re-initialized to the value of the DELFILTER
output just prior to the switchover. Concurrent with this TMC initiaiization, the low-
bandwidth filter is switched in with a zero initial output. Thus,the TMC loop assumes
the burden of providing the engine gimbal command at switchover. It is logical to
make this command equal to the output of DELFILTER, which has been tracking the
engine gimbal commands at the DAP sample rate.

The low-bandwidth mode has been retained for three reasons. First, a stable,
low-bandwidth mode may be required for off -nominal propellant loadings where the
slosh modes are not stabilized in the high-bandwidth mode. Second, the low-bandwidth
mode is desirable as backup in the event that the present analytical slosh models are
not accurately representative of stability conditions. Third, there is some'uncertainty
regarding the extent that engine-gimbal servo nonlinearities can destabilize large
amplitude slosh oscillation in the high-bandwidth mode.

A separate filter function is used for the low-bandwidth mode because the great
disparity between the modes makes impractical the use of one filter function sampled
at different frequencies.

Since the low-bandwidth mode may not be needed to stabilize the slosh modes
in most of the CSM/LM engine burns, it is best to switch to this mode only when an
undesirable slosh oscillation is encountered. The astronaut must determine when
a slosh mode is oscillating in an unacceptable maru:er and make the switchover with
a V 6É on the DSKY. The enginee.ngle indicator dials can be used to observe slosh
oscillations. If these dials indicate oscillations at the slosh frequency (roughly 0. b cps)
and the oscillations grow to around +l-deg amplitude about the mean value, then the

U
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slosh mass is oscillating with approximateiy *1-ft displacement. Though this is not
serious in a structural sense, the astronaut may prefer to switch to the low-bandwidth
mode. Details of the switchover implementation are in paragraph 3,3,3,4,2,

3.3.3.3 CSM/LM Filter Functions

Filter functions for the low- and high-bandwidth modes are described in
Tables 3. 3 -I to 3. 3 -IV.

The gain factors of these filter functions (K*t, KwI, Kzh, Kry'are gÍven
in terms of the product of each factor times the vehicle steady-state gain constant (K
where

*g = ¡s2c{s)¡"-o

G(s) 0(s) engine -vehicle transfer function
(s)

g

ô
c

The value of K, depends on the vehicle propellant loading and, therefore, variesg
during a burn. The low-frequency gain characteristics of the autopilot depend on the
product of K- and the 1ow- and high-bandwidth filter gains. The variable-gain,c
mechanization, which applies equally to CSM/LM and CSM, is discussed further in
paragraph 3.3.4.

3. 3. 3.4 CSM DAP Filter

The CSM-alone DAP filter is a lead-lag function with the following
transfer function:

-1 -2 -3
D(z) Kz

1 - 1.4802472 + 0.5535592 - 0.05?0852
L -2.062s242-1 + 1.solàoir-2 -¡.t01GõF

The gain relationship is Kr(T/*ltOr") = 8.4 sec-2. The gain factor (Kr)of the

filter is selected to produce a 0-dB crossover of the open-Ioop transfer function at
2.0 rad/sec. During the thrusting periods, where TIxII of the vehicle is changing

with time, the CMC automatically changes K, so as to maintain the crossover
frequency at approximately this value. Thus, K, varies from 3.75, for a full CSM,

to 1.25, for a nearly empty vehicle.

The phase margin at the crossover frequency is 50 deg; the gain margin
is 10 dB. (See Fig. 3.3.5. ) The slosh modes are phase-Iead stabilized. The

rigid-body open-loop phase angle varies between -140 and -150 degrees over the
slosh frequency range 3.2 to 4.8 rad/sec. This provides adequate phase stabilization
for the predominant slosh modes.

3.3 -12
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TABLE 3. 3 -i

w - Transform of the High-Bandwidth Filter

(w-w
ct

Dn(w) = K*L
6
n (w-w

j=1 dj

Steady-State Gain Constants :

**=¡s2c{s)¡"=o

Kssh = [Dn(w)]* = Q = lDnfull,

Relationship between W and Z Transforms:

Dn(w) = [Dn(z)] 1+w
I_w

1

6

n

1

Kwn K
e

1. 4530969 x 1,0
-1

K .Kssn g 5.50796355 x 1.0-1

Zeroes

of

Dn(w)

lV

w

vi¡

w

1ü

-1.9285714x 10-2

-1

-1

-1

-,-5.2457143 x 10 - + j5.2193893x10 -1

PoIes

of

Drr(w)

w = -t.68?bx t0-1* j2,9266072x 10-1

w = -1. 68?5 x to-1 * j 2.9266072x 1o-1

'w = -6.5577429x10-2* j 3.2I2525x10-1

O
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TABLE 3. 3 -II

w - Transform of the Low-Bandwidth Filter

6

n
l=1

(w-w
al

Dr(w) = K*t
6

fT
j =1

(w - w. .)
ÞJ

Steady-State Gain Constants :

K- = ¡szc(s)l==og ',S = U

KssI = ¡Dr(w)i*=6 = lDr(z)lr=t

Relationship between W and Z Transforms:

Dr(w) = [Dr(z)]' l*w
1-w

KwI Kg 8.9 x 10-5

K K
s sI e

4.38 x 10
-2

Zeroes

of

Dr(w)

w = -4.8x10 -3

w

w

w

w

-1

-1

-2

-1.3056 x 1.0-2 + j 1,299048 x 10-1

Poles

of

(w)Dt

w

w

'ü¡

-4,2 x t0-2 + j ?. 284 x t0-2

-4.2 x l0 -2 + j 7.284 x 10
-2

-1,632x 10-2 + j ?.99512 x 10-2
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TABLE 3. 3 -III

- Transform of the High-Bandwidth Filter

b
(z-z

ct
Dn(z) = K"h

6

n (z-z
dj

Kwh = gain factor of Dn(w), defined ilt Table 3.3- I

1

n
=

J 1

Gain Constants

o* = ¡s2c(s)1"=o

Kssh = lDn{ø)1"=y = ¡Dn(w)l*-9

Relationship between W and Z transforms:

Dn(z) = [Dn(w)] z_r
w=z+l

K./Kzn' wn 4.3116113

KKzng 6.2651890 x 10-1

K .Kssn g 5.50?9636 x 10
-1

Zeroes

of

Dn(z )

z

z

z

z

z

9.621583? x 10-1

0

0

0

5.2520484x 10-1 * j 7.5638593 x 10-1

PoIes

of

Dn(z)

z = 6"L026229 x70 -1 + j4.0321?55x10-1

+ j4.0321755x10-1

+ j5.1868883x10-1

z 6. 1026229 x 10
-1

z = 7.2056066x10 -1
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TABLE 3.3-IV

z - Transform of the Low-Bandwidth Filter

6

n (z-2.)
a1

Dr(z) = KrI t

6
n

j =r
(z - 2,.)oi

KrtlK*t 10.15

K.KzLc 9.04 x 10 -4

K Kss c
4.38 x 10

-2

Zeroes

.of

Dr(z)

z

z

z

z

z

9.9044586 x 10-1

0

0

-3.333333 x 10-1

s.4228732 x10-r t j2.49060?1x10-1

PoIes

of

Dr(z)

9.1005219 x 10-1 * j 1.3852085 x 10-1

9.1005219 x 10-1 + j 1.38b203b x 10-1

9. bbz806g x 10-1 + j 1. bBBb60B x 1.0-1

z=

z

Gain Constants

K*I = gain factor of Dr(w), defined in Table 3.8_II

o* = ¡s2c(s)1"=o

KssI = [Dr(z)1"-, = [Dr(w)1*_o

Relationship between E and Z transforms:

Dr(z) = [Dr(w)] z_!
'w=

z+I
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For the nearly full CSM, the slosh masses in the sump tanks are ahead of the
vehicle center of gravity. This produces a pole -ze?o pair having the pole at a 1ower
frequency than the zero. This pole -zeto configuration is destabilized by the phase-
Iead filter characteristic. The time constant of the divergent slosh oscillations, how-
ever, is an order of magnitude greater than the time required for the propellant to
deplete behind the c.g., where the unstable condition will cease to exist.

According to the latest data available, the bending modes for the CSM vehicle
occur above 5.3 cps, where the loop gain is well below 0 dB. Using the minimum
expected value of 0.005 for the damping of bending resonances, the bending peaks
should remain at least 20 dB below the 0-dB line; this ensures adequate gain stabili-
zation of the bending modes.

'3.3.3.4. 1 Filter Implementation. -- Both the CSM configuration and the CSM/LM
configuration use a generalized sixth-order filter which consists of three cascaded
second-order sections. The CSM/LM mode uses all three sections; the CSM only
two' Figure 3.3.6 illustrates the filter mechanization, showing the test for CSM or
CSM/LM after the second cascade section. The difference equation for each of the
cascade sections is given by

ouT = N0(rN)+ [N1(IN)z-1 + NZ(rU)z-2]

[Dl(our)z-1 + oz (our)z-z1

where the transfer function is of the form
-1 _'N0+Irl¡z'+N2z'

æ
OUT
IN

The filter coefficients, which are Ioaded at the start of each burn in
TVCINITIALIZE, are single precision numbers. The coefficients for the CSM and for the
CSM/LM low-bandwidth mode are stored in fixed memoryi ihe CSM/LM high-bandwÍdth
coefficients are pad-load erasables. The filter gain coefficient Kr, i. e., (VARK),
is a pad-load erasable for aII three sets of coefficients. The filte? storage variables
are stored in double-precision, and computations are done by multiplying the SP
coefficierits by the appropriate DP storage values. The three sets of coefficients and
gain factors are given in Table 3.3-V and Fig. 3.3. ?.

The filter transfer functions in the z -domain are described in terms of the
second-order factors required for cascade mechanizatíon, The coefficients are un-
scaled except for the first-order terms (Nl1, D1L, N2 I, D21 , N31, D3 1), which are
scaled at one-half their actual value (FÍg. 3.3.6). The scaling for the filter inputs,
storage, and outputs is 180 degrees per full register.
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CSM CSM/LM
High-Bandwidth

CSM/LM
Low-Bandwidth

N10 1.0 1.0 1.0
N11/2 - 0.2549 0 - 0. 3285

N12 0.0588 0 - 0. 3301

Drrl2 -0.7620 -0.6103 >k - 0. 9101

DL2 0.7450 0.5350 >l< 0.8460

N20 1.0 1.0 0.03125

Nztl 2 -o.4852 - 0. 481 1 'l' 0

N22 0 0 0

D2rl2 -o.2692 - 0. 6103 >k - 0. 9101

D22 0 0. 53 50 >i< 0.8460

N30 1.0 0. 5000

N31/2 - 0. 5252 -0.47115
N32 0. 84 80 >i< 0.4749
Dstl2 -0.7206 >l< - 0. 9558

D32 0, 7882 >ß 0.9372

KTLX/I 8.3965 >k 0. 6242 r,< 0.05799 'j,

REPF'RAC 0.250 >j< 0.0375 ,k 0.03?5

KPRIME 0.10 >j< 0. 1500 >k 0.0500
SampJ.e Period 40 msec B0 msec B0 msec

a
a
a

TABLE 3.3-V

TVC DAP FILTER COEFFICIENTS AND GAINS

{.These are pad-load erasables, and are subject to change

)
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IN (z)

IN (z)

IN (z)

OUT (z)

K o.6242
Kc

¡
z

O)
I
t\)
(¡¡

CSM/LM HIGH-BANDWIDTH FILTER (ERASABLE COEFF'ICIENTS)

CSM/ LM LOW-BANDWIDTH FILTER

CSM FILTER

K

OUT (z)

= 0.05?99 3

OUT (z)

8.3965
Kc

z Kc

K ¡
z

zK
L - r.44L2z-1 + 0. 78822-2

-2+ 0.84802-lI - I.O5O4z
-2+ 0.53502-tL - L.22O6z

-1L - O.96222

L - I.22o6r-L * o.5s5or-2

1

z
K

0.5 - o. 94232-I + o.47492-2

-t+ O.93722-11 - 1- 91162+ O.84602

0. 03 125

-1 q

I - L.B2O2zL - 1.82o2"-L *O.84602-2

-2- 0.3301 z
-1t - O.657Oz

zK
1 - O.97O1z-l

-11 - 0.53842
-2+ O.745Oz

t
+ 0.05BBz-1I - 0.50982

-1I - L.524Oz

Fig. 3. 3. 7 Mathematical Block Diagram of the CSM/ LM and CSM DAP Filter Configurations as Implemented in the CMC



Some care must be exercised in placing the second-order factors in the

cascade sections. Generally it is best to group si.ngularities having similar
frequencies together in the same cascade section. If this is not possible (as in the

CSM/LM low-bandwidth third cascade), an attempt should be made to keep the dc
gains of the numerator and denominator from becoming too dissimilar. (The dc gain
either of the numerator or the denominator is found simply by setting z = L and adding
the coefficient values. )

oI 3.3.3.4.2 High-bandwidth to Low-bandwidth Switchover. In the CSM/
LM mode, provision is made for a. switchover from the normal high-bandwidth filter
to a slorver-acting low-bandwidth filter. This is effected only by the astronaut's
keying j.n a V46E. Once entered, V46 tests for (1)TVC control of the T5 clock and
(2) CSM/LM configuration. If both of these conditions are met, V46 transfers to
TVCINITIALIZE to (a) zero the filter storage locations; (b)pick up the DELFILTER
values and load these into the trim registers PDELOFF and YDELOFF; (c) Ioad the
Iow-bandwidth coefficients from fixed memory into the filter coefficient erasables;
(d) load new values for the DAP gain, the TMC loop gain, and the steering gain; and
(e) set the switchover flag (bit 15 of FLAGWRDg) to indicate that switch-over has
occurred.

if Condition 1 is not met (TVC is not in control of T5 clock), V46 wiII either
set up the RCS DAP or the SATTIRN Takeover Mode; if Condition 2 is not met (CSM-
only configuration), a V46E merely illuminates the OPR ERR light.

No provision is made for switching back to the high-bandwidth mode once the
V46 switchover has taken place. On the next burn, however, the hÍgh-bandwidth
coefficients wiII be loaded from erasable memory.

3.3.4 TVC DAP Variable Gains

The TVC DAP filter design -- in particular the selection of the filter gains --
is based upon the vehicle dynamics and gains at some selected,"design-nominal"
flight condition. The design is such that the changes in vehicle dynamics associated
with other flight conditions do not affect the stability of the control loop. Changes in
vehicle gain Tlrf I do, however, affect control-Ioop stability and, therefore, must be
compensated by inversely proportionate changes in the DAP fitter gain. The goal is
to maintain a constant, overall open-loop gain and, hence, a constant bandwidth.

The open-Ioop gain is proportional to the product of the DAp filter sain (K )

and the vehicle gain (T,(rlI), as expressed by the following equations:

K,0 I xl r) =- Kz(T.( xl re vc )

= Constant Atfflx/t) (design nominal),
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where

Ievc = ïr+tr)lz
Equation (3.3-1) relates the optimum gain to the significant mass properties of the
vehicle, and may be used both to establish the initial gain and to vary the gain during
a burn as Tl* and IOU" vary.

The actual gain relationship for the TVC DAP is given by

VARK = KTLX/r (rAVc/T'{x),

where the pad-loaded registers EKTLX/I, EKTLX/I+I, and EKTLXIt+Z contain the

constants that are the product of the DAP gains (Kr) and vehicle gains ff.?xlfl for the

CSM, CSM/I,M high-bandwidth, and CSM/LM low-bandwidth modes, respectively.

Variable gains for the ROLL DAP are implemented similarly. The

desired ro11 gain (1/CONACC) is a function of roll moment of inertia:

(r/coNecc) = ffi {r**), (3.3-2)

where M is the ro11 jet torque of 1400 ft-Ib.

The gains for the ro11 autopilot and TVC DAP filters are established
initially and updated using a small AGC program called TVCMASSPROP. This
program, which is called every 10 seconds by TVCEXECUTIVE, computes piece-
wise-linear approximations to the curves of I**, IAVG, and IOO,"/T.0* versus CSM

propellant weight (CW). These curves are given in parametric form, with LM mass

as the parameter. (See sketch in Fig. 3.3.8. ) Using,{ for ascent stage, D for oescent

stage, F for full, E for empty, and X for off; the vehicle weights used in constructing
the fixed curves are as follows: CSM dry weight = 23,956 Ib LM (AF, DF) = 32,000
lb; LM (AF, DE) = L4,t16 lb; LM (AF, DX) = 9,965 lb; LM (AE, DX) = 4,938.1b; (See

Ref. 3. 7. )

The functioning of TVCMASSPROP is as follows:

a. It ehecks to see whether LM is attached (by checking bit 13 of the

word DAPDATR1).

b. If LM is on, TVCMASSPROP uses the pad-Ioaded variable LEMMASS

to calculate the desired piecewise-Iinear curve from the family of

curves of parameter versus C\M for each of the three output variables.
This means that, for each variable, a breakpoint parameter value is
computed, as well as the slopes tc¡ the left and right of the breakpoint.
Note that for the three output variables eight quantities are computed

U
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Irvc

DPS fULL
À9s

l) brcetpolnl velue . !89,273 slug-fl?
2) slop6 {CW<10, m) ' 13.973 slug-n'/lb
3) slóe {ClY>10, ffil - 1. æ15 sluó-tl2ll¡

tÌt\
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Fig. 3.3" 8 Sketch of Curves Used by Program
TVCMASSPROP To Calculate I*n IAVG,
and Lgu"lT/*

CSM ONLY
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Fig. 3. 3.9 Mass Properties Approximations:
CSM Docked with LM Ascent Stage Only
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using LEMMASS. These are (1) a breakpoint value and two slope values
fo" IAvG versus cw, (2)a breakpoint value and two slope values for
I^VC/T{* versus CW, and (3) a breakpoint value and a single
slope value for I-__- versus CW. (See Fig. 3. S. B. )'xx
U LM is not on, the eight quantities are still calculated, but they
then define the curves for CSM alone.

Once a specific curve has been chosen for each output variable,
the pad-loaded variable csMMAss is used to determine the actual
operating point on each of the curves, This defines the current
value of the three output variables.

d. Before returning control to TVCEXECUTIVE or R03, TVCMASSpRop
also updates the total vehicle mass, called WEiGHT/G. This is
done by simply summing the variables LEMMASS and CSMMASS.

Provision is made for the special case of the CSM docked with the
LM ascent-stage only (no descent stage). For TVCMASSPROP to function cor-
rectly in this mode, the astronaut must change the CONFIG bits of the erasable
word DAPDATRI (bits 15, i4, 13) to l, 1, 0, and must load in a new value of
LEMMASS (ascent-stage weight). The three outputs of TVCMASSpROp are then
calculated as in the nominal case, except that corrections are made to the curves
of IAVG and iAVG/TÍx. The curves for I** will be computed correctly using only
LEMMASS; no additional correction is needed.

The curves of the three outputs versus CW for this special case are
shown in Fig. 3. 3. 9.

TVCMASSPROP will give output values that match the original NASA

data package (see R.ef. 3, ?). For the undocked SKYLAB vehicle, the worst case

errors will be about 2010,

c
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This includes any range of propellant loadings for the LM ascent stage, descent

stage, or the special case of no descent stage, discussed above.

Once the three outputs of TVCMASSPROP are obtained, they are used

by TVCEXECUTIVE, as in Eqs (3.3-1) and (3.3-2).

If a restart occurs during TVCMASSPROP computations, there is
nothing that needs protecting; the program will simply be called again as soon as

TVCEXECUTIVE is restarted.

The astronaut is not required to enter any data in connection with the
autopilot variable gains. In R03, however, he is asked to monitor the DSKY for a

display (VO5 N47) of CSM and LM weight in pounds. If he is not satisfied with these
values, he can enter new values, thereby both altering TVCMASSPROP and the auto-
pilot gains.

The 10-second intervals for the call to TVCMASSPROP are determined
by a simple counter within TVCEXECUTIVE. The loop-gain change at CSM/LM
switchover corresponds to a reduction of the design-nominal gain KTrx/I (Eq 3.3-1)
for the pitch and yaw gains. This is done automatically as part of the switchover logic
in V46 and TVCINITIALIZE.

3.3.5 Trim Estimation

Accurate engine-actuator trim (steady-state pitch- and yaw-actuator
offset) is necessary for good performance of the TVC DAP. Ideally, the trim values
are such that when the pitch and yaw commands from the autopilots are both zero, the
actuators position the engine bell such that the thrust vector is aligned with the ve-
hicle center of gravity as to result in zero control accelerations. The ideal trim
values depend on the location of the c.g., which tends to shift slowly during the burn.
Thus, the problem of trim estimation involves initial estimates of the trirn values
and updating of the estimates as the c. g. is observed to move with shifts in fuel
loading.

Three sources of trim information are provided to the TVC DAPs: (1)

astronaut loads of PTRIM and YTRIM in Routine R03 (Verb 4B); (2) a single-shot
correction shortly after ignition (CSM only), followed by repetitive corrections (see
paragraph 3.3.5.2); and (3) an end-of-burn update at the engine-off command (see

paragraph 3.3.2.4). Each of these sources provides (potential) updates of the trim
variables PACTOFF and YACTOFF (equivalent to the upper registers of the double-
preclsion words PDELOFF and YDELOFF), which are the AGC registers containing
the trim information.
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3. 3. 5, 1 Astronaut I-oads via R03

The final sequence of R03 (Noun 48) displays the current trim estimates
in registers l and 2, referred to as PTRIM and YTRIM. These are mereLy con-
versions (to degrees) of the DAP registers PACTOFF and YACTOFF. These
registers are used by the thrusting program (p40) -- to adjust the vehicle burn
attitude for the R60 maneuvers (accounting for c. g. position) and to do the gimbal-
drive test/trim routine, positioning the engine for ignition. The astronaut can
accept the displayed values, or he can load new values from vehicle-mass tables.
Thus, the astronaut has ultimate control over any internally generated values before
the burn,

The gimbal-trim values are the angular offsets of the engine-gimbal
servos (pitch and yaw) necessary to align the thrust vector through the vehicle c. g,
This alignment may be achieved by supplying trim commands to each gimbal servo,
where the commands are expressed as follows:

ô ô+cg ôqE- MECHOFFSET

The values of the ô terms differ in the pitch and yaw planes: the variabt" U 

"* 
is

the angular offset of the c. g. relative to the vehicle center line, as measured in
the given pitch or yaw plane; the variabl" ô Uncll is the mechanical offset of the
engine gimbals; and ô U is the error in the orientation of the actual thrust vector
relative to the commanded orientation of the engine bell. Several sources con-
tribute to ôt, including misalignment of the thrust vector,relative to the engine-
bell center line, and nonlinearities and biases in the engine-gimbal servo system.
only the intentional mechanical bias (ôvrncH) is known precisely. Tabulated
estimates of ô^- versus vehicle mass are available, but no initial estimates ofcg
O t. The autopilot tracks the actual ôO¡,fSpf with an offset-correction loop whose
measurement of ôorpsnt increases in accuracy as the burn progresses.

The recommended procedure is to assum" b = 0 and to trim the

,ä"î il,:ï:T" :ï ï :::' å ::: i:::: : i H : 
"" 

: I "l:t " " 
å ï : :ili 

" 
#ru" ä,.,,, 

" 
o

by using the stored estimate of ôO¡,¡.Sn" provided by the offset correction loop
at the end of the previous burn: the longer the previous burn, the more accurate
the correction-loop estimate of ôO¡,¡,Sp.'..
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The procedure for aligning the vehicle assumes that the position of the
engine thrust vector relative to the vehicle center iine is given by ôO¡.fsnf *

hfpCg (as obtained for the pitch and yaw axes). This assumption neglects the
fact that a commanded gimbal trim equal to ôOtrFSn" results in a thrust-vector
error ( ôE). The alternative to this approach would be to assume that the thrust
vector is aligned with the vehicle c.g. according to the tabulated ô^_ estimates.
It turns out, however, that the values of ôU are comparable to the u"åor" i¡ ôcg,

with the result that the two vehicle alignment approaches produce nearly the same
system errors. Therefore, for simplicity in programing, ô 6FFSE1 is used as
a basis for aligning both the vehicle and the engine. In this connection, we should
point out that, with the present autopilot, the transients resulting from an error
in engine alignment can produce as much as five times the velocity pointing error
as the same angular error in vehicle alignment.

In checking the R03 display, the astronaut has the responsibility to
ensure that the trim values are reasonable - - in particular, that they do not exceed
the limit J 9 deg imposed by the capacity of the optics error counters used to gen-
erate the signals for the engine actuators. No AGC coding checks against this
limit are made in either the prethrust program or the engine-gimbal test/trim
routine' Should this limit be exceeded, the DAPs lose track of the engine command
by the excess amount.

3. 3. 5. 2 Single-shot and Repetitive Corrections

To reduce the attitude and velocity errors, it is necessary to add an
estimation a¡d correction scheme for compensating the thrust misalignment. A
functional block diagrtm of the corrector is shown in Fig. 3.3. 10. Basically,
the effect of the corrector is

a) to estimate the mistrim and make a one- shot correction a few
seconds a-fter ignition (CSM only - - see Table 3. 3 - VI); then

b) to become an effective proportional-plus-integral compensation
for canceling initial estimation errors and for tracking any c, g.
motion or thrust-vector variation.

. The input to the correction loop is the filtered actuator command signal
coming from DELFILTER, as shown in Fig. 3.3. 10. The filter time constant is
either 4 or I seconds, depending on the DAp sample rate. This is enough lag
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to provide significant smoothing of the effects of slosh oscillations and initial
attitude rates.

The synchronized samplers in the correction loop do not close for their
first sample until a specified time (TCORR) after DAP startup. For this first
sample, the gain K"g of the correction loop has a unique value (CORFRAC). After
the first sample, which produces the one-shot correction, the samplers continue

to work, with a sample period of 0.5 second, and the gain Kcg is dropped to a new

constant value (REPFR"{C). This lower steady-state value ot O"g is the result
of a compromise between stability and improved tracking. REPFRAC is a pad-

loaded quantity for CSM (EREPFRAC) and CSM/LM high-bancìwidth (EREPFRAC + 1)

The REPFRAC value for the low-bandwidth CSM/LM mode is fixed.

Table 3. 3 -VI summarizes the operation of the TMC loop (in terms
of parameter values) both for the CSM and the CSM/LM configurations. The

dynamic effect of the TMC loop can be seen by looking at the equivalent s -plane

dynamics as shown in Fig. 3.3, 11. Table 3.3-VII gives the pole-zero values for the
CSM and CSM/LM configurations. The effects of these additional dynamics on the

system gain-phase plots are shown as dotted lines on Figs 3.3. 3 and 3.3.5.

3. 3.6 TVC ROLL DAP

Roll control during SPS thrusting periods is achieved by firing RCS

ro11-jet pairs. Phase-plane switching logic is used to select the jets and to control
the duration of jet firings. The control policy calls for maintenance of outer gimbal
angle (OGA) within a l Fdeg deadband tolerance of a desired OGA (OGAD), which
is simply the value of OGA at SPS ignition. ROLL DAP performance is monitored
via the FDAI roll-attitude error needle, which is driven by the FLY-TO OGA error:

AK OGAD - OGA. (3.3-3)

Needle updates are made at the ROLL DAP sample rate of tl2 second.

OGA control closely approximates direct body-axis roll-attitude control,
provided that the middle gimbal angle (MGA) is small. The body-axis ro11-rate
equat,ion shows that cross-coupling of inner-gimbal-angle (IGA) rate is a second-
order effect for small middle gimbal angles (MGA):
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TABLE 3.3.VI

PARAMETERS OF THRTIST-MISALIGNMENT ESTIMATOR

LOOP FOR lHE CSM AND CSM/LM CONFIGURATIONS

''rTime from first pass of TVCEXECUTIVE, which occurs approximately 0.92 sec
after IGNITION. Note that the CSM/LM one-shot correction occurs approximatelv
0.4 sec after the first PITCHDAP pass. At this early time the DELFILTER response
remains essentially unchanged frorr: its initial value, thus the one-shot correction
value is effectively zero.

)

o
a
O

DESCRIPTION
AGC CODE
VARIABLES CSM

csM/
HiGH

LM
-BW

csM/LM
LOW-BW

time of initial
corre ction:*

TCORR
(fixed )

3 sec 0 sec

pain K at"oc
initial
correction

CORFRAC
(fixed )

2

2 (CORFRAC)
1

(CORF RAC )

sample period
of estimation loop

0.5 sec 0.5 sec 0.5 sec

gain K"U after
initial
correction

REPF'RAC 0.250
EREPFR"A'C

(pad -loacl )

0.0375
EREPFRÁ.C+1

(pad -load )

0.0375
(fixed )
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TABLE 3.3-VII

EQUIVALENT S-DOMAiN TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR

THRUST -MISALIGNMENT ESTIMATOR LOOP

Fig. 3. 3. 11 Equivalent s-Domain Transfer Function of
Thrust-m isalignment Estimator Loop

Actuator
Command

ô c

VEHICLE CONFIGURATION TRANSFER FUNCTION

CSM 40 msec

0.250)(r
cg

(s + 0.25) (s + 0. 50)

s(s + 0. ?50)

CSM/LM B0 msec

High-bandwidth
(Kcg = 0.0375)

(s + 0. 125) (s + 0.075)
s(s + 0. 20)

CSM/LM 80 msec
Low-bandwidth
(K = 0.0375)'cg

(s+0. 125) (s + 0.075)

s(s + 0.20)

Equivalent
s-Domain

Transfer Function
for Correction Loop

Equivalent
s-Domain

DAP
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p = õgA + TCIÃ sin (MGA). (3.3-4)

The roII autopilot is shown in Fig. 3.3. 12. The phase-plane switching
Iogic is shown in Fig. 3.3.13. It is an adaptation of the LM phase-p1ane switching
logic discussed in Ref. 3.8. Phase-plane OGA error and OGA rate are required inputs
to the switching logic. Phase-plane OGA error is the negative of FLY-TO FDAI
needle error, and OGA rate is derived by a simple first-order back difference of
OGA:

OGAERROR OGA - OGAD -AK,
-1

(3.3-5)
OGARA,TE OGA-z OGA

T

where ,-1 i" short-hand notation for "the past value of, " and T is the ROLL DAI>

sample period of. 112 second.

The phase plane is divided by the switching logic into three regions:
jet firings for negative torque, jet firings for positive torque, and coast (no jet
firings). OGAERROR and OGARATE establish the operating point within one of
these regions, thus defining a particular control activity (*, -, oî zero torque).
The jet firing time to reach the coasting region from the operating point is a function
of the control acceleration (CONACC) and the required change in velocity (DOGARATE-

OGARATE), where DOGARATE (desired OGARATE) is the OGA rate at the coast-
region penetration point of the control parabola through the operating point. The
switching logic determines DOGARATE, and a running estimate of CONACC is
available, as explained below. Firing time is given by the following:

AT= DOGARATE - OGARATE (3.3-6)

Several operational constraints are applied to the AT firing time in
order to increase reliability, to conserve fuel, and to minimize control activity:

. a. The duration of a particular jet firing shall not exceed 2.5 seconds
(Long maneuvers consist of repeated 2.5-second bursts of control
activity. )
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) b A detay of at least 0,5 second shall separate jet firings. (Periods

of zero torque enhance rate estimates and prevent excessive control
activity. )

Successive periods of the same sign of control torque shall fire
jet pairs (for each torque sign there are two pairs) alternately.
(Effect of jet failures, even combined jet failures, is minimized. )

d Subsequent re-evaluation of a jet-firing duration may decrease, but

not increase, the total firing time (conserves fuel, especially with
jet failures, and prevents excessive control activity).

e Jet firings shall not be shorter than 14 ms (minimum impulse)

The parabolic portions of the switching lines (Fig. 3.3.13) are ideal

they are constant-torque trajectories (controi parabolas), at least within the

ability of the CMC to track I**. Limit-cycle operation can thereby be achieved

in truly optimal fashion, with but one or, at most, two jet firings if there are no

sampting delays. (See also the firing duration constraints above. ) Generation

of the ideal switching parabola requires a knowledge of control acceleration:

A
( 1/ Couecc )- 1 r ad / sec2 , (3. 3- 7)CONACC ã

where M is the RCS roll-jet-pair torque (È 1400 ft-lb). The ROLL DAP gain
(1/CONACC) tracks the ro11 inertia with 10-second up-dates (see paragraph 3.3.4)
and thus permits construction of the ideal parabolas.

The switching trajectories (Fig. 3.3.13) are composed of parabolic,

linear, constant-OGARATE, and constant-OGAERROR segments, as shown in
Fig. 3.3.14. Analytic expressions for each segment are given. Also shown are

the 12 subset regions that make up the 3 control region's of Fig. 3.3.13. The

region of "¡et firings for negative torque, " for example, is composed of Subset-

regions I, III, and VIr. The region of "¡et firings for positive torque" is composed

of Subsetsregions Ir, III|, and VI. The remaining subset regions (II, II', IV, IVr,

V, and Vt) constitute the coasting region.

, Identifying the operating point with a particular control region is
accomplished by the process of elimination illustrated in Fig. 3.3.15. Tests

for subset regions are used as building blocks. Each subset region is boundeél

c

M
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Fig. 3. 3. I 5 TVC ROLL DAP Phase- Plane Switching Logic
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by combinations of the switching-Iine segments and the abscissa axis and is thus

describable in terms of simple analytic inequalities, which are then used to make the

indicated tests.

This subset logic is used to determine desired OGA rate (DOGARATE).

For operating points in the coasting region, DOGARATE is simply the current
OGARATE (continue coasting). For operating points in Subset-regions III and III/,
DOGARATE is the OGARÁ.TE at the point that the parabolic trajectory penetrates
the coast region. Thus, for Subset-regions III and III', DOGARATE is simply
*MAXLIM, the appropriate rate-Iimit maximum.

For Subset-regions I and VI/ (or I' and VI), DOGARATE is determined by
the intersection of the control parabola with the straight-line switching line. This
requires solution of a quadratic equation, for which is introduced an approximation
that simplifies the quadratic equation to a linear one and has the desirable property
of converging to the quadratic solution as the switching line is approached. The
approximation involves substituting a straight line (i.e., the tangent to the control
parabola) for the actual control parabola for operating points in Regions VI and VI/.
The problem is then to solve for the'intersection of the tangent and the constant-slope
switch line. (For operating points in Region I or I', a oummy operating point is
constructed in Region VI or VI ', and the tangent taken at that point. The dummy
point is located just off the control parabola at a fixed distance (0.1 deg/sec) from
the x-axis. )

The equation used to solve for the intersection of the two lines (and hence
solve for DOGARATE) is

DOGARATE = NUM/DEN,

where

NUM = KyzelcoNACC) - KIDB - x scN(a)l + LMCRATE
DEN = KY(I/CONACC) - SGN(A),

and

X,Y = OGAERROR, OGARATE

DB=Deadband=5deg

LMCRATE = Limit cycle rate = 0. 1 deg/sec

K = (-slope) = 0.2 deg/sec/deg

A = horizontal distance between operating point and control parabola
= x - IDB - u2 ttl coNACC)/2] scN(y).

(This approximation is further described in Reference 3. 9. )
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Once DOGARATE is obtained, the jet-firing duration is determined by

the relation:

aT = (I/CONACC) IDOGARATE - OGARATEI, (3. 3 -8)

where 1/CONACC, the ROLL DAP gain, is the estimate of the control acceleration.
(See nq. 3. 3-7,)

Figure 3.3.16 shows the jet-select logic that applies the jet firing-
duration constraints, sets up the task to terminate the jet firings at the proper
time, and actually fires the jets.

Restart protection for the ROLL DAP consists simply of starting it
over; there are no copycycles, phase-points,. etc. The o.riginal desired OGA is

maintained. Table 3.3-VIU lists numerical values for the significant ROLL DAP
parameters.

3.3. 7 TVC DAP Interfaces

3. 3. ?. 1 Input Interface

Cross-product steering (see paragraph 5. 3. 3.4, Section 5 of this
document) produces a vector-rate command (deg/sec) in reference coordinates
by the following relationship:

(¡)

-c REF
T - I('f(1 VC x !Unt),

where MDT = - DELVREF + cþAt.

K'is the steer-law gain, and VG is the velocity-to-be-gained vector.
The vector is transformed to body (NAVBASE) coordinates via the transformations

REF'SMMAT and SMNB:

u) ^ r = (sniNn) (REFSI]iMAT) ¿,.r- T.-'BoDY -"REF

Figure 3.3.17 is a functional block diagram of the TVC DAp input
interf¿rce. Thc rate-feedback signals to the autopilot are formed by first taking
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I

TABLE 3. 3- VIII

ROLL DAP PARAMETERS

IÀ
C'I

Value

I/2 second

1400 ft-Ib

+5 deg

+0. I deg/sec

5 deg/sec

I deg/sec

0.2 (deg/sec)/deg

variable

2.5 seconds

15 ms

Identity

TVC ROLL DAP Sample Rate

RoIl Jet Torque (per pair)

Deadband

Limit-Cycle Rate

Maximum Rate Limit

Minimum Rate Limit

Slope of Straight-line Portion of Switch Logic

Parameter of the Parabolic Portion of the Switch
Logic: a = CONACC = M/IXX, where li CONACC
is the ROLL DAP gain

Maximum Firing Duration

Minimum Firing Duration

Symbol

T

M =Fd

DB

LCR

MAXLIM

MINLIM

K, (-slope)

a, (1/CONACC)

TMAX

TMIN

-t



the back difference of the CDU angles, These differences are then passed through
a limiter whose output is linear (unity gain) up to 2.33 degrees br-rt is zero for
greater magnitudes. The purpose of this limiter is to protect the vehicle against
a spurious setting of the r1.25-degree bit in the cDU read counters,,r.which would
produce an effective 11.25-degree step input to the TVC DAp filter. The read
counters would countdorvn the 11.25-degree error at their ?0-deg/sec rate, which
would give a cDU difference of 2.82 d,egrees per 40-msec DAp sample period.
Rather than the full 2.82 deg/sample, we used the lower number of 2.33 deg/sample
as the limit. This number represents a compromise between the desire to reject
most of the possible 11.25-degree step error and the requirement that actual
vehicle tumbling be monitored and controlled.

After passing through the limiter, the CDUDOTs are transformed into
body coordinates, gBT = (Ñ) CnUpOT' , ,Mhere CDUDOT = CDg - ,-l COIJ,

scaling of the DAp-steering interface is compricated by the imple_
mentational expediency of lumping the r" of the integrator and the differentiator
into the steering gain K', such that the effective scaling is inversely proportional
to the DAP sample rate.

The three standard matrix transformations are SltNg, REFSIiåUAT,* :j¡

and Ñ. (Ñ is given in Fig. 3.3.18. ) trre sines and cosines ror Ñ and SIifrvB are
updated every second by the routine euICTzuG, which is called by p40 (cLocKJoB).

A limiter, set for limiting the output at 4s deg, or rf g revolution,
operates on each body-axis error integrator. The timiter is of the analog-feedback
type; the input to the integrator is nulled when the output is at the limit. The
purpose of the limiter is to assist scaling of the DAp filters.

'i' This bit is more sensitive than are the others to electrical noise in the CDUenvironment; it is possible, therefore, though 
"ot iit àty, for the bit i; b-e set bya noise pulse.
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Initial conditions are required by the pitch and yaw differentiators and

integrators. The subroutine DAPINIT, called one sample period before the first
pass through the pitch DAP, reads the CDUs for the initial values of CDU-past for the
differentiators. Initial conditic¡ns for the attitude-error integrators are established
for the CSM by picking up the negative RCS attitude errors for pitch and yaw (ERRORY,

ERRORZ) just before TVCDAPON is called. The values, subject to a + 1.5-degree

limit, are then loaded into the TVC attitude-error registers PERRB and YERRB

after the TVC zeroing loop has been completed. For the CSM/LM configuration,
the attitude-error integrators are initialized to zero to avoid possibly large engine

excursions at ignition.

3. 3. 7. 2 Output Interface

The D/A sections both of the IMU and the OPTICS CDUs are involved in
TVCDAP output: the IMU CDUs display attitude-error signals on the FDAI needles,
and the OPTICS CDUs generate ttre analog signals that drive the SPS gimbal actuators

3. 3. 7. 2. 1 FDAI Needle Disp1ays. Pitch and yaw body- attitude errors
are displayed on the pitch and yaw needles; outer-gimbal-angle (OGA) error is dis-
played on the roll needle. The signal pickoffs are shown in Fig. 3.3. 19. Each of
the DAP variables (AK = -OGAERROR, AKl = PERRB, and AK2 = YERRB) are

scaled at the normal CDU scaling (full register = 180 deg). All three variables are
FLY-TO errors, positive in the sense:

Error = Commanded Attitude - Measured Attitude.

Processing of the AK signals is handled by the subroutine NEEDLER
associated with the RCS DAP. Basic functions of this subroutine include preparing
the IMU error counters (initialization and enablement), scaling the AKs for full-
scale needle deflection of 16-?/8 deg, generating incremental commands, and

releasing the pulse trains to the counters. These operations are shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 3. 3. 20.

Display is effected by a special initialization call to NEEDLER, followed
by calls from TVCEXECUTIVE every 1/2 second. The DAPs compute values for
PERRB and YERRB every 40 (cr 80) ms and update AK1 and AK2 with the new

values. NEEDLER is called only once every 1/2 second, however, and the needle

updates are made with the then-current AKs.

During the changeover from RCS to TVC in the CSM configuration, there
will be a short period of approximately tl2 to I second during which the needles

will be zeroed. After this period, the errors are re-established with the values
left'by the RCS DAP, subject to the r 1.5-deg limit as discussed in paragraph

3.3. ?. 1. For the CSM/LM, the needles are not re-established with the RCS errors

3. 3. 7 .2.2 Actuator Commands via the ics CDUs. The D/A
portions of the OPTICS shaft-and-trunnionCDUsgenerate the dc analog signals that
drive the pitch and yaw SPS gimbal actuators in response to the AGC-generated
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actuator commands PCMD and YCMD. Figure 3.3.21 is a schematic diagram of the

actuator-command generation, within the AGC, and of the generation, by the CDU,

of the analog signals to drive the actuators. Note that the AGC output consists of in-
cremental changes in command:

APCMD = PCMD - ,-1 PCMO

These increments are stored into the AGC output-counter registers TVCPITCH and

TVCYAW. When the 3200-pps pulse trains are released, the error counter accumu-

lates (sums) them, and the associated O/A tadOer and demodulator transforms them

into the proportional signal that drives the actuator amplifiers.

Scaling for the AGC command registers is set by the CDU interface,

where, nominally, one bit represents 85.41 arc-seconds (or 0.0237 deg) of engine

deflection. Derived from this ratio is the so-called actuator scaling revolution
(ASCREV):

IASCREV = t3eäå i å33un = 1.0?e?511 rev/(ruII register).

Note that there is a difference in scaling between the DAP input interface,
where a full register equals 1,80 deg, and the output interface, where a full register
equals 388.3 deg (360 x 1 ASCREV). This difference amounts to an inherent dc

gain across the DAP of 2 ASCREV (or 2.1595). This factor is accounted for in
the gain factor VARK.

To drive the gimbal servos, the CDU must be in the thrust-vector-
control mode. To initiate this mode, the SC CONT switch on the main control
panel must be set to the CMC position. This generates the GN&C autopilot-control
discrete and sets up the actuator amplifier to receive voltages from the OPTICS

CDU. In the CDU, the discrete arms, but does not energize, the thrust-vector-
control relays. The TVC ENABLE discrete from the computer to the CDU ener-
gizes these relays, thereby switching on the dc-error signals to drive the actuator
amplifiers. The computer must also send the OPTICS ERROR COUNTER ENABLE
discrete that enables the error counter to track the command increments recerved
by the CDU. These increments are released from TVCPITCH and TVCYAW by

setting the OPTICS ACTIVITY bits. Preparation of the CDU (activating these discretes
subject to certain timing constraints) is normally handied by the Gimbal Drive Test
and/or Trim Program S40.6.

3.3. B Restart Protection of the TVC DAP

Computer restarts fall into two categories -- hardware restarts, which
cause many channels (including those used for TVC) to be reset to zero; software
restarts, which do not affect the TVC channels. Both kinds of restarts cause WAITLIST
task information to be lost, thereby preventing the TVC DAP subroutine TVCEXECUTIVE
from perpetuating itself at llz-second intervals.
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Hardware Restarts. -- In the event of a hardware restart during an SPS burn, the most
important requirement from the point of view of TVC DAP operation is to re-establish
the D/A interface between the DAPs and the engine-gimbal servos. This must be done
quickly, as a hardware restart deactivates the OPTICS ERROR counters and resets
TVC ENABLE. This action drives the engine sersos to their electrical-null positions,
since the driving voltage drops to zero. Depending on the flight condition, the
electrical'null positions could be several degrees off the desired engine-trim positions
Therefore, nulling the engines could result in a large transient moment of the vehicle.
To mÍnimize this transient, the output-error counters for pitch and yaw are reset to
their previous values as soon as the D/A interface is reactivated. Commands go to
the servos even before the DAP computatÍon resumes. These tasks are performed by
the TVC restart package (REDOTVC).

in addition to re-establishing the D/A interface, restart protection must
be provided against the loss of information in the working regÍsters (A,,L, z,q),
counters, integrators, and computations involving past values of quantities must all
be protected. This is accomplished by storing the quantities in temporary locations
as they are computed. The temporary locations are then copied into the permanent
locations during copy cycles that follow the computation sections. Accordingly, the
DAP logic includes several copy cycles, each following a major computation section.
Should a restart occur during a copy cycle, the copy cycle is repeated. Should a
restart ocÇur during a computation period, the restart logic determines whether to
recompute only the computation section or to repeat the entire DAp cycle.

Hardware restarts also affect guidance equations and AGC executive
routines that must be re-established. Thi$ means that there wilt be some delay before
the DAPs can resume their operations. Simulation tests have shown a delay of * 0. 1

second between restart initiation and the re-establishment of the D/A interface with
the previous actuator-command values. Another DAP sample period (40 or B0 ms)
elapses (for re-establishing CDU rates) before the DAPs generate further incremental
commands. The effect, however, of this transient on the vehicle attitude is neg-
ligible.

Hardware restart protection of the TVC DAP coding requires a special
TVC restart package. REDOTVC, called from the standard AGC restart routine,
reactivates the TVC DAP interfaces, re-establishes the waitlist priority of
TVCEXECUTIVE, determines where in the TVC DAP coding the TVC DAp compu-
tations can be safely restarted, and, at the appropriate time, restarts the TVC DAp
computations.

Software Restarts. TVC software restart protection is much simpler, involving
only the re-establishing of the TVCEXECUTIVE waitlist task, accomplished by the
AGC restart logic. Unlike hardware restarts, software restarts do not require special
TVC restart logic.
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3.4 ENTRY AUTOPILOT AND MISSION CONTROL PROGRAMS
by Robert R. Bairnsfather

Atmospheric Reentry - An Overall View3.4. L

The Entry programs cover the phases of spacecraft flight commencing with
the maneuver to SM-CM separation attitude and continuing until drogue chute de-
ployment. A typical trajectory for orbital reentry is illustrated in Fig. 3. 4, La. A

lunar trajectory appears in Fig. 3.4. lb. The trajectory is broken into segments,

each identified by a Mission Program number from P61 through P6?'k. From the

standpoint of the Entry DAP, trajectory portions above the 0.05 g contour are ser-

viced by the extra-atmospheric mode of DAP operation, and those below by the

atmospheric mode of DAP operation. The contour is sensed by pntry Guidance

which clears the switch .05GSW to zero if above the contour, and sets .05GSW

to one if below. In the atmospheric mode, the DAP performs rolling maneuvers

such that the CM rolls about the vector direction of velocity relative to air mass

by causing yaw rate to be coordinated with roll rate. (See also Entry Guidance,

Section 5, this document. )

A brief summary of the P60rs follows:

P61 The CM is maneuvered to the SM-CM separation attitude. DSKY dis-
play provides information to initialize the Entry Monitor System (EMS)

P62 Crew.performs CM-SM separation. DAP establishes attitude hold

after separation until crew specifies initial Entry ro11 attitude. DAP

initiates and performs maneuver to bring CM into Entry trim attitude
with respect to relative velocÍty vector.

P63 Initialize Entry Guidance. DAP maintains Entry attitude. Await
onset of 0.05 g.

P64

P65

Entry Guidance awaits onset of 0.05 g. If velocity at 0.05-g point
is less than 2?,000 ft/sec, P67 is entered when 0.2 g occurs.
If velocity at 0. 05-g point is greater ttran 27,000 ft/sec,
Entry Guidance establishes the up-control reference trajectory.
DAP follows roll commands issued by Entry Guidance and performs
coordinated rolling with rate damping.

When constant-drag control has reduced the predicted range to within
25, n.mi. of the desired range, the up-phase is entered,and Entry
Guidance steers along a self-generated reference trajectory to a
Controlled skipout condition. DAP follows ro11 commands issued by

*The P60 mission-control programs and the Entry Guidance programs described in
paragraphs 3.4.1 through 3.4. 3 are included for information only. They provide the
reader with a convenient linkage between the DAP (GSOP Section 3 ), Entry Guidance
(GSOP Section 5 ), and the P60 mission-control programs (GSOP Section 4 ). The
control documents for the non-DAP functions are GSOP Sections 4 and 5.
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P66

Entry Guidance and performs coordinated rolling with rate damping.

If, however, altitude rate is negative and if velocity is low enough,

P67 is entered.

When drag acceleration has become less than Q? ft/sec2, the ballistic
phase of steering is entered and Entry Guidance ceases to generate

new commands (R"). The DAP maintains ro11 attitude at the existing
R. and continues to perform pitch and yaw damping. If the CM leaves

the atmospþere, ,then when drag_level becomes less than 0. 05g. Entry
DAP changes to three-axis attitude control in order to keep the CM in
the attitude of trimmed fiight with respect to the relative velocity
vector. Also, R" is set to zero to command fulI lift up, providing a

horizon check. During the second reentry when 0.059 is exceeded,
Entry DAP resumes rate damping in pitch and yaw. 

,The 
end of the

batlistic phase occurs when drag exceeds 6.5 ft/sec- (approxi-
mately 0. 2gl.

P67 Entry Guidance generates steering commands R. to fly the final phase

pre-stored reference trajectory to target. DAP follows ro11 commands

as issued and performs coordinated rolling with rate damping.

Entry Guidance stops updating roll command when the relative velocity
< 1000 ft/sec. DAP maintains ro11 attitude hold and rate damping
until P67 is terminated by crew.

The portion of reentry of interest to the Entry DAP begins with SM-CM

separation (P62). Adequate clearance between CM and SM is needed before initiating
the CM reorientation maneuver. In the interval while clearance is being established,.

the CMC Mode switch on the instrument panel should be moved to FREE to prevent

the RCS DAP, whose software is still active, from firing the CM thrusters or else

re-contact may result. After the interval, the Entry conditions are established as

commanded attitude angles: roll attitude as was specified by keyboard entry, zero

yaw, and trim angle of attack. The extra-atmospheric DAP maneuvers to satisfy
these conditions and holds the attitude obtained. After the 0.05 g contour is en-

countered (P63), the atmospheric DAP takes control; it follows ro11 corirmands issued

by Entry Guidance, discussed in the following paragraph, and performs coordinated
turns with rate damping.

Return to earth at a specified landing point is achieved by Entry Guidance,

utilizing atmospheric aerodynamic lift. The transition from extra-atmospheric
control to atmospheric control is signified when Entry Guidance senses that the

accèleration has exceeded 0. 05 g and sets the switch, .05GSW. The grrid¿¡""
equations determine proper orientation of the lift vector relative to the trajectory
plane as the means of control in achieving the desired landing point. The component
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of lilt in the plane of the relative velocity and the position vector controls the down-
range flight. Cross range is controlled by the out-of-plane component of lift. By
rolling the CM about the velocity vector, orientation of the lift vector is achieved
such that the desired in-plane component obtains. The out-of-plane component of
lift causes lateral drift of the vehicle. This sÍdewise motion is used for plane
changing, if any is needed. Otherwise lateral drift is an unwanted by-product of
the steering, and is constrained by causing the CM to ro11 so as to reverse the sign
of the on -o1-plane component sf lift. Since the in-plane component is the fundamental
controlled quantity, it is important that its sign be unchanged during lateral
reversals or switchings. In effect this demands that the CM ro11 predominantly
through the smaller of the two possible angles at lateral switching time. In certain
critical cases, Entry Guidance insists on rolling over'the top without regard for
the angle size, and the switch LATSW is set to inform the ro11 DAp. Thus Entry
Guidance provides a single output quantity, com¡rfanded roll angle R", to be
achieved by the CM. This output quantity is supplemented by tlvo switch settings:
that of LATSW anci of .05GSW.

Within the atmosphere the CM is aerodynamically stable, a property that
simplifies the autopilot design. In pitch and yaw, since stability is no problem,
simple rate dampers are used. Furthermore, aerodynamic forces are utilized to
do most of the work during a coordinated roll. The vehicle roll attitude in response
to applied ro11 RCS torque can be representedãdequately by considering only the
torque due to moment of inertia. Damping and cross-coupling torques are negligible
Therefore, a simple predictive autopilot utilizing the phase plane is used,
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Load R"rß", c"
wittr R, p, a ,
Load R" with R

Set R^: Specified By Key
" Board

(used as ro11 command
except as noted)

(Unless specified,
use R" for roll

command. )

cß 0

a = Q.ct (expected
trim)

R" given By
Entry Guidance

Remains ConstantR
c

DSKY Response

TABLE 3.4-I OUTLINE OF ENTRY EVENTS

EVENT W DAPFUNCTION

Separation 3-axis ,Attitude Hold

Establish
Entry condition

D > .05g

V < 1000 ft/s

Drogue

Jal > tss

Roll Damping using p.

Load R into R".
Attitude Contro[ in B, e
usrng r, q.

as<løl <135

Attitude Control in R, F, a

using r, p, e. (Use F for roll command),

I'l < 45

Attitude Control in R,p,c
using p, r, e.
If in roll deadzone: Rr, * R

Attitude Control in R.
q, r Damping (coord. )

AttÍtude Contrr:l Ín R.
q, r Damping (coord. ) .

Disable DAP

c
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3.4.2 Reentry - System Point of View
The present section is intended to provide an overall view of the system of

Entry programs. Portions having to do with initialization and sequencing will be
discussed in detail; autopilot operation is deferred until later.

The Entry autopilots are designed to perform automatically all maneuvers for
all phases of Entry flight starting with positioning the CM in the Entry attitude and
continuing until drogue chute deployment. Such capability requires several modes
of operation. These modes are illustrated schematically in the block diagram in
Fig. 3. 4. 2 where the two basic modes are atmospheric and extra-atmospheric.
In the extra-atmospheric mode, the CM has three-axis attitude control based on

the Euler set R, ß, o (defined in Fig. 3.4. 13). The commanded values of the
attitude angles (R", ß", û") correspond either to those for attitude hold or to those
required to bring the CM into trim with respect to the velocity vector measured
relative to the atmosphere. Each of the errors associated with the Euler angles
is assigned to the body axis that exerts the most effective control. The atmospheric
mode is selected whenever atmospheric drag exceeds 0.05 g. Attitude control in
ro11 R is maintained using the p-jet axis while the q- and r-jet axes are used for
pitch and yaw dampers. The yaw damper also enforces a coordinated roLl maneuver.

The basic steering cycle is done every two seconds and is described using
the atmospheric mode as the example.

The cycle begins with Navigation. Integrating acceleromete'rs (PIPAb) pro-
vide the velocity increments which are used by AVERAGEG to update the state
vector. New body attitude angles are coinputed by CM/POSE and the cycle ends

with Entry Guidance providing a new roll command R". The roll digital autopilot
also operates on a two-second basis. It uses this command, together with present
estimate of body rate and attitude angle which are provided each 0. 1 sec., to con-
trol the CM over a two-second interval. Concurrently, the pitch and yaw dampers
operate each 0.1 second. The effect of the jet thrusters on the CM is reflected by

the IMU, thus closing the controL loop. The same general cyclic behavior applies
to the extra-atmospheric mode.

Timing is important in the description of measurement, steering and control.
A simplified timing diagram for the Entry DAP is given in Fig. 3,4. 3. The column
headed STEERING is executed every two seconds. Program READACCS (Fig. 3.4. 16)

reads the PIPAs and, during Entry, saves quantities to allow program CM/POSE
(Fig. 3. 4,171to update the attitude angles. READACCS initiates a delayed task SETJTAG
(Fig. 3. 4.2?) to call the roll DAP CM/RCS (Fig. 3.4.34), and also initiates the navi-
gation program AVERAGEG (GSOP, Sec. 5) to update the state vector. AVERAGEG

exits directty to CM/POSE which calculates a fresh set of CM body attitude angles,
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corrected for time lapse since READACCS. CM/POSE has a variable exÍt that
contains an appropriate address ín the Entry Guidance program. The Entry calcu-
lations establish a new commanded roll angle R", and also two switch settings used
by the DAP. Entry Guídance ends each cycle with the current Entry DSKY display,
a display that changes with the internal Entry mode. The resulting roll command,
R" is valid back at PIPA read time; however, to maintain uniform timing of the
roll DAP (CM/RCS) and to allow time for computation, examÍnation of R" by the
DAP is delayed by about one second. The ro11 DAP operates every two seconds
but is initiated in sync with the faster DAPs.

The column headed CONTROL is executed each 0. I second. The iàiti"t
calculations measure the control variables. Program READGYMB (Fig. 3.4. 28)
reads the CDU|s and continues to calculate CM body rates and body attítude rates.
The body attitude angles are integrated between the CM/POSE two second updates.
Depending on the setting of . 05GSW, +and r-damping are done or else the appropriate
attitude control is done. This may be either two- or three-axis control; the choice
depends onthe magnitude of a ¿s is discussed in a later section. Following this,
a switch is interrogated to see if the two-second roll DAP CM/RCS is to be executed
on this pass. If not, it is omitted. The ro11 DAP uses R" to predÍct the jet firing
policy for the two seconds until a fresh R" is available. The jet firÍng policy exists
in the form of time intervals associated with particular p-jet thrusters. The
CONTROL cycle ends by either updating the FDAI attitude error needles or by
saving the current CM body rates in a list for telemetering. The additional CONTROL
function of processing thé roll-jet firing policy is done on an irregular baåis. The
Program JETCALL (Fig. 3.4. 38) may be entered up to three times in a 2-second
interval to enforce the jet firing pglicy.

3.4. 3 Reentry -Mission Oriented View
The present section will cover in detail the MissÍon Control program inter-

action with the Entry DAP from the point of view of program operation, but not of
program content. This includes topics such as start-up and shut-down sequences.
For complete Mission Control Program description of the P60rs, see Section 4 of
this GSOP.

Program P6 1ts primary function is the display of data to the crew for initial-
izing the Entry Monitor System (EMS) and is therefore omitted here. (See GSOP

Section 4. ) fne only DAP-related operation in P6l is to set HEADSUP to -1. to
specify lift-up attitude at the beginning of entry. The crew has the option in display
noun N6 1 to change this specification.
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Program P62 is outlined in Fig. 3.4.4 and Fig. 3.4.5. p62 can be entered
directly from P6 1, or by way of tlie DSKY. In the event of the latter, AVERAGEG
will be inactive; a short delay occurs before it is activated, while the state vector is
brought up to date. The IMU alignment is checked and an alarm code is displayed
on the DSKY either if

a. the IMU is reversed, yielding a reversed rotation for the FDAI ball, or
b. the IMU is more than 30" away from normal (or reversed) alignment.

Program CM/POSE (Fig. 3.4. 1?) will be activated shortly so its exit address
must be set. Initially CM/POSE is caused to calculate desired (trim attitude) CDU
angles for N22 display on call before exiting via the standard Entry Guidance logic
that maintains restart protection. Next, the Entry DAP is initialized by calling
CM/DAPIC, Fig. 3.4.6. The basic DAP program READGYMB, Fig. S. 4.28, is
started up in sync with READACCS, Fig. 3.4. 16, but delayed by half an autopilot
update period, or 0.05 sec. This distributes the load on the T3 clock in order to
avoid the stacking of interrupt tasks. Once started, READGYMB is self-perpetuating
until disabled on finding the switch CM/DSTBY is zero. CM/DAPIC also initializes
the following DAP switch bits to zero:

GAMDIFSW, GYMDIFSW first pass indicators
CMDAPARM indicates DAP not armed
. OSGSVI/ above . 0b g contour

Two switches q,re set to one:

LATSW no rolL over top demanded

CM/DSTBY indicates DAp is active

Sorle computational quantities are zeroed here and restart protection provided.

Several jobs and tasks operate in parallel with P62. Those affected by
CM/DAPIC are described here.

READGYMB - The basic Entry DAP cycle is initiated each 0.1 sec by
READGYMB, Fig. 3.4.28. If the CDU!s are not in fine align, the program re-
initializes itself to an initial-pass status and exits. Otherwise, it reads the CDUts
and forms gimbal angle differences. If CM/DSTBY = 1, the program continues on

to test whether this is a first pass or not. If so, certain DAP variables are initialized
and the program exits. Otherwise, computation continues at BODYRATE, Fig. 3,4.29,
to calculate the CM body rates. If CMDAPARM = 0, the DAP cycle is terminated.
Thus, CM/DAPIC starts the Entry DAP going and allows it to maintain a measure of

CM body rates.

The entire Entry DAP operates in interuupt: the initial portion just described
operates from the T3 clock and all subsequent calculations will be done from the T5
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c1ock. This division is chosen so that the T3 calculation utilizes about ?.5 milli-
seconds. The i0-ms window between the ending of T3 portion and the start of the
T5 portion allows any waiting interrupts to be processed. In particslar, it assuies
servicing of down-rupts.

READACCS - The secondary DAP cycle operates on the two-second basis
established by READACCS, Fig. 3.4. 16, and consists of

a. generation of body attitude angles by CM/POSE, (Fig. 3.4. 1?)

b. generation of roll command R" by Entry Guidance, (Section 5)

c. generation of p-axis jet commands by the predictive roll DAP, CM/RCS,
(Fig. 3. 4.341

Items (a) and (bì operate in cascade with READACCS and AVERAGEG as already
pointed out. Item (c) is triggered by READACCS.

When READACCS finds CM/DSTBY = 1, it performs several functions
pertinent to the Entry,DAP. Attitude and gimbal angles are saved so that CM/POSE
ís able to update body attitude angì"es and correct for computation time loss. A DAp
restart protection function is performed. The sync of the predictive roll DAP,
CM/RqS,totheREADACCScycleis effected by causing a flag to be set after about
a I -second delay. (The exact value depends on CMC timing. )

Returning to P62 in Fig. 3.4.4, the variable address AVEGEXIT of
AVERAGEG is set to continue at cM/posE. The exit for cM/posE has been
established alre¿dy.

In digression, consider the operating situation before the AVEGEXIT above
is set. If READACCS falls due while P62 is being performed, then READACCS
w'ill interrupt and be performed. If CM/DSTBY is non-zero, then certaÍn quantities
relating to Entry DAP are established. READACCS then proceeds to establish the
execution of AVERAGEG at a higher priority than that of P62. Thus AVERAGEG
will go to completion before P62 is resumed. Since we assumed AVECEXIT was
not yet changed, cM/PosE is omitted. However,P62 on resuming will change
AVEGEXIT so that all subsequent updates of AVERAGEG will continue on to
cM/POSE

Returning once again to P62, the crew is requested via DSKY to perform
SM-CM separation. The program flow will halt here until the crew responds with
PROCEED. The purpose of the hold is to allow the crew full control over separar
tion: when it is to be performed and when it is judged to be completed. Regarding
DAP operation, it is noted here that even though the Entry DAP haS been startcd up,
it is in a stand-by conditio¡r. Pnior to separation the RCS DAP is active. At
separation the CMC Mode switch should be put at FREE to disable the RCS jet
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firings before activating the CM Entry fuel system. Othen¡,ise the RCS DAP can

fire the CM jet thrusters because, even though separation has occurred, the RCS

DAP software remains active until after the crew has responded with PROCEED.

Receípt of PROCEED by P62 causes CM/DAPON, Fig. 3.4.7, to be called,
There, the RCS DAP is disabled and the jet channels zeroed. The program must
idle until the first-pass flag GAMDIFSW = 1, indicating that CM/POSE has done at
least one update and that valid body attitude angles exist. Normally GAMDIFSW
will be non-zero by this time. An interlock flag for terminating P62 is established.
The DAP is made to do attitude hold by toading the attitude commands with the
present attitude angles. CMDAPARM switch is set to l. This atlows the Entry
DAP to continue beyond updating CM body rates and to go to completion. Since T5
was being used by the RCS DAP, it was not possíble before now to update the
attitude rates and angles. As a result the attitude angles wilt be slightly inaccurate
until the next CM/POSE update.

When CM/DAPON is over, the program returns to P62 to do the DSI(Y

display ot target coordinates and initial roll angle for crew verification or change.

Upon receipt of PROCEED the DAP is caused to cease doing attitude hold and to
commence the maneuver to Entry attitude, defined by: initial roll angle as specified,
zero beta, and the trim value of o. The interlock flag is removed to permit termÍna-
tion of P62. This flag was required to prevent premature termination of P 62 as a
result of manual maneuvering. The entry display flag is set, allowing the computation
of desired CDU angles to be displayed on the DSKY each 2 seconds. The display
is done by the normal Entry Guidance exit display.

The termination criterion for P62 depends on estimating the end of the
maneuver to entry attitude. If at this point in P62 the DAP mode indicator
CMDAPMOD shows that the Entry DAP has already left the mode where the estimate
is made, then P62 will go directly to P63. If, on the other hand, the maneuver to
Entry attitude is in progress, then P62 effectively goes to sleep until the termination
criterion is satisfied. The criterion for terminating P62 is based on the state of
completion of the Entry attitude maneuvêr: when o becomes less in magnitude
than 45o, the time required by the CM to reach trÍm a is esti.mated using an average
pitch rate. When this time has elapsed the task WAKEP62, Fig. 3. 4. 5, is initiated
to terminate P62 and start up P63, Fig. 3.4.5. It is possible in rare circumstances
for P63 to be started up twice...by a restart, for example. Howevör, the second
pass through P63 is harmless.

The functions that P63 performs are to establish the variable verb-noun code
for the Entry Guidance DSKY display, and to cause CM/POSE to exit directly to
STARTENT in Entry Guidance and to prevent P63 from being called out of sequence.
As is seen in Fig, 3.4.8, STARTENT initializes the Entry steering equations. It
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CALLED ÉY EOz

NOYES

Fig. 3 .4 .? Entry DAP Starting Sequence.

)

o DISABLE RCS DAP AND ITS RESTARTABILITY
. TURN OFF JET THRUSTERS, IF ON.
O SET FLAGS USED BY V 46, V 48 TO ''NO DAP"

CONFIGURA'TION. (VERBS 46 & 48 ARE NOT
APPLICABLE DURING ENTRY PROGRAMS

162 - P67 AND SHOULD NOT BE USED).

TEST WHETHER çr4ÆAÞE FrRST PASS
HAS OCCURRED:

IS GAMDiFSW NON.ZERO

WAIT .5 SEC

. PREVENT S'TARTING P 63 BEFORE DSKY
VERIFICATION OF HEÞS UP IN PJ:

P63 FLAG = -1
. SET FLAG TO INITIALI,ZE FDAI NEEDLE

DISPLAY AT NEXT UPDATE.
CM/RCS FLAG. (HAS BEEN BEING
iffi7Þõs¡ rNrrrALrzATroN rN BEA-ÐA-ccs;):

JETAG = 0
O INITIALTZE DAP FOR ATTITUDE HOLD:

RC=R Rg=R
dc=d B.=A

. SET DAP ARM FLAG: CMDAPARM = 1

O SET FLAG TO PREVENT FURTHER VERB 3?'S

INITIALIZE:

O CLEAR
SET BY

RETURN

.J
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INTERACTION BETlffEEN ENTRY GIIIDANCE AND ENTRY,DAP
(Refer to Section 5 for Entry Gùidanee)

Event Action

STARTENT

o Initi¿rlize Entry, Includes the Switches:

LATSW = I
.05GSW = 0

o At End of Pass, Set:

Mode to INITROLL
POSEXIT to TARGETING

TARGETING

INITROLL

KEPLER

NEGTEST

PREDICT 3

P67.2

r Preamble to Entry Guidance, entered once each pass.
When Drag Acceleration exceeds 0.05 grs, set . 05GSW = 1;
otherwise, set = 0.

¡ Initial Phase of Entry

r Ballistic Phase of Entry.

o When D> C20, Enforce RolI Over Top. Set:

LATS,W; 0

o Roll DAP will Reset LATSWEach Update

o When V < 1000 ft/sec, Stop Steering
. Start Up Parallel Job P6? .1

Set: Mode to P 67 .2

o Calculate Present Latitude, Longitude for
Display in P67 .1

r Exit without Doing Entry Display

. Progrem to terminate computation cycle that
began with READACCS.

Fig. 3 .4.8 Milestones in Reentry Steering.

SERVEXIT
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also sets the internal Entry mode selector to INITROLL and POSEXIT io TARGETING.
Thus CM/POSE will go directly to TARGETING, the common preamble for all
phases of Entry Guidance. As described in Section 5 of this GSOP, the various Entry
phases are chosen based on Mode. Note that the entry display is omitted during
STARTENT; this is because the range-to-go display is grqss. (T'.vo to three itera-
tions yielcl convergence. )

A summary of Entry Guidance actions that affect the DAP operation is
given in Fig. 3.4. 8. As indicated, the switchr.0SGSW is establishecl in TARGETING,
Generally, it will change during INITROLL and KEPLER phases causing the DAp mode
to be atmospheric or extra-atmospheric. NEGTEST decides when the vehicle
should ro11 over the top and clears LATSW accordingly. PREDICT3 senses when the
relative velocity becomes less than 1000 ft/sec and terminates steering. When this
occurs, the DAP maintains attitude hold using the more recent value of R". The
steering calculations are replaced by a calculation of present latitude and longitude
(P67.2) which are to be displayed in a parallel job of lower priority, I)6?. 1,
Fig. 3.4.9. The-terminal phase of trntry consi.sts of attitude hold in roll to R", and
rate damping in pitch and yaw. During'descent, as shown in p6?. 1, the crew can
monitor'the flashing display: range to target, present latitude and longitude. This
phase is terminated at crew option, but can last until drogue chute deployment.
Crew response is PROCEED (TERMINATE is equivalent). On receipt of pROCEED,
Entry Guidance is disabled by removing cM/posE from the "go to" address of
AVERAGEG. The Entry DAp is disabted by clearing the flag CM/DSTBY. The
clearing of GYMD]FSW is optional. The computer idle routine ROO is entered
signifying termination of the Entry Guidance phase.

The actual de-activation of the Entry DAp Software is delayed until the switch
CM/DSTBY is examined at the next reguLarly scheduled update. The shutdown
procedure of the DAP is compLetely specified by the stand-by switch. At the next
READGYMB update, if cM/DSTBy = 0, all cM jet thrusters are quenched; the
restart mechanism is disabled to clear the restart Group and to prevent restarting
the DAP; and READGYMB ls not re-established in the WAITLIST. These actions
will terminate the DAP cycle. If a restart should occur before the DAP restart
mechanism were disabled, the effect would still be the same since CM/DSTBY
would be unchanged. The second use of the stand-by switch is to nullify any roll
jet activity that is pending. WAITLIST calls to JETCALL, Fig. 3.4.38, are ignored
as they fall due, and the p-axis jets are left off. The third use of CM/DSTBy is in
READACCS. Those operations performed there relating to the EntryDAP are omitted
if CM/DSTBY = 0. Thus, after receipt of PROCEEDI the cyclic DAp action ceases
within 0. 1 second (or 0.2 secondif arestartoccurred! and all DAp related operations
cease within 2 seconds.
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ESTABLISTÍED BY ENTRY GT'TDANCE
WHEN VELOCITY BECOMES LESS
THAN IOOO FT/SEC.

P6Í .1

DISPLAY (N67): RANCE TO TARGET, LAT, LONG

CALCULATED AFRESH IN ENTRY GUIDANCE EACH 2 SEC.

RESPONSE: WHEN CREW WISHES TO TERMINATE

ENTRY PHASE AND DISABLE DAP, DO PROCEED.

. DISABLE ENTRY DAP:

sET: CM/DSTBY = 0, GYMDIFSW = o

O DISABLE ENTRY STEERING:

SET: TO

Fig. 3 .4.9 Termination of Entry Control (P60s)
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3.4.4 Entry Autopilot - Introduction
Interfa ce s

The CM interface topics will be discussed before taking up the analytic and

computational aspects of the autopilot.

Entry Displays - The DSKY displays associated with the P60ts are defined
in Section 4 of the present GSOP. In addition, the autopilot is required to provide
a display presentation to the FDAi attitude error needles as follows:

Extra Atmospheric DAP - The three attitude errors R" - R (or Rn - R), Bc

and a" - 4 are presented each 0.2 second. The

error used by the autopilot to fire the p-jets is
displayed on the roll needle, the error used to

fire the q-jets on the pitch needle, and the error
useC for the r-jets on the yaw needle. If lz I >

135 deg, the ro11 DAP does rate damping only,
and the ro11 needle is zeroed every 2 sec.

Atmospheric DAP - The only presentation is ro11 error, corrected for
shortest angular path, on a 0.2-second basis. The

pitch and ya\¡/ error needles are not driven and are
at null.

The maximum deflection provided by the CMC to the error needles is 6?.50 for ro11

(p-axis) and 16. B?50 for pitch anci yaw (the q- and r-axes), corresponding to the fu1l-

scale calibration 501 L5.

Manual Modes for DAP - The Entry DAP operates as though it were autonomous.

The CMC Mode switch (HOLD, AUTO, FREE) is not examined. Manual takeover by

the pilot will not affect DAP operation nor its display presentation. That is, the DAP

will continue to present errors to the FDAI attitude error needles and to put out jet
discretes based on the current CM attitude and rates and the current commands. The

disabling of the DAP jet discretes is effected by hardware outside the CMC. Manual

takeover is accomplished by turning the Translation Hand Controller clockwise to bypass

the CMC. Control of the vehicle is then exercised by means of the Rotational Hand Con-
troller via the SCS backup. Whenever manual control is relinquished by releasing the

THC, the CMC will commence to direct the CM in accordance with current commands

and current attitudes and rates.

Jet Thruster Confisuration - The control forces exerted on the CM are generated

by jet thrusters whose locations are shown schematically in Fig. 3.4. 10. The coordi-
nate system is a body-axis triad. The accompanying table identifies the relationship
between the principal body rate produced by a given jet, the jetnumber, the fuel system,
the channel number, and the channel bit assignment.

The following sections are devoted to analytical and computational description
of the autopilot.

B
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Fig. 3.4. 10 CM Thruster SchematÍc.
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3.4.5 Aerodvna mic Attitude and Body Rate Estimation
Traìe ctory Triad
The Inertial Measurement Unit is tþe source of input data for Entry Guidance

and the autopilots. Accelerations in the form of velocity increments are provided
by the PIPAs, and the gimbai angle values âr€ cr-rrnrrunicated by the CDUrs. Tþ"
coordinate system used during Entry is defined in Fig. 3.4.11. During entrythe
axis of symmetry of the CM is pointed backward along the trajectory and the triad
used by the autopilots is - uvA, u'yA, uNA. In the figure, the body axis set [IBX,
UBY, UBZ is shown for R corresponding to lift-up and for o = ol(correspond-
ing to trimmed flight). The Entry angle 7E is defined as the angle between the
locaL horizontal and the relative velocity vector. The trajectory triad is calculated
in CM/POSE, Fig. 3.4. L7 .

Body Triad
The body axis trrad of the CM is defined relative to the platform axis set in

Fig. 3.4.12 ín terms of the three gimbal angles. When all three gimbal angles are
zeîo, the body set UBX, UBY, UBZ andthe platform set UpX, W, tJpZ coincide.
At other times the body set is obtained from the platform set by using the Euler
gimbal sequence: inner, middle, outer, abbreviated I, M, o. These rotations are
pictured in Fig. 3.4.12 along with the transformation equations, (I). The cM unit
body triad UBX, UBY,'|JBZ, expressed in platform coordinates, is computed from
equations (II). The body triad is calculated in CM/POSE, Fig. 8.4.17.

CM Attitude
To control the CIM in attitude, a measure of attitude is needed. Certainly

the gimbal angles form an adequate set. However, the R, B, a Euler angles of
Fig. 3.4. 13 are another equally valid and in some ways a more desirable set. The
CM is to be posed relative to a velocity vector (for Entry, it is the velocity relative
to the atmosphere) and the angles R, F , a are a measure of the pcse assumed.
Entry Guidance will generate commanded roll angles R" which are defined in the
same way as R. The anglesa and Ê are pitch and yaw angles, becoming during
atmospheric trim the angle of attack and angle of side slip. These angles are tra-
jectory-related and independent of platform alignment. computationally it makes
1itt1e difference whether CM attitude control uses a set of desired gimbal angles or
the set RBe. Both are Euler sets and must be treated in some artificial way in order
to be used in the phase-p1ane logicbased on a control (or body) axis set. The RBe
set has the advantage of providing a continual indication of trajectory-related CM
attitude information which is of general use. In addition, some simplification ac-
crues from the overlapping control requirements of the atmospheric and extra-atmos-
pheric DAPrs. Briefly, this may be indicated by the attitude rate equations in Fig.
3.4. 14. In the third equation, RSB tends to be negligible under DAP influence so that
the a error and ù are assigned to the q-axis. For B error and þ, p- or r-axis control is
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)

8ru, VRet
PTANE

UBX

RET

LOCAI HORIZONTAT

.UVA UBY

BODY AXES DRAWN FOR UFT Up lR =01

ug = u¡¡tT (ßN)

VREL=Y.KWEUNITWxUR

!¿]lA = uNlT (VEE,L)

UYA : UNtT (UVA 'UB)
UNA=UyAxqyA

Fig. 3.4.11 Entry Autopilot Coordinate Triads
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UPZ

UBZ

Y

I, M, O. Sequence
UPY

UPX

UBX

/uBx\ /r
Iur"l= 1o

\""r/ \t

o o \ /crr
co '" ) (-'*-so col \ o

SM

CM

0

-SI
0

CI

(i)

(II)

(III )

o\
oJ
t/

CI
0

SI

0

I

0

UPX
UPY

)
Body triad expressed Ín platform coordinates

UBX = (CM CI, SM, - SI CM)

Ury = (-CO CI SM + SO SI, CO CM, CO SI SM + SO CI)
IJBZ = (SO CI SM + CO SI , -SO CM, -SO SI SM + CO CI)

Body angular velocities

p= O + I SM

q= I CMCO+MSO

"=-i cMso*rico

Whers SM = SIN M, etc.

Fig. 3. 4.12PIatform to Body Transformation
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0

CR
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0

I
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0

F-iE. .3.4. ts CM Body Attitude Angles - DefinÍtion
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a

combine rnatrices in Fig. 3.4. 13 lnto single matrix. calculate
attitude angles as for CALCGA. (See Chaptçr 5)

Obtain bo<ìy arrgles from

UL=Unit(-WAxry)
CR = UI-,'UNA, SR =-UL'UYA

5ß=B'W
Cø = Ul, 'IJBZ, Sq =- UL. UBX

For updating angles R, B, a between matrix calculation, integrate
the rate equations

CpR=pCo+rSa o
B =-p Sa

á=e +

+rCa

nsB

Thus

a

R.-R+ R7
a

ß-ß + ßr

a+Q

Fig. 3 ,4,14 Computation of CM Body Attitude Angles

+ qT
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determined by the predominant term of p, Uut generally this choice can be made

based on onlycr. The remaining attitude rate É is assigned to the alternate axis,
by symnretry of the equations. Another viewpoint is that DAP influence on B error
and B tends to keep þ small. This is equivalent to a coordinated roll maneuver,
and effcctively decouples the R and ¡i control axes.

The CM attitude angles are defined relative to the trajectory triad -UVA,
UYA, UNA and the body triad UBX, UBY, W.. Both are expressed in platform
coordinates. The defining Euler sequence R,ß,o is pictured in Figure 3.4.13
along with the transformation equations (I). When all angles are zero, UBX points
away from the heat shield along -UVA, the negative relative velocity vector; UBY
lies along UYA, the normal to the trajectory plane; and UBZ lies in the trajectory
plane and points along the lift vector. The condition R = 0 corresponds to positíve

lift or lift up., Rotation of the body triad by roLling about UBX ( or -UVA) through
the angle R, causes the lift to have a component out of the trajectory plane. The

direction of UBZ can be called UL since it points in the direction of the lift vector.
The direction of UBY can be called YBN since for any R it points in the desired
direction for UBY. That is, it is normal to the relative velocity, lying in the

tIfIA, IfYA plane. The second rotation is yaw about UL through the angle p. The

last rotation is pitch about UBY through the angle 4, shown negative in the picture.
The result of the final rotation is to locate the actual CM unit body triad W, UE,
UBZ relative to the trajectory triad -@!, UYA, UNA in terms of the Euler attitude
angles R, Ê ,ø The equations for calculating the angles R, fl , d and also their
derivatives are summarized in Figure 3 .4.L4,

For the approximations involved in mechanizing the attitude rate equations,

see the block diagram, ATTRATES, Fig. 3.4. 30.

During almost all of the Entry trajectory, the angular velocity of the

trajectory triad is negligible so that control of the CM with respect to the trajectory
triad is possible even though the body rates are measured relative t o the platform
and the body attitude angles are measured relative to the trajectory triad. How-

ever, near the end of Entry, the trajectory bends down quite sharply and its
curvature can no longer be neglected. tr.or the DAP to continue to control
the CM with respect to the trajectory triad, it becomes necessary to measure both

the body rates and attitude rates relative to the trajectory triad. This is accom-

plished by noting that the triad rotation is essentially due to i". The equations

of Figure 3.4.14 neglected the effect of í8. By using i¡ "s e measure of trajectory

triad angular velocity, the relative body rates and attitude rates are approximated

by the equations in Figure 3 .4 . 15. Use of the relative body rates prevents the

DAP from firing jets to oppose the atmospherically generated ít. A proper
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To approximately correct for iU in rate control relative
to relative velocity vector, use

prel=p-SoSR ;E

erel=q-CR ^tE

rrel=r*CatOin

Wità these, tJre attitude rate equations keep the same form
a

Cp P = prel Co + rrel Sa

So * rrel Cap =-prel

i = qrel +RSl3

Fig. 3.4. 15 Gamma Dot Correction to CM Body Rates

measure of attitude angles is retained by integrating the relative attitude rates
between the CM/FOSE updates. By corrêcting the body rates and then using the
corrected values wherever requÍred in the DAP, control of the CM with respect
to the velocity vector is maintained. The level above which iB "o""""tion is

t.applleo rs ?Emln.

The computation of equations in Figure 3.4.11through Figure 3.4.14 is
performed in cM/PosE, Figure 3.4.17 and Figure 3.4.18. CM/posE is entered
each two seconds directly from AVERAGEG and uses the new position and velocity
to generate the trajectory triad. The body triad is generated using the gimbat
angles that were saved during READACCS. Thus the Euler attitude angles which
are extracted ( in the figure: NEWR, NEWP, NEWa ) were valid at the time at which
position and veLocit), were valid: at the PIPA read time. To obtain the present
attitude angles, the NEW angles must be corrected for any increment accrued in
the interval between PIPA read time andthe present. This is easily done since an
independent integration of attitude rates is done each 0. 1 second to maintain,R, 0 ,

a . When the NEW values are corrected, they replace R, Ê, a. Thus CM/POSE
prevents accumulation of error in attitude resulting from integration by providing a

fresh reference each 2 seconds.

In addition to updating R,ß , a , CM/POSE tests to see if the magnitude of the
relative velocity V is less than 1000 ft/sec to provide a warning that subsequent
calculations of ÚyA will be unreliable because UR and UVA approach co-Iinearity.
If the velocity is less than 1000 ft/sec, the last calculation of UYA will be used for
the remaínder of the flight. The error committed in using an old value of UYA
affects only the measure of roll, and is not important at this stage of the flight. The
calculation for 7" is chosen to be more accurate in the region where iU is of
possible interest.
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Misalignment of IMU. --The CMC state vector is carried in basic-reference
coordinates. When the IMU is not exactly aligned, the CMC matrix REFSMMAT,
relating the basic-refqrence coordinate system to the desired stable-me,mber coor-
dinate systeT, is in error since the matrix does not define the actual platform
alignment' During AVERAGEG navigation, the PIPA Avrs are measured in stable-
member coordinates and must be transformed via REFSMMATT into basic-reference
coordinates for integration. A state-vector error accumulates with each integration
step as the CM decelerates during entry. The body-attitude angles are defined with
respect to the relative-velocity vector and deteriorate progressively but are usable
for most of the flight. Near the end of the flight, hewever, when the actual velocity
has fallen to a couple of thousand feet per second or Iess, deterioriation is much
more rapid. In these latter stages of entry, even though the ro11 angle is in error
and the steering is based on a bad state vector, the ro11 axis remains stable. Error
in ß has little direct effect, since it is used only in the ci,calcutation.(See Fig. 8.4,14.)
It is the pitch angle ø that tends to be the most in error; it also has the greatest
effect on DAP operation since both the ro11-attitude DAP and the yaw damper are
affected. (a) rne ro11-attitude rate equation in Fig. 3.4. 14 shows that as o approaches
90 degrees, the p contribution due to body roll rate vanishes. The roll DAp, by
using cos e as a gain factor, recognizes this fact and ceases attitude maneuvers
while continuing rate damping. During the period of ro1l damping, the cM will
drift in attitude at deadzone velocities. When ø leaves g0 degrees, the ro11 DAp
will resume attitude control--and with the proper sign. (b) If the on-board estimate
of a were used in the yaw damper, yaw rate emors in excess of the deadzone limit
would be sensed if 1/cos a became sufficiently large; these errors would cause
continuous firing of the yaw jets. The jets are too weak to overcome the aerodynamic
forces, and the main effect would be to deplete RCS fuel. Because the aerodynamic
forces hold the cM in trim attitude, the yaw damper, as mechanized in Fig. 8.4.30,
assumes that hypersonic trim applies. Thus, yaw coordination is insensitive to the
on-board q and remains valid during the variation in trim that occurs during trans-
sonic and subsonic flight.

Angular Velocity Measurement in CM Bodv Axes
The body angular velocities roll p, pitch q, atrd yaw r are measured in the

positive sense about the respective axes UBX, UBy, W and are obtained from
the gimbal-angle rates usÍng the sequence I, M, o of Ffg. g.4.Lz, when the gimbal
angles are zero, body axes coincide wÍth platform exes and the ratesp, q, r ere equal
to the respective gfmbal rates ö; i, ¡üt. When the gimbal angles are not zero, the
body rates are obtaÍned from equations (III) of Fig. B.1.12.

Measurement of the.gimbal ratee, and hence of the body rates, Ís not con-
tinuoue but occurs at regular time íntervals as Índeed do all calculaflons done by the
CMC. The basic computation cycle for Navlgation and Guidance is 2 seconds.
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ç4 LED 81' wATTLIST E^ACH
2 SEC. TO AEAD PIPAS.

ON COMPLETION, ESTAB LTSHES
AVE GEG

YES

DAP IS DORMANT

T = 0,1 SEC

F.LAGJETAGCA
UPDATE OF ROLL
DAP. FLAG IS
sET vrA wALxusT
BY SETJTAG.

Fig. 3.4. 16 l¡ritialÍzation of Body Attitude calculation (cM/posE).

)

TEST ENTRY DAP STANDBY
SWITCH: IS CIVIIDSTE_Y ZFRO

sAvE P_IPIII4._E TO RESTART
ENTRY DAP ...

SAVE GIMRAL ANGLES
AOG, AIG, AMG

IN: Aoc/prp
AIG/PIP
AMG/PIP

SAVE ATTITUDE ANGLES
R' a' ß

IN: R/PIP
o lPtP
ß PIP

INITIALIZE TIME FOR NEXT
ENTRY DAP CYCLE IF RESTART
occuRs ... (nnleTIVE TO
PIPTIME)

CM/GYMDr = rl2

START C.MIAS rN SYNC.H WrTH
PIPTIME AFTER NOMINAL-I SEC
DELAY:
SET IN (1 + 2Z) SEC.

RESTART PRO'|ECT ABOVE
SYNCH TASK ...

NO

CONTINUE
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G

VELOCITY RELATIVE TO AIR MASS:
VREL = Vr.¡- KWE UZ X UR
UVA = UNIT ( R L)

TEST TO PROVIDE STABLE DIRECTTON
FOR @ AT END OF TERMINAL
PHASE:

IF VREL, - VQUIT NEG, USE PREVIOUS

fIYA, OTHERWISE

UYA = UNIT ( X UB)

X VA

ENTER AT 2 SEC. INTERVALS
IMMEDIA TE LY FOLI-OIVING'
AVERAGE G. CM/ POSE WILL
CONTINUE ON TO ENTRY

VQUIT = 1OOO FT/SEC

USE GIMRAI, ANGLES SAVED AT PIPA
READ TIME (O = AOG/PIP, ETC. )

TO GET BODY TRIAD:

UBX=( CMCI , SM , SICM )

Ury = ( - CO CI SM + SO SI, CO CM, CO SISM + SOCI )

- SOCM SO SI SM + COCI)= (.SO CI SM + CO

CALCULATE ATTTTUDE ANGLES WHICH ARE
VALID AT PIPA READ TIME:

UI¡=UNIT(ryxUvA)
CR=@. ur¡g¡ , SR=-q. UYA

SF=IIVA.gry
Ca=gL.W, S4=-8.ï{B{

usE a-EgtB.lg (sEE SECTION 5) oF ARCSIN,
OBTAIN: NEWR, NEW , NEWC

CONTINIJE

* REFSMMAT NOTE: For simplicity, the text is written using the IMU, or

çleþlq-qqmþer coold¡gg].g çJå!em. In the flight rope, however, the AVERAGEG

state vector is in the þaglc-"r-ele¡.C.nc.9 coordin1te çXglg, necessitating use of

REFSMMATT at this point in order to transform the body triad from stable-member

to basic- reference coordinates.

Fig. 3.4.17 Calculation of Attitude Angles.
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çtA/lasE
CONTINUED

FIRST PASS ?

ZERO ?ß

E = lyn (x)'yn (x-t¡]7"

IS ?¡mlntul

in=o

CORRECT FOR INCREMENT ACCUMULATED
SINCE PIPA READ TIME:

( DO COPY CYCLE )

ft+ NEWR+ R - R/PIP
ß* NEwB+ p ßlptp
Q + NEWc+ d - alplp

COMPUTE INERTIAL VELOCITY MAGNITIJDE
FOR DISPLAY:

VMAGI = YN

GO TO

T=2SEC

?E' = -ARCCOS ( UN, UNA )þ

NO

YES

GAMDIFSW = 1

YES

CONTIN{JE IN ENTRY G{IIDANCE
VIA VARIABLE ADDRESS.

Fig. 3.4. 1B Attitude Calculation, continued

)
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Body rates must be determined more frequently, and the computation cycle time
chosen is r (0.1 sec). Thus each interval î, the gimbal angular rates required
by (III) are measured as CDU angular differences in the manner

óroAO=ou-OL_t

and is illustrated in detail in READGYMB (fig. S.4.ZBl, Using the measured gim_
bal differerr""" öl , ir, ùr, (III) yield body rates as differenc€s plr qr, tr. These
differences represent body rates that are exact only if the angular accelerations are
zero. A better estimate is obtained from the measured pT, gr t rr by the simple
algorithm which corrects for constant acceleration.

ðr=A0=A0 +
AO -a0

0
1 2

where the subseript 0 refers to the previous value of a difference and 1 refers to the
present value. For each body rate in turn, substitute the present difference and the
previous difference in place of the thetas, ás shown in BODyRATE (Fig. 8,4,2g').
By previous difference, the previous result of (III) is meant, not the previous
average. This fact is not made explicit in the referenced figure, The rate estimation
program RATEAVG is shown in Fig. 3.4. 33.

The CDU is a two-rate gimbal-angle readout device. If the gimbal angle
rate exceeds about 40 f sec, the CDU will follow by alternatíng between high rate and
low rate. The CDU angle indicated to the CMC as a result will contain a high-fre-
quency sawtooth component of peak-to-peak amplitude about 0.1o. Therefore, the
angular velocity estimates derived by differencing the CDU angles over a 0. 1-sec
interval will contain noise of the order of 10/sec (when the vehicle rate exceeds 40/sec).
Testing indicates this estimation error has no significant effect on autopilot per-
formance.

The body angular velocities are calculated in BODYRATE, Fig. B,4,Zg,
After the averaged bocty rates are obtained from equations (III) of Fig. 3.4. 12 with
the aid of RATEAVG, the Í¡ co"rection is applied using the equations of Fig. 8.4. 15.
In this calculation, however, the estimated a is replaced by a nominal value (ot"i_)
in order to reduce the a body-rate error due to cumulative state-vector error.
when the DAP is not in standby, the program picks up at ATTRATES, Fig. 3.4. 30,
and the body attitude rates are integrated to yield attitude angles as shown in
Fig. 3.4.L4, Since the integration occurs in interrupt and the rectification takes
place under interrupt inhibit, there is no chance of an update being lost.

' This is the end of the measurement portion of the DAP. The following
paragraphs are devoted to the control portion.
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3. 4. 6 Extra-Atmospheríc DAP
The CM autopilot function outside the atmosphere is fundamentally attítude

control in all axes. Inside the atmosphere, attitude control i.s used only for ro11,

and rate damping is used for pitch and yaw. To mínimize the size of the DAP soft-
ware, multiple use is made of program logic wherever permissible.

It is convenient to categorize DAP action outside the atmosphere in terms of
the size of o, as is suggested by the attitude rate equations of Fig. 3.4. f4. By
quadranting o relative to 45o, the attitude rates can be considered as being cun-
trolled by a single body rate. In Ê tor example, if lal ,135o then r is the predominant
term and P error can be assigned to the yaw axis. The control effectiveness of r
diminishes if p is several times greater than r or if lalis near t350. These restric-
tions do not seriously affect the present design,however. In Fig. 3. 4.19, the assign-
ment of EuIer attitude errors in this manner to body axes is summarized. The
region I a | > 1 35o is not expected to be entered, since nominal separation attitude
is well outside the region. However, the DAP must be able to recover from any
attitude, subject to restrictions of gimbal Iock. (More will be said later of gimbal
lock.) In the region of CMDAPMOD = -0, rate damping in roil is enforced to keep
p small. Ideally, the roll maneuver from R to the initial entry value R" should be
performed completely, either before starting the pitch maneuver or after its com-
pletion. However, a maneuver of this type requires a predetermined sequence of
maneuvers: do completely the roll maneuver about the body x-axis and then do the
pitch, or do the pitch maneuver completely and then do the roll about the body x-axis.
The present design elects to perform combined maneuvers where possible in a co-
ordinated manner to remove the requirement of knowing when any one maneuver is
fully completed. To this end, the ro11 maneuver is not initiated until the pitch
maneuver enters the region la[ < +So (CMDAPMOD = +0). The o and ß attítude DAP
is intended to execute maneuvers of 20/second. Cross-coupling between thrusters,
however, makes an upper bound necessary, and 4o/second is used. The phase plane

logic (Fig. 3.4.201 of the 0. l-second DAP, used by both o and g, is also used by
R if CMDAPMOD = +1. Otherwise, the predictive phjse plane (Fig. 3.4.24) of the
2-second DAP is used by R.

Overall Operation of EXDAP

The automatic maneuver from separation to entry attitude normally begine

within the interval 45o<l"l.r¡so. When separatÍon is acknowledged by the pilot, the

DAP is started up and maintains attitude hold as v/as described in P62, Fig. 3.4. 4.

On receipt of the new commands, the DAP wiII start the a and Ê maneuvers and

continue attitude hold in R. The reason for the latter is that the direction of the
pitch maneuver in inertial space is determined by the roll angle R. Middle gimbal
excursion is reduced in this way. In this region of ø (CMDAPMOD = + 1), the

)
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control axes for R error and B error are Tnt¿rchanged from the normal as shown
in Fig.3.4. 19. AII three axes are attitude controlled and obey the same phase-plane
logic each 0. 1 second. The rates when not in the dead zone will be between
20 f sec and 4o/sec.

In the interval lol < 45o (CMDAPMOD = + 0); R enor and I error return
to their proper axes as shown. a and ß continue to share the same phase-plane
logic, but roll control is changed from the 0.1-second update to the 2-second pre-
dictive attitude DAP (CM/RCS). A test is made to recognize the transition ot la I

across the 45o boundary and to assure that the p-jets are off. This is necessary since
the time interval until the first CM/RCS update can be as much as 2 seconds. The
WAITLIST call to WAKEP62 (Fig. 3, 4. 5) is also made at thís transition. In
general ß will be zero by this time, so any remaining roll error witl be nulled
in a coordinated manner... a desirable feature should the CM encounter the
atmosphere ahead of schedule.

The attitude commands for the extra-atmospheric phase of flight were discussed

earlier, ¿ind are outlined in Table 3.4-I. .The mechanization of the control portion of
the extra-atmospheric DAP is EXDAP, Fig. 3.4. 31.

Gimbal Lock
The subject of gimbal lock has been lightiy treated since its avoidance is not

a DAP function, but a crew procedure. The DAP will not generate abnormally large
middle gimbal angles after a nominal separation. Large MGA excursion results from
two things: a) roll angle accumulation during the uncontrolled interval following
separation and b) the coordinated roll maneuver enforcedduring a 180o roll after

lol . ¿So. Item (a) is unwanted, but is not serious unless the roll angle is large.
For nominal IMU alignment, the desired condition at the start of the pitch maneuver

is that the outer gimbat angle be near zero or 180o. The crew can reduce unwanted

MGA excursion by manual maneuver prior to starting the automatic EXDAP pitch

maneuver. If the crew maneuver is performed before the PROCEEDsignifyingseparation
is keyed into the-DSKY, the DAP will hold at the new attitude since,after separation,

the ENTRY DAF does attitude hold in ro11 until l"l t""o-es less than 45o. A large
separation transient in roll can be corrected by rolling the CM to the nearest zero or
180o.of the outer gimbal. The 1B0o ro11 maneuver can be done in the same way.

Manual Interaction
The manual over-ride properties of the DAP require some amplification.

When first turned on in P62, the DAP performs the three-axis attitude hold. For
pitch and yaw control, the commands oc, Êc are set equal to present attitudes
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a, B. The present roll attitude is set into both ro11 command registers Rc and

RH. The reason for this is that two rotL DAPs exist:

a. the two-second DAP, using R" as ro11 command, operates when løl <

45degor løl>135deg.
b. the 0. 1-second DAP, using R' as its command, operates when 45 deg <

lal<135deg.
The contents of R" will be maintained at values intended to provide continuity
to the ro11-axis control in the presence of manual override. This is accomplished
by using current ro11-attitude R when la l> 135 deg, and by using roll-command
R" each time the deadzone is entered when | ø | < 45 deg.

The CM will maintain attitude hold to the saved commands, with the
following exception: when la l> 135 deg, the roll DAP does only rate damping.
(It considers that the attitude error is zero. ) thus, in the region løl > 13b deg,
if the crew manually roI1s the CM, the DAP will accept the resulting attitude as
defining the ro11-command R" to be used during the pitch maneuver to lal = 45

deg. Ho',rirever, since the CM will pitch in the direction defined by RH, the result-
ing ro11 attitude, above, should be either 0- or 180-deg outer-gimbal angle (as-

suming preferred entry IMU alignment) in order to avoid excessive middle-gimbal
excursion. The attitude-hold mode is terminated when the crew responds to NOUN 61

in P62, and the entry trim values are established:

q = q,. B = Qct'c
R" as specified 0 deg for liftup

180 deg for liftdown

Wtren the CM approaches these conditions (either automatically or manually), the
two-second ro11 DAP, on entering the deadzone, will save R" in Ru,. Thus, if
manual override subsequently takes the CM from la | < 45 deg back into the region
lal > 45 deg,R" then contains the desired entry ro11 angle R", and ro11-attitude
hold will not be interrupted. On the other hand, if the override takes the CM into
the region løl > 135 deg, the DAP will put the current ro11 attitude into Rrn in or-
der to prevent having a large roll error as lal becomes less than 135 deg. The
updating of R" in the foregoing manner will provide some degree of ro11- axis con-
tinuity and al1ow the DAP to be relatively insensitive to manual override. When
manual control is relinquished, the DAP will pickup and will maneuver the CM in-
to a condition of trim with respect to the present velocity vector. P63 will be
started the first time that the DAP recognizes that I a | < 45 deg. subsequent
manual maneuvering will not initiate P63 again.

Detailed Descriþtion EXDAP
It is convenient to discuss the 0. 1:second sampled DAP separately from the

2-second predictive ro11 DAP. The latter is included in the atmospheric section,
even through its services are used outside the atmosphere.
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The phase-plane logic for the sampÌed attitude DAP is common to all those
axes operating at the r = 0. I second interval. The variables are attitude error, and
rate error in the controlaxes. The phase plane logic is given in Fig. B.4,zo. A
biased dead zone is employed to obtain a minimum limit cycle frequency. A closer
view is in the lower part of the figure. Since the dz is used on a sampled basis, it
is effectively enì.arged by one sample time and proportionally to velocity. A point
having veJ.ocity Vz traces the boundary trajectory, shown dotted. For the dead zone
parameters chosen, a trajectory will always enter the negative half through the
offset if the acceleration is greater than 20 fsfs. The degree of penetration cìepends
on the actual value of acceleration over the number of samples. Typical values of
acceleration for single-ring operation of the cM are between zols/s ana oo/s/s.
Symmetrical (theoretical) limit cycles have periods of the order of 60 seconds. But
in practice steady state is not reached, yielding asymmetrical cycling of potentially
longer duration.

To render the description of the phase plane specific, let X = B" - ß be the
error, V = þ be the velocity, and the jet axis be r. Further, let X' = X - SGN(V)
BIAS. The equation for Xr converts the unbiased dz into a biased one. The following
descriptíon is based on the unbiased dz in Fig. 3,4.2L.

Both Xrand V are to be kept within specified limits: the range (-yz, yz) for
v and the range (-xzt, xz¡) for Xr. within the area bounded by these limits, jet
thrusters are turned off. If lx'l . 

"r', 
but Y > *vz, negative jets are desired and

are indicated by the minus sign. Similarly, if V exceeds the lower bound, positive
jets are required. If lVl . * Vz, and Xr > + Xzr, positive jets are required to
establish a positive velocity to reduce the error Xr. As indicated, the positive jets
remain on until at a sample interval V has exceeded Vz, when atl jets are turned
off. The positive velocity causes the point (X', V) to drift leftward. At a subsequent
sample instant, Xr is observed to be Iess thanXzrbut V > tVz and negative jets are
actuated. In this manner arbitrary initial conditions (X', V) of reasonable value
are caused to enter the central box. If these were the only jet thrusters or if there
were no cross coupling, this would be the whole story. However, coupling from
thrusters on other axes as well as coupling of q and body rates causes the velocity
to increase above Vz by an undesirable margin. The addition of the upper bound at
2Yz constrains V to have acceptable values.

In actual operation both Xrand V are separately tested against limits. A tag
is set to zero if the limit is not exceeded, and to I I bit depending on the sign of the
limit exceeded. In Fig. 3. 4.2t the pairs of signs refer to the result of both tests,
where the two tags are shown in the order (x', v). The tags are combined in a
"Iogical or" using ones complement arithmetíc to generate a single tag. The
resulting tag is used to select the proper jet code from a list for the axis being
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controlled {r in the present example). When a jet code is executed, only the jets
designated by the code are fired or are left on if already firing. All other jets are
quenched. A tag of value zero quenches any jets that might be firing. Figure 3.4. 10
which showed jet geometry also lists the jet codes but not in indexable form.

The flow diagrams that apply to the extra-atmospheric DAP are READGyMB
Fig. 3.4.28, through RATEAVG, Fig. 3.4.33. subsequent figures also apply when
CM/RCS is used, but are not discussed yet. The diagrams are sufficiently annotated
so as not to need further comment. Table 3.4-II lists jet codes in indexable form.

3. 4.7 tmos ric DAP
. Before encountering the atmosphere, all CM body attitude errors will be at

null or nearly so, and the DAP mode wilt be characterized by l"l.aS" (or CMDÂPMOD

= +0) in Fig. 3.4. 19. When the 0.05-g level is sensed by Entry Guidance, a switch
is set. The DAP observes the sv.¡itch and changes the DAP mode to -1, and the q and

r control. to pitch and yaw dampers. The predictive roLl system CM/RCS is already
activated and performing and is ready to accept commands when issued by Entry
Guidance. Later on, when the ballistic phase is entered, the switch .05GS\M is cleared
The DAP is able to slip easily back into the mode +0 and as easily out again when

.05GSW is once more set to 1 (see Fig. 3.4. 19).

In the atmosphere, the CM is controlled during flight by orienting the lift
vector. The amount of lift available for control purposes, i. e., the ratio of lift to

drag (L/D), is determined by the c.g. location. Preflight ballast procedures ensure

that the z^- offset will give the desired L/D. The corresponding trim pitch anglecg
is a,. The yaw trim results from the ycg offset, and is kept as small as possible.

In actual flight, the v-- residuâI causes sma1l ß trim, of the order of a degree or
so. For L/D oi o. ¡lctIe pitctr trim ø, is about -20 degrees, and remains relatively
constant throughout hypersonic flight. As the transonic region is approached, a,

increases about I degrees or so. When the CM goes subsonic, ø, decreases to

about 8 degrees below the hypersonic value and becomes a new trim value of

around -12 deg. The DAP will tolerate such changes in ør.

Functional Behavior of Atmospheric Autopilots
In Entry Guidance, control is based on the components of lift in and normal

to the trajectory plane, components that are specified in terms of an angle defineÇ

the same as R but having value Rc. If the CM is to achieve the desired lift
direction,thentheYbodyaxis!$mustliealong!EN, Fig. 3.4.13. This condition is
met when ß = 0. Thus one property of the Entry autopilot is to keep ß = 0 and

another is to have the actual vehicle ro11 angle R agree with the desired value R".
' Within the atmosphere, aerodynamic forces tend to keep 6 essentiallv zero,

and o assumes a trim valuedt so that attitude control is required only in
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roll. As the CM rolls, UBy stioild remain normal to UVA. When p = 0 and a is
constant, such a maneuver causes UBX to describe a cone of angle 2 ø about -UVA
while UBZ similarly describes another cone about +UVA. This condition of rolling
about the velocity vector; or making a coordinated roll, is equivalent to requiring
that the cM angular velocity vector lie along -uvA. In the atmosphere, then,
coordinated roll maneuvers are enforced by the angular rate autopilots already
required to damp pitch and yara' body rates caused by dynamic behavior of the CM.

Figure 3.4. 13 shows that for the i¿s¿1 case, g = 0, only roll and yaw rate
are present if the body anguiar velocity is to Lie along -UVA-. Further, this angular
veLocity is equal to the rate of change of roll angle R. A third property of the
atmospheric autopilot is that it enforce the proper proportionality between yaw and
roll rate necessary to produce coordinated roll.

Table 3. 4-II Table of Jet Codes

(See also Fig. 3.4. 10)

NOTE . -- Sign convention of Fig. 3.4.2I: positive tag selects
positive ìets.

-- Sign convention of DAP flow charts:
negative jets.

Positive tag selects

TABLE NAME JET A)flS OCTAL CODE

Yaw Code

*r jets on

jets off

-r jets on

0012 0

00000

00240

Roll
Pitch Code

+p, +q jets on

jets off

-p, -g jets on

00005

00000

00012
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In the atmospheric mode, rate damping is used to maintain pltch and yaw
angular velocities within preseribed ltrmits. The digital autopilots perform thÍs
function in a discontinuous-manner Ëy producing a control 4ctÍon each time new in-
put data are availabl.e. Thus, the pitch and yaw autopilots are exercised each
0. I second immediately following the measurement of angular velocity.

Pitch Damper DAP
The pitch-axis autopilot fo,r the CM performs rate damping action using the

simple logic of Fig. 3.4.22a, which is the single axis representation of Fig. 3.4.2L.
As long as aampled pitch rate ís less than 20 f sec., no action ie taken and the jet
thrusters are off. Whenever sampled pitch rate exceeds 20 f sec., the jet thrusters
are activated to produce oplosing torque. The jets remain firing until the pitch rate
is observed to be less than 20 f sec. Because of the digital nature of rate measurement,
jet switching is based on the value of the rate at the time of measurement, whlch
in general will not be exactly Zl,lsec. Hysteresis, a result of the 0.1-sec interval
between control actions, is prebent at the nominal 20 f sec switching discontinuity
and prevents the formation of high frequency limit cycles in the presence of pitch

acceleration. The hysteresis zone is of variable width and can be as large as twice
the total AV achievable by the jets in one sample time (Fig. 3.4.22b1.

Yaw Damper DAP
The yaw axis requirements are somewhat different than pitch. The CM must

roll about the velocÍty vector in order to maintain nominal trim attitude and to keep
the stagnation point in a fixed region on the heat shield. Figure 3.4.23 illustrates
the situation in the UBX, UBZ plane. The UBY component of V¡", is kept esseñtially
zero by the aerodynamic force so that the velocity shown can be considered to be the
total velocity InSL. In the coordinated turn illustrated, the angular velocity vector
lies along -Ynff_ if the angular velocities in yaw and ro11 are related by

r= ptanø

and Íf pitch angular velocity q = 0. Even when the latter conditÍon is not exactly
fulfilled, the equation is still useful. Since cumulative state-vector error may
eventually cause the indicated a to be grossly wrong, however, the coordination
term I tan (ry ) ] , is replaced by tan ( orri* ) in the flight rope. This ensures

yaw control throughout the expected range of aerodynamically enforced trim, and

is independent of the onboard measure of a.
During periods of angular acceleration in roll, a correspondÍng acceleration

fn yaw is quickly established and supported by aerodynamÍc forces. We utilize these
forces to encourage the CM to make a coordinated turn. The bulk of the work is done
by the eerodynamÍcs with the yaw jet thrusters operatÍng onty a6 needed according to
Fig. 3. 4.29. The jets fire when åecessary to keep the vehicle withÍn the central band.
This allows r to be proportional to p and at the same time keeps yaw osclllatlons
damped to within + 2o/eecond.
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The yaw damper operates at the 0. 1-second sample interval established
by the angular velocity measurements and exhibits the same switching boundary
hysteresis as the pitch damper.

The flow diagrams that apply to the atmospheric (damping) DAp for q

and r are READGYMB, Fig. 3.4.28, through ATTRATES, Fig. 3.4.30.

3.4. B RoII Attitude Control - CM/RCS

Every 2 seconds during the entry phase, Entry Guidance provides a roll
command R". To do this, it examines vehicle current position and velocity and
also landing point position, decides on the proper orientation of the lift vector, and
generates the commanded roll attitude of the CM necessary to achieve that orienta-
tion' The roll autopilot uses the command R", the present roII attitude R, and roll
rate p to generate firing times for the jet thrusters. In general, there are three
time intervals generated each 2 seconds. Two are thrust durations, and one is
quiescent duration. Having obtained the time Íntervals, there remains the book-
keeping task of implementing the result of the calculations.

Bookkeeping consists of maintaining a short list containing pairs of
entries: a jet thruster selection code and a time duration. The jet code specifies
which jets are to be turned on or off and the time duration specifies the interval until
the next change in jet activity occurs. Bookkeeping is carried out with the aid of the
TIME3 preset timer (WAITLIST) in the CMC. The list contains only entries which
can be executed within a single two-second interval.

Logic in Phase Plane with Control Line

The roII model for the CM is a simple inertia which makes the phase plane
an attractive tool because motion is described by straight lines and parabolas. The
(x, v) phase plane of Fig. 3.4.24 is used where X = R" - R, and v = È,, when the
CM has the commanded attitude, both X and V are zero, and the point (X, V) representing
the state of CM motion is at the origin. Bear in mind that roll rate p is related to
R by cos q in a coordinated ro11. Although not necessary to the understanding of
the roll DAP phase-plane logic, this knowledge is helpful when reading the flow
chart mechanization. The DAP assumes that a coordinated roll obtains, and uses
the current value of cos q to scale one axis of the phase plane so that velocity V
and change ln error AX are compatible. Incompatibility results in overshooting
the origin and costs fuel. The X- axis is selected for the cos a term in DAp mech-
anization, which means that V = p, and X - (Rc - R) cos ø in the following discussion.
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This choice was originally made for its simplicity because only the error X depends
on z: velocity limits and deadzone limits are constants expressed in units of body
rate. When platform misalignment is considered, however, and the state-vector
error begins to accumulate, errors are introduced into the indicated body-attitude
angles. The indicated z can go through 90 degrees. In this region, the cos e in the
DAP approaches zero and turns off the ro11-axis attitude control. Since, in this
region, p-effect on indicated ro11 attitude R is insignificant (Fig. 3.4.L4), the DAP
should not be used to generate ro11 rates. The CM will drift at deadzone values of
p. When o increåses further, cos ry becomes nonzero, and the DAP resumes control
The sign reversal of cos a maintains stability.

The salient feature of the control technique is the use of a line of slope K
to determine the rate with which an error is reduced. This has several advantages.
The fundamental and motivating one is that fuel consumption (AV) becomes somewhat
proportional to error. The CM responds rapidly to large error and proportionately
more slowly for small error. The slope K is chosen as small as is consistent with the
rate of response needed during Entry. A by-procluct is that the equations involved
are simplÍfied. Furthermore, this system will efficiently follow ramp inputs by
establishing the necessary rate.

A second facet is trajectory construction using parabolas of different accelera-
tion, a gambit that minimizes the sensitivity of the control system to actual jet
thruster acceleratj.on. Choosing the lower acceleration (at) to have a value near that
of the single fuel-ring thrusters, and the larger acceleration (a) to have a value
slightly less than that of the dual fuel ring has the effect of providing good transient
response with little penalty in fuel usage.

The following discussion applies to right of the terminal trajectory. In
operation, the roll DAP has initial values (x, v) as marked in Fig. J.4,24. The
DAP design is based on the trajectory indicated. Positive jet acceleration of exactly
a causes the parabolic path shown to be generated. The jets will remain on until
the specified drift velocity (VO) is reached, at which time the jets are turned off.
The time duration of the first thrust interval (tr) is (VO - V)/a. The trajectory
drifts at constant velocity (VO) until the terminal trajectory is intercepted. The
drift velocity is defined geometrically by the control line shown in the picture and
is calculated as Vd = K(XA - X"),where Xd = X -X . When the terminal trajectory is
reached, it is followed to the origin by using a second thrust interval having negative
jet acceleration of exactly ar. The time duration ofthe second thrust interval (tr) ls
Y Olar. The time duration of the drift interval (tO) is

lzx - tl (v + vo) - tz voflz vo.
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If the duration of the trajectory from the point (X, V) to the origÍn, which is the sum
of t1, to, and ty exceeds the update interval (T), then only the first T seconds of:
the trajectory is implemented. The ro11 DAP computes a completely new trajectory
each T seconds from whatever (X, V) it finds. Inthis way, changes in.command,
noise in measurement, uncertainty and cross-coupling of jet acceleration and
other disturbances are always taken into account. Now, suppose that the initial point
were (X, V)'in the figure. The parabola would be extended backward to the x-axis
to define XO, and the same geometry applied as above.

The behavior described above will, of course, occur only if the first in-
terval has acceleration g and the second interval has acceleration ar. In actual fact,
both thrust intervals must use the same jet thrusters -- either the single-ring or the
dual-ring thrusters. consider the normal, single-ring operation: let a, be the
actual jet acceleration; then the first interval is computed using the value 2 ., for
9. In this case, the DAP control logic wilt predict the value of VO and specify the
first thrust duration. But the actual jet acceleration is only one-hatf of the
expected value 1¡ so that at the end of the burn the actual velocity is half-way be-
tween V and VO. For suitable values of K,'the duration of the predicted trajectory
to the origin will exceed T. During the time remaining in the T interval, the point
wiII drift to the right or-to the left, depending on whether the velocity achieved was
negative or positive. When the next update occurs, the same process recurs, and,
eventually, the point (X, V) will be to the 1eft of the control line. possibty several
updates are required in order to achieve a suitable AV for the first burn using a,
since, for each update, only one-half of the expected is achieved. The slowed res-
ponse is the price paid for the independence of acceleration magnitude. Once
across the control line, the first burn is generally absent, so that the predicted
trajectory and the actual trajectory agree. The origin is approached directly and
without overshoot,

On the other hand, consider that both fuel rings are active and that the dual-
jet acceleration is q; then, to compute the second burn, the value afZ is used for
al. In this case, the predicted trajectory and the actual trajectory will agree until
the second burn starts.
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Th.e highel' acceleration will cause twice the AV ancl result in undershoot of
the origin. On the next updatc, the first burn is exact, and goes to a much reduced
Vcl . 'fhus thc error due to tlle secotrcì burn is considerably reducecl. CÒnvergence
is ra¡tirl, usually an extra cycle or two. Tlre slowccl response is again the price paid
ft>r incle¡rcndence from knorvledge of actual,acceleration. However, what is bought is
stable o¡reration over a 2:1 acceleration var.iation, al)rol)ertythatdoelnÒt exist if both
thrust intervals are based on the same (single-ring) acceleration.

Retunring to Fig. 3.4.24, the sl-rortest angular path test consists of asking
wìrether tlie point (X,V) lies inside the contours at +LB0 or outside of them. In the
nominal single fuel case, any point (X, V) inside the contours consíders the origin
as its terminal point. Points outside these contours should consider r 360 as their
origin. Such points X'are shifted by -360 sgn(X) and thereby appear inside the con-
tours so far as the phase planer logic is concerned. Such a shift is necessary since
physicallv -360, 0, and 360 are: the same CM attitude. I'urthermore it is necessary
that the cotttourdividihg the regions of stable nodes be dynamic rather than geometric.
Otherwise there existsl a region. between the dynamic contour and the geometric one
where points will initially head for the origin as node; but the trajectory will carry
across the geometric contour and then head for 360 as the proper node. This results
not only in taking the longer path, but also in taking a longer time to do it. The

acceleration associated with the shortest path contour of Fig. 3.4.24 is that for the
single-ring jets.

The dead zone'utilized for the roII attitude is the paralfelogram of Fig. 3.4.2b.
The shape is chosen to provide a smaller limÍt cycle amplitude for a given zone width
XB. The effective dead zone on a T = 2'second basis is nearly rectangular since

\ = Vz T. The intercept V1 is intended to keep the limit cycling velocity at a value
less than Vz and is used to specify the control llne intercept X".

Control policy is outlined in the three flow charts starting with CM/RCS,
Fig. 3. 4,34. In the first, ro11 error ís establíshed, Bécause of symmetry, the
control equations are instrumented only for the rhp, where the plane is bisected by
the terminal trajectory. To determine which half-plane contains (X, V) , evaluate
the equation for the left-hand buffercurve, Fig. 3. 4.26 at the initial p^int (X,v). If
the point is to the 1eft, reverse the sign of the variables to reflect about the origin
into the rhp and continue at the dead zone test. If not to the left, similiarly evaluate
the right-hand buffer curve. If the point is to the left of this curve, it is in the
buffer zo(re. The zone is designed to pass trajectories that would nearly reach the
origin. These trajectories, if not passed, would be reflected about the origin and
caused to go through another two-burn cycle. Such near misses are principally due
to noise in velocity measurement, or timing effects, or deviation in the actual single-
ring acceleration from the DAP value a1, or a combination of these. If the point lies
in the buffer zone, it is treated as a second burn and caused to thrust to the X-axis.
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If it is not in tht: zonc, then it is rLircritly ln tlrc'rÌ-r¡r and tlrc ¡rro¡1ram continues at
the clcarl zotit: tcst, Regarrling tlrc llrfft'r zonc, tltr: ttr¡rnches that make it up are
ternrinal trajec:tories stritabìy sliiftcrl.

Pick up ¿rt tllc rìead z-one tcst and r:ontinue past. If the point (X,V) is to the
right of tlte rnaxirnunl \¡clocity traicctory through X = Xs + VM/K, then thrust up
(or clolr'n) to V = VNil. If the point is to the left, and below the control line, thrust
u¡r to Vd. But if the point 1s to ttie left ancl over the control line, keep the present
velocity as the drift velocity if Vd <V. In all cases calculate the complete trajectory
to the origin. The e<llrations are surnmarized in the fl"ow chart.

Thc result of the traiectory calcuLations are three time intervals:

tt the tirne to thrust from V to Vd (or VM)
t¿ the time required to drift at Vd (or VM)
tZ the time to origin on terminal trajectory from Vd (or VM)

Intervaì.s tt and t, are firing intervals and tO is a quiescent interval. The
attitude system can generate three, two, one or none of the time intervals. None
are generated jf the point (X,V) lies within the deadzone at the origin. Jets are
quenched, if on, and the program exits.

TIMETEST and JET CALLI

The program portion named TINIETtrST, Fig. B.4.37, examines each of
three possible time intervals and prepares to execute each in sequence if

l. no interval is less than three centiseconds.
2. the sum of the interval and the previous intervals plus the time usecÌ

in computation is not within 3 centiseconds of 2 seconds.

Each time interval that iails to meet the above requirements is ignored,but the jet
codes corresponding to such intervals are appropriately executed.

The program portion named JETCALLl, Fig. 3.4.38,performs the actual
bookkeeping with the jet list, executing the jet codes and establishing WAITLIST
calls as required. These calls return via JETCALI- to be processed.

3.4. I DAP Displays and Telemetry
The program CM/FDAI, Fig. 3. 4. 39, is a general exit routine for the

Entry DAP's. It is passed through at the end of each 0. 1-second DAP cycle and

services all FDAI attitude error needLes on alternate passes. On the intervening
passes, the three CM body rates are listed in the UPBUFF area of erasable for
telemetering. The list format is: time of latest initiali.zation of list, a combined switch

and inclex, and five sets of body rates spaced 0.2 second apart and in the order

p, e, r. The magnitude of the index designates the latest set of rates filed, because

the telemetering cannot interrupt the DAP. The telemetering portion of CM/FDAI
is self-cycling, but it is forced to recycl.e after each CM/RCS update.
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3.4. 10 Restart Protection of Entrv DAP

In the Entry DAP, restart protection is quantized in units of updates. That
is, the WAITLIST call for READGYMB is restart protected relative to READACCS
time and to the number of DAP cycles that have been performed since that time,
Should a restart occur during DAP computation, the entire update is lost. Other-
wise no interruption to DAP operation occurs. But since a restart tr¡rns off all
jets, there is always a momentary interruption to DAP control. The CM/RCS DAP
has a flag, JETAG, to signify that a 2-second DAP update Ís due. The flag is
cleared in CM/RCS to indicate that the DAP was indeed called. Clearing of the fl.ag

is placed as near the end of CM/RCS as possible. Should a restart occur before the
flag is cleared, then the next 0, l-second update will once again caII CM/RCS and the
update is not Lost. However, if restart ocours after the flag was cleared, the 2-
second ro11 update is lost. Again, restart has turned off the jets, so no DAP control
problem exists. The loss of updates is not critical and has a negligible effect on an

entry trajectory, even when restarts occur at a moderate rate.

3. 4¿ 11 DAP Flow Chart Summary

The Entry DAP is described by the flow charts starting with READGYMB,

Fig. 3. 4. 28, and continuing through CM/FDAI, Fig. 3.4. 39. This chain of events

starts with gimbal angle readout and is followed by body rate calculation, attitude
rate calculation, and attitude angle integration. Immediately following this the

sampì.ed DAP is entered. Covered in the next two figures are those autopilôt
functions that are implemented on the 0. 1-second basis: the rate dampers and

EXDAP. The next two figures are the subroutines BIASED DZ and RATEAVG used

in the foregoing figures. The 2-second predictive ro11 DAP CM/RCS starts with
Fig. 3. 4. 34 and continues through the processing of waitlist time calls, Fig. 3.4. 38.

CM/FDAI, Fig. 3.4. 39, is the DAP display program. This set of diagrams is
presented as a block since it represents the complete sequence of events associated
with DAP updates. Initialization of the DAP is covered by CM/DAPIC, Fig. 3. 4. 6,

and CM/DAPON, Fig. 3.4. ?. Timing of CM/RCS is established by SETJTAG,

Fig. 3.4.27. Of importance also are the calculations that are required to establish
the body attitudeEuler angles: CM/POSE, Fig. 3.4,L7 and Fig. 3.4. 18, in conjunc-
tion with READACCS, Fig. 3.4. 16. The program for these calculations runs some-

what independently of the DAP. All constants used by the ENTRY DAP appear in
Table 3.4-III.
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RIIA DACCS (AVNIìACIIG}

Initiates SETJTAG Via
WAI'l'LIST After NomÍnal

æl Sec. Delay.SETJTAC

. Set FIag to Cause CM/RCS Update on Next DAp Cycle:
JETAG = +1

rSave Time to Synchronize CM/RCS:
tused = TIMEl

(Nominal Time of Next CM/RCS Update is
tused + rf2'l

Disable Restart Protection
for SETJTAG . ..

EXIT

Fig. 3 .4.27 Rolt DAP Synchronizcr
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ENTRY DAPIs START HERE
EACH Í = 0.1 SEC

No

READ GIMBAL ANGLES VIA CDUIs AND FORM FIRST
DIFFERENCES:

-ór = -DIILAOG = AOG (K - 1) - AOG(K)
-ir = -DIILAIG = AIG (K - 1) - AIG(K)
-Mr = -DELAMG = AMG (K - 1) - AMG(K)

No

RE -INITIALIZATION PASS:

IS ZERO
No

Fig. 3 .4.28 Gimbal Angle Rates & Body Rate Initialization

READGVMR

ENTER EACH T SEC. .INCREMENT NOMINAL RESTART
TIME FOR NEXT I]NTRY DAP CYCLE TF RESTART
OCCURS ... (RELATIVE TÓ PIPTIME)

c1\{ GYMDT=CM/GYMDT+r

ARE CDU's IN FINE ALIGN

IS CM DSTBY = I
IS DAP ACTIVE:

IS THIS FIRST PASS:
IS GYMDIFSW ZERO

REINITIALIZE DAP:
. QUENCH JETS
. CLEAR FIRST

PASS FLAG:
GYMDIFSW = O

GYMDIFSIvV = 1

DAP INACTIVE,
DISABLE:

. QUENCH JE

. DEACTIVATE
RESTART
MECHANISM

Yes

Yes
Yes

SET TEMPORARY
REINITIALIZATION
FLAG:

JETEM = 1 INITIALIZE DAP QUANTITIES
TO ZERO:

PlK_1, qrK_1'rTK-1
tt, , JETAG, JETEM

o

OLD
BODY
RATES

RE-ESTABLI SH DAP CYEI,E
AT READGYMB IN
r SEC. vIA W.$LLIST

Yes

EXIT
GO TO
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ì

CA I-C T]I,A'fII
DI FITIi Iì ¡,]NC Iì]S

ql= i,
,r = -Ir
Þr= Ot

I]ODY IìA'I'I.]S AS FIIìS'f

CM+
CM+

i, sM

CO

SO

+

M7

wlr
SO

CO

FOR EACH, iMPROVE ITSTiMATE BY
INCLUDING A SECOND DIFFERENCE
(usE RATEAVG, FIG. 3.4.33):

(or^ - qk-Ll 12

(rrK - rr*-r) lz
(pk 'wK-rl 12

qT+

PT+

qrK +

"k+
PrK +

IS'iU = 0 ?

INCLUDE EFFECT OF i- IN BODY R,{TE

MEASUREMENT:

Pr + P?' - iFr SR St"i-
qr + qr - iBrCR
ri + rT + n-rSR Ct L trlm

SEE IF DAP IS ARMED: IS ç14ry > 0

EXIT

ONTINUE AT ATTRATES IN APPROXIMATEL
10 MS. UNDER TIMES RUPT.

Continuc from IìL-A DCYMR

Fig, 3 .4 .12

No

Yes

Fig. 3.4.29 CM Body Rates

clr¡ç - 1 Etc.

ARE SAVED
FIRST
DIFFERENCES.

See Fig. 3.4. 1B

Fig. 3 .4.15

Nr:

Fig. 3.4. 30

Yes

)
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COMPUTIL BODY ATTITUDE RAT'ES AND UPDATE ANGLES:
q*a+qT

Cg' = cos (c), Sc' = sin(a)
CBRz = pr Cûr + rz sr'
DELR = CßRt

þr = -pr Sa' + rr Cat
p*p+þr

a
A *d * Sß DELR

R *R + DELR

D>
=l0

O TO EXOATM DAP:

DAP IS IN ATMOSPHERIC MODE:

"Axrs ERR = 9" - Ê (for TM)

CMDAPMOD = -1, AKI = 0, AK2 = 0

PITCH DAMPER:

ÇALL S

TEM2=qz

RE
COME HERE FROM

EXO ATM DAP.

TO INDEX PITCH JET-SELECT CODE FROI\{ TABLE. COMBINE
PITCH AND YAW CODES & ACTIVATE q-AND r-JET THRUSTERS
VIA CHANNEL 5.

USE TAG 1 USE OR'D TAGS

SEE IF PREÞICTIVE ROLL DA IS DUE:UPDATE VIA
IS JETAG > O

GO GO o

NO

YAW DAMPER: TEM 2 = Tz - Pz T,.i-
CALL 2 Dß DZ
RESUME TAG 1

CONTINUED FROM BODY-
RATE,INTERRUPT UNDER

TIME-Þ

ASSUMES
cP-r

Fig. 3.4. 14

Zî,RO FDAI PITCH & YAW
NEEDLES

Fig. 3.4. 32

COMPUTE PITCH ATTITUDE ERROR; SAVE TM QUANTITY:
q¡XISERR=oc-d

AKI = O^XIS URR , ROLL TM = R

cM/pAP

INDEX YAW JET-SELECT
TABLE AND SAVE

EXDAPIN

YES

Fig. 3.4. 30 CM AttÍtude Angles; Pitch and Yaw Dampers.

NO
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q-AXIS: TEM1 = q4¡15ERR, TEM2 = qT

CALL BIASED DZ
TAG1,
WITHOR A

TAG2RESUME

CONTINUE AT

Ctr' <0 ?

ONI-Y IF IN P62, PERMIT ACTIVATION
oF wAKEPq?:

IF P63FLAG = *1, P63FLAG = +0

pAXIS: TEM1 = SGN(-S1') ßC - p)

PAXISERR = TEMI (For FDAI)

TEM2 = SGN (-ü) Êr
CALL BIASED DZ
RESUME TAG1, TAG¿

oR reJ IVITH TAGz & USE RESULT
TO INDEX ROLL JET.SELECT CODE
FROM A TABLE, ANDACTIVATE
THRUSTERS VIA CHANNEL 6.

QUENCH p-JETS, IF oN.
Set JETAG = +0

Yes

CMDAPMOD = SGN ,*'¡ 1+O)
TEMl : SGN (Co,') (pC- ß)

R IN P62 AND WITH R" IN P66:

TEM1=SGN(ü')(R

DED WITHH

-R)

Yes

SIGNIFY THAT ALL 3 AXES ARE UPDATE
EACH r SEC:

CMDAPMOD = *1, JETAG = -1

No

R" also loade

in roll DAP
deadzone

(Fig. 3. a.35

r-AXIS .AX'SERR = TEM1 , AKz = TEMI (TM & FDAI)

IF' CMDAPMOD = +0, TEM2 = þr, OTHERWISE TEI\Í2 = rr
CALL BIASED DZ
RESUME TAG1, W

a CALLED BY
ATTRATES
IF D < 0.05g

IS P63FLAG = *'0

Yes No

RECOGNIZE & ESTAI]LISH END
OF P62:

. RESTART PROTECT WAKE P62. PREVENT ENTRY KEPLIIR
PHASE FROM CLEARING
P6I]FLAG:

P63FLAG = -1
. cALL UKE_P62 rN 21 SriC

VIA WLIIüE TO TERNIINATE
P62 & BEGIN P63

p-AXIS CHANGE OVER TEST
SEE WHETIIER p-AXIS IS IN
TRANSITION FROM 7 SEC.
SAMPLED DAP TO T SEC
PREDICTIVE SYSTEM:

ISJETAG<O ?

r = O.1 SEC.

T=2SEC.

rs lc'l= c(45)

No

oR Kl WrTH TA_C? & USE RESULT TO rNDEX yAW JET-
SELECT CODE FROM TABLE. SAVE.

Fig. 3.4.31 EXO Atmospheric Attitude CM DAP.
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SGN (TEM2) BIASTEM = TEM1

rs lrnul > x,

TAG2 = QTAc2 = -SGN (TEM)

2IS TEM 2Vfz

TAG2 = 0

?DIS DZ

lrnmzl> vrrIS

TAG1 = 0TAcl = SGN (TEM2)

RETURN TAGl, TAG2

SIGNED ATTITUDE ERROR
SIGNED (ATTITUDE) RATE

AND TAG? TAKE ON THE VALUES
, -1.

PEASE-PI.ANE LOGIC
CALLED FOR ALL
I ' 0. 1 Sec DAPs.

BIAS = 0.60
X, = 3.60

vz = zols

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

TEMI =

TEM2 :
'l'AGl
+1, 0
+¡ WILL SELECT:rI{E JET CODE
CORRESPONDTNG TO NEGATTVE
ACCELERATION.

Fig. 3 .4.32 Biased DZ and Rate DZ for CM Attitude DAP.
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a

CALLED BY BODYRATE

ESTII\IATE BODY RATES IN PRESENCE OF CONSTANT ACCELERATION.

TEM 1 = PRESENT VALUE OF ANGULAR INCREMENT.
(Pr, qr, or rr)

TEM = LAST VALUE OF ANGULAR INCREMENT.
r=0. 1SEC.

Fig. 3.4.33 CM Body Rate Estimation.

.)

RATEAVG

TEM=TEMl-TEM

TEM=TEM1+TF.MI2

RETURN

:ì - .1-60
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CONTINUE HERE FROM
4TTRA.].ES IF JETAG = I(EACHT=2SEC)

DUAL GAIN
ROLL DAP

SET INDEX'fO SELECT POSITIVE ACCELERATING ROLL
JETS FOR FIRST THRUST INTERVAL AND CHANGE
LATER AS REQUIRED:

NDX=-1

No Yes

TAKE SHORTEST ANGULAR PATH
v2z\-er

No

CORRECT X FOR ASSUMED
COORDINATED ROLL:

X*X'Ca'
Yes

ISCMDAPMOD;+1
No

Yes

CMDAPMOD = (0,

Fig. 3 .4 .34 DuaI Gain RoiI DAP - Error Calculation.

TEM = ScN(-V) +X

CM/RCS

!=

ZERO?IS

LATSW = I

CALCULATE ROLL ERROR:
EXPRESSR, R6 IN
RANGE (0, 360)

X=R"-R
a 6

CALCULATE ROLL ERROR TO
ENFORCE ROLL OVER TOP:

R AND RC IN RANGE * 180

X=Rr,-R
RANGÉ r 360

IS lrnu¡ I 180

X*X - 360 SGN(X)

Yes

SIGNIFY CM/RCS DONE:
JETAG = +0

ISCMDAPMOD= -0 GO TO

RATE DAMPING
ONLY:

X=0

P¡X1SERR=X (FoTFDAI)

No

-1)

ATc
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'îI)III'I'I.:IìNIINI') WIIICII IIAI,F PI,ANII CONTAINS't'ilr.r i,()tN'l' (x, v). 't'ES1' !'()R Lt.Ip:
l- ,'l *g,rrl v XR¡r,

s(ìN(v) lrÌ; -î-l-x- z- ju
i '"I " )

No

'fr,rs'l' t,'oR tìilP:

SGN (V)
2 Xgur'

.) _-¿ü

Continuerl lrom Çtl$g

Yes

LHP

<0?

Yes RHP

?

, -x+ "BUF_r
1

No

IN BtlI.'FI..R ZON¿-. TEST
F'OR VtrI-OCITY DZ: Yes

No
IS X-X -VT <O

es B

Yes

POINT IS IN DZ:
. QUENCH P.JETS, IF ON.
. SIGNIFY IN DZ, VD = O

ISIGNIFY CM/RCS DONE: I

JETAG = + 0

Fig. 3.4.35 Dual Gain Roll DAP - Initial Logic.

DEAD
ZONEìvl sv 2

No

No

TIIRI]ST TO ZERO
VELOCITY:

JNDXl = -.INDX

VD= v
tl = Q

(;() TO
GET t^

Yes

REVERSE SIGN OF
V, X, JNDX

IS lul " u,

CALCULATE INTERCEP
ORDINATEi ,

!.f'XD=X+ i;

+fl
If CMI)APMOI)= -0, lì" * R

otherwise R

GO TO
CM/FDAIR

SET INDEX (JNDX1) TO SELECT SECOND THRUST-
INTERVAL TORQUE OPPOSITE TO FIRST:

JNDXI = - JNDX

ST WHETHER THRUST TO MAXIMUM VELOCITY

xgX D
0 ?I¡¿

K

REQUIRED:

No
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K=.25
Xs.= 2o

FIRST THRUST INTERVAL
THRUST UP TO V D

THRUST DOWN TO ORIGIN.
SECOND THRUST
INTERVAL

Yes

Fig. 3 .4.36 D¡al Gain Roll DAP - Time Calculations

VD IS NEG.
THRUST UP
TO ORIGIN.

COMPUTE DRIFT VELOCITY:
VO=K(XO-Xr)

SET QTAG > O

THRUST TO W:
VD=VM

SET QTAG = +0

-VVDt i a

ISt <0
1

IS QTAG > O

THRUST DOTvVN TO VM:
JNDX = JNDXI

i=-+"1 '1

OVER LINE. DRTFT
AT V:vD=v

tl = o

GET t^

Yes

vDt
2 a

<0IS t2

JNDX
.tz = -tz
JNDX1 =

2X - tl (V+VD) - tZ VO
2V

D
td

IF td OVFL, td = 2T

. srGNrFY THAT q¡41re.S COr$PLETED:
JETAG = +O

. WILL LOSE ONE UPDATE IF RESTART OCCURS BEYOND
THIS POINT. RE- INITIALLZE TM LTST FOR BODY RATES:

SW NDX=f

GO TO TIIAE:IEST
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'r'lM E'r'r,rs'f

GO TO

'D

SAVI.I PRIISENT TIME:
T'}L]\1 = TIMEl

Initially, tused
holds TIMEI teft
by SETJTAG.

Nominal CM/RCS
update time is
above tused + rlZ

r = 0.1 SEC
T= 2 SEC
(In Centiseconds)

CALCULATE AT SINCE NOMINAL
c_¡/I/ Rps uP DA TE.(Over.flow coffected):Lused =TEM-tusecl -Tlz

No Yes

Yes

Yes

Fig. 3,4.3? Roll DAP - Time Interval Processing

-NDX
ETS +¡¡'¡5

Yes

N

No

t ed -"1 +2

-1tt

I CODE

USE JNDX, GET ROLL JE
CODE

+t1t

IS t'> O
No

ts tt - 2> 0

- 2> 0IStd

-1t +tt t
d

t
t
t

1
=+0
= -l
= -l

d

2

IS t'¡ g

IStz -2>0 td =+0
t2 = -l

Yes

No Yes

-1tz
USE JNDX1, GET ROLL JET

ODE
T2BITS = ROLLCODE

lt* tt * 12

ISt'>O

=+0t
2

GO TO
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Yes

Continued from TIMETST

INTTIALIZE JbT LIST:
OUTTAG=0, NUJET=0
TBITS = Q

Yes
-1

No

No Yes

Fig. 3.4 .38 Roll DAP - Time Interval Execution Logic.

ENT PASSES VIA
WTLI T DUE TO JETCALLS
EXIT HERE:

GO TO TASKOVER

WA-ILLIST CALLS
FOR DELAYED JET
ACTIVITY COME
HERE:

=tTTA

TEMl
t1

= t1
=*0

TEM2 = T1BITS

NUJET = TEM2

IGNORE ANY JET
CALLS IF IN
STANDBY MODE:

rs M/psTBY zr'Ro
TEM1 = tO TEM2 = TBITS

= -lt
TEM2 = +0

TSTEM1>O ?

Yes

ISTEM1>O?

NUJET = +0
NUJET = TEM2

+0

TEMl
t2

t
2
1

T2BITSTEM2

Yes
ISTEM1>O?

NUJET = TEM2 NUJET. NUJET + TEM

TASK:

CALL WAITLIS:I:
AT = TEM1

+0

ACTIVATE ROLL P-JET THRUSTERS

IN CHANNEL 6WRITE

IS OUTTAG = *0

INITIAL PASS EXITS
HERE. DO ÑEEDLE
DISPLAY:

GO TO CM/ FDAIR
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COME HERE AT END OF DAP
CYCLE(EACH¡=o.tSEC)

SF]Ii IT.' ROI,L DA P IS USING r = .1 SEC. UPDATE:
ISCMDAPMOD >O?

NO

IN'I'I]CìRATE ROLL ERROR RETWEEN CM/RCS
UPDATE S FOR FDAI NEEDLE DiSPLAY:

P^xISERR = pAXISERR - DELR Ca'

cM/FDAiR

YES

YES

YES

COME HERE FROM
ROLL DAP EACH
T=2SEC.)

SERVICE NEEDLES:

SW/NDX = -Sw/NDx

Fig. 3.4. 39 Entry DAP Display and Telemetering Interface.

SCALE ROLL ERROR

FOR FDAI DISPLAY:
AK= 0.5 p ERR

SERVICE TM LIST:
rs sw/NDx > 3

CALL FDAI NEEDLE
DISPLAY ...

SW NDX = -13

INITIALIZE TM LIST:
CM TM TIME = TIME 1

DECREMENT INDEX:
sw/NDX*3-SW/NDX

STORE pr, qr, rr IN @Ury AREA IN CYCLES OF
THREE. LIST IS DOWNLINKED TWICE EACH 2 SEC.

COME HERE EACH r SEC TO A
FDAI NEEDLES OR TM BODY RATE LIST:

rs sw/NDX >0?

NO

TERNATELY SERVICE

sET:f5l.oc.
TO

IDLE

EXIT
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Tabte 3.4-III ENTRY DAP Constants

a

a1

or

d.Irlm

BIAS

ipmin
K

KWE

T

T'

VQUIT

vt

vlrt

vz: vrvuN

XB, XBUF, XMIN

xs

xz
xzt

CONSTANT VALUE

9. I degf secz

4.55 deg/sec2

pad-loaded quantity, function of L/ D.

- 20 deg

0.6 deg

0.5 deg/sec
-L

0.25 sec

1b46. z016B ftlsec

= (.729211505X 1.0-4rad/se c)(21210604. 46 ft

2 sec

0. 1 sec

1000 ft/sec

1 deg/sec

20 deg/sec

2 deg/sec

4 deg

i, auc

3.6 deg

3 deg
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Ì. .{, l: S-yrrrlrol T:rble

{'t rt¡ll .r'co,l.r¡r1i""'qtimato for du¡rl-rings; used b.y predictive
roll l)AP, CM/lìCS.

single-ring roll acceleration estimate; used by CM/RCS.

inner gimbal angle, as reacl each r second.

v.lue of AIG that exists at pIpA read time and is saved for
use in attitude calculation, CM/POSE.

cM attitucle error in body axes to drive roll FDAI needle.

cM attitude error in body axes to drive pitch FDAI needle.

CM attitude error in body axes to drive yaw FDAI needle.

middle gimbal angle, as read each z second

value of AMG that exists at pIpA read time and is saved for
use in attitude calculation, CM/POSE.

outer gimbal angle, as read each r second.

value of AoG that exists at pIpA read time and is saved for
use in attitude calculation, CM/POSE.

variable exit address in AVERAGEG used to establish program
flow.

program to perform navigation; generates EW, yN, See
Section 5, GSOP.

pitch attitude angle, used by ENTRY DAp. It is the third
rotation of the CM body triad in the Euler.sequence R, F, o,
and is about gåY.

value of o that exists at PIPA read time and is gaved for use
in attiturle calculation" CM/POSE.

rate of change of pitch attitude a.

a attitude command, used by E;NTRY DAp.

the hypersonic value of a for the CM in trimmed flíght, a pad-
Loaclecl quantity.
- 20 d,cg, approximately the hypersonic sforLID=0.3.
bias value used to offset the biased dead zone of EXDAp.

yaw attftude angle, used by ENTRY DAP. It is the second
rotation of the CM body triad in the Euler sequence Rpo,
anrl is about VBZ.

ttr

AIG

ArG/ PrP

AK

AKl

AK2

AMG

AMG/PIP

AOG

AOG/PIP

AVEGEXIT

AVERAGEG

ulYl,

a

a
c

ot

d.trlm

BIAS

o
lJ

q
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p

ßr

ßlPrP

ß,c
CHANNEL 5

CHANNEL 6

CMDAPARM

CMDAPMOD

CMTMTIME

cM/DSTBY

cM/GYMDT

cM/POSE

cM/RCS

CM

co, cI

C.trtrn
Ca'
c20

value of p that exists at PIPA read time and is saved for use
in attitude calcul¿rtion, CM/POSE.

rate of change of yaw attitude ß.

F attitude increment due to li, calculated each r second.

B attitude command, used by ENTRY DAP.

CMC channel for CM q- and r-jets.

CMC channel for CM p-jets.

if switch bit is zero, DAP is in standby mode and only calcu-
lates body rates. If bit is 1, DAP exerts control on CM.

a tl-position switch used by ENTRY DAP.

> t35o D < o.obg

. l"lctrso D<o.o5g
< 4so D<o.obg

p > 0.05 g

450

l"l

a register containing the time (TIME I) of Ínitializing the list
used for telemetering the body rates (see SW/NOX).

switch bit is I if DAP is active. DAP will be turned off when

bit becomes zero.

register used by ETIITRY DAP restart mechanism. Contains
time of next DAP update relative to time when PIPAs were
read.

program to calculate CM body attitude angles.

name of the predictive ro11 ENTRY DAP. Computatlons
performed each T seconds.

short-hand notation for cos (M), cos (O), cos (I), where M,

O, I are the gimbal angles.

cos (-20o), nominal hypersonic trim ø for L/D = 0.3

DAP variable, cosine of the first approximation toa .

maximum drag level for down-lift, used by Entry Guidance -

to detennine LATSIV setting. See Section 5, GSOP.

atmospheric drag acceleration, used in Entry Guidance.

See Section 5, GSOP

outer gimbal angle difference, generated each 7 second and

used in body rate calculation.

-0

+1

r0

-1

l"l

){

D

-DELAOG
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-DELAIG

-DELAMG

DELR

GAMDIFSW

GYMDIFSW

^/B

7E

iBmin

HEADSUP

JETCALL

JETCALLI

JETEM

JNDX

JNDXl

K

KWE

I

I

inner gimbal angle difference, generated each T second and used
in body rate calculation.

middle gimbal angle difference, generated each T second and
used in body rate calculation.

roll attitude increment due to R, calculated each T second.

switch is zero until gamma has been cal.culated once in
CM/POSE, in order to assure that a valid difference can be

computed. Switch may be reset to zero more than once.

switch is zero until CDUs have been read once by READGYMB,
in order to assure that valid'CDU differences exist. Switch is
l- otherwise. Switch may be reset to zero more than once.

angle between local horizontal and Ynnl; measured positive
upward.

rate of change o¡ 7E.

minimum- value o1 in for which the body rates are corrected for .!,U.

a quantity set by the crew via DSKY to specify the roII attitude
that the CM is to assume before entering the atmosphere.

inner gimbal angle.

rate of change of inner gimbal angle.

a gwitch used to control the time sequence of CM/RCS. If
JETAG = *1, the roll DAP is updated. If JETAG = 0, DAP is
omitted.

jet list processor, program to service the roll jets as required
by CM/RCS. Initial pass uses JETCALLI; subsequent passes

via WAITLIST use JETCALL.

temporary registers used by ENTRY DAP.

two-value quantity used in CM/RCS topecify sign of the roll
acceleratÍon to be used during the first thrust intewal.

two-value quantity used in CM/RCS to specify the sign of the
ro11 acceleration to be used during the second thrust interval.

slope of the Control Line used in CM/RCS.

the product of earth rate and ear{h radius used in approximating
the corlolis term in the calculation of velocity of the CM relative
to the air mass. Instead of W x R, KWE UNITW x UR is
used. KWE = 7546.70168 ft/sec. See Section 5, GSOP: Entry
Guidance.

JETAG

Ì{
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LATSIff

LAT(SPL)

LNG(SPL)

M

M

NE\ryR

NEWp

NErtra

NUJET

o

OUTTAG

p7

iäi,) {
Pexts ERR

Prel

PIPTIME

PITCH CODE

POSE)(IT

P6SFLAG

q

Ì{

switch bit is zero íf. Entry Steering wants ENTRY DAp to
roll over the tôp. DAP roÌls through shortest angular path
if bit is l.

latitude of desired landing site.

longitude of desired landing site.

middle girnbal angle.

rate of change of middle gimbal angle.

values of Euler set Rpa as extracted by CM/POSE
from the calculated sines and cosines of the attitube
angles.

register containing ro11 jet code that ís to be executed next
by the jet list processor of CM/RCS.

outer gimbal angle.

rate of change of outer gimbal angle.

switch word used to mark the type of entry into the jet-list
processor of CM/RCS.

ro11 rate, component of CM angular velocity vector along
body X-axis, UBX.

4ttitude increment due to p body rate, calculated each r second.

previously calculated body rate (increment), saved for use
in calculation of current body rate.

CM ro11 attitude error in body axes generated by DAp and
displayed on FDAI needle. Equivalent to AK.

CM ro11 body rate, corrected for iU.
time at which PIPAs were last read.

table of pitch jet codes.

variable exit address in CM/POSE used to establish program
flow.

a flag useC in sequencing the change to program p63 from p62.

pÍtch rate, component of CM angular velocity vector along
body Y-axis, W.
attitude increment due to q body rate, calculated each T second.

o

p

qr
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9x-r
qT ÌtK I

previously calcul,ated body rate (increment) saved for use
in calculation of current body rate

CM pitch attitude error in CM body axes generated by DAp
and displayed on FDAI needle. Equivalent to AKl.
CM pitch body rate, corrected for "iU.

minimum drag for up-control phase of ENTRy Guidance (see
Section 5. )
yaw rate, component of CM angular velocity vector along
body Z-axis, UBZ.

attitude increment due to r body rate, calculated each
r second.

previously calculated body rate (increment) saved for
use in calculation of body rate.

CM yaw attitude error in CM body axes generated by DAp
and displayed on FDAI needle. Equivalent to AK2.

CM yaw body rate, corrected for i".
ro11 attitude angle, used by ENTRY DAp. It is the first
Euler rotation of the cM body triad about the negative relative
velocity vector -UVA, along which UBX points.

value of R that exists at PIPA read time and is saved for use
in attitude caiculation, CM/POSE.

rate of change of roll 
,attitude, R.

ro11 attitude command issued by Entry Guidance and used by
ENTRY DAP. It is defined as a rotation about the negative
relative velocity vector, -V*"r.
progrâm to read integrating accelerometers (plpAs), and
to establish timing for ENTRY DAP and attitude calculations
in cM/PosE.

program to read gimbal angles via CDUs and start ENTRY
DAP sequence each 7 second.

regÍster, used by EXDAP in roll attitude hold; contains desired
roll attitude.

CM lnertial position vector, generated by AVERAGEG
navigation.

same as R.

same as R
c

Qexrs ERR

Qrel

Q?

r

r7

tK-l

trK-l

"Axls

r.rel

ERR
Ì{

R

R

R/PIP

R

READACCS

READGYMB

ROLL

ROLLC

c

RH

Rtt
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ROLL CODE

SETJTAG

SMI I
SO, SI J

S.tr rm

sw/NDx

Sal

'onl
ton2

toff

tt

{'2

ta

TBITS

TlBITS

T2BITS

tr

tused

T

T.trtm
TAGl
TAG2

TEM
TEMl
TEM2

table of roll jet codes.

program to initiate CM/RCS by setting flag JETAG.

{shorthand for sin (M), sin (O), sin (I), where M, O, I are
1

lgrmbat angles.

sin (-20o), nominal hypersonic trim ø for L/D = 0.3

combined switch and index associated with FDAI display and
with telemetering. The contents of sw/NDX is negated immediately
before use. Then, if the contents of SW/NDX is positive, the
attitude errors are sent io FDAI error needles. If sw/NDx
is negative, the value is used as an index to file the three body
rates in a list for telemetering.
DAP variable, sine of first approximation to e.
same as tr.

same as tr.

same as tO.

first roll acceleration interval generated by CM/RCS.

second roll acceleration interval generated by CM/RCS.

roll drift interval generated by CM/RCS.

register that contains roll jet code for no jets on.

register that contains the roll jet code for first acceleration
interval.

register that contains the roll jet code for seeond acceleration
interval.

quantity used in TIMETEST in determining the useability of
the time intervals ty 

,tZ, and tO that are generated by CM/RCS.

elapsed time since nominal update of predictive roll DAp,
CM/RCS. Used to maintain sync of DAp by accounting for
computation time and other delays.

sample period of predictive roll DAp, CM/RCS. The same
period is used by the navigation cycle beginning with READAccs.
tan(-20), approximated by Stri_
three-value quantities generated by ENfRy DAp phase plane
logic for use in selecting jet-axis codes from a tabte.

temporary quantities used in flow charts for convenience.
May be one or several actual computer registeis.
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TIMEl, TIME2

T1

T2.

TIME3

T3

TIMES

T5

T

U.BX

gEy
uBz

ulr

UN4

UryITW

UPBUFF

9FX
ry
IJPZ

UR

UVA

UXA

UYA

CMC time; doublearecision regÍstere in the onder TIME2
TIMEI. In general, to read time, both TIME2 and TIMEI
must be read. However, in computing time differences,
TIMEI alone may be used provided account is taken of possible
incrementi4g of TIME2 by overflow of TIME1 and the corres-
ponding re-setting of TIMEI to zero.

same as TIMEI.

same as TIME2.

a preset timer that is maintained by WAITLIST for the pur-
pose of scheduling.

same as TIMES.

a preset timer, maintained by the user for the purpose of
scheduling.

same as TIME5.

sample period used for body rate calculations. All portions
of ENTRY DAP, except CM/RCS, operate at this rate.

CM body triad.

unit vector in direction of lift vector. It is normal to -UVA
and rotated away from UNA by the angle R.

unit vector in trajectory plane, normal to both -Q-VA and

UYA. Also called UZA.

unit vector along earthts spin axis. Same as ÍJZ.

CMC erasable array assigned to the uplink program and used

during Entry to telemeter CM body rates.

triad attached to stable platform; identical to body triad
when all gimbal angles ere zero.

unit vector along R*.

unit vector along Inpl.
same as -UVA.

unit vector normal to trajectory plane.

YRnl x 8-'.
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v

v

w
vzA

v

vD

vI

v*
VMAGI

VN

VQUIT

Ynn¡.
VREL

VT

vz

x

Eame as UNITW.
same as UNA.

phase-plane velocity used by CM/RCS. It is equivalent to p.
It may also appear as the product VT.

generally used as ordinate when X is the abscissa in phase
plane figr¡res for the ENTRY DAP. In present application
the error X is defined as (Command minus Actuat) and the
Command is considered to be constant. It is therefore
convenient to define V as the rate of change of the Actual
rather than a^s *, ." is usual. The resultfng phase planes
are inverted from the usual.

magnitude of YnnL. Also called VREL.

roll drift velocÍty computed using the Control Line and a
parabola having acceleration (a) by CM/RCS.

velocity intercept of Control Line of slope K and paraltelogram
dead-zone in CM/RCS.

maximum roll rate allowed by CM/RCS.

magnitude of YW computed for a display.

CM inertial velocity vector, generated by AVERAGEG navlgatton.

value of VREL at which Entry Guidance ceases generating R"
and at which CM/POSE ceeses computing UY$.

velocity of CM relative to aÍr mass.

magnitude of !npl.
angular increment in CM/RCS, product of roll rate V and

sample time T. See V.

velocity limit used in all dead-zone figures.

attitude error used in all DAP phase plane illustrations.
(see also V. ) It is the difference between Command and

Actual attitude. For the predictive roll DAP CM/RCS, the
error is corrected for assumed coordinated maneuver,
* = (Rc - R) cat.

x-axis intercept used in CM/RCS by both buffer-zone and the
parallelogram dead-zone.

x-axis intercept of buffer-zone ín CM/RCS, antt is equlvalent
to X".

xB

xgur
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Xn

xutr.t

x-axis intercept of para.bola having acceleration (a) and
commencing at the point (X, V). Used in CM/RCS.

x-axis intercept for parallelogram dead-zone in CM/RCS.

x:exis intercept of Control Line in CM/RCS.

x-axis intercept (in absence of bias) used in the biased dead-
zone of EXDAP.

Xr-axis intercept used in the unbiased dead-zone figure used
in description of EXDAP.

table oflyaw jet codes.

unit vector along desired direction for UBy. It is normal
to -VVA and rotated away from IIYA by the angle R.

switch bit is zero if atmospheric drag acceleration is less
than 0.05 g.

angular-velocity vector of CM.

x
s

xz

xr
z

YAW CODE

YBN

.0sGSW

,B
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3.5 TAKEOVER OF SATURN STEERING
by Oistein Eliassen and Jack C. Reed

A capability is provided that a1lows the command-module computer to
provide steering signals to the SATURN S-IVB Instrumentation Unit (IU) autopilot.
There are two modes of takeover operation -- Automatic Mode and Manual, or "Stick, "
Mode.

3.5" 1 Automatic Mode

The Automatic Mode of CMC - SATURN IU takeover provides the CMC
with a backup capability of issuing steering commands to the IU autopilot during
boost stages s-IC and S-IVB. The mode prorides polynomial guidance for
the s-IC stage but provides attitude-hold commands, only, for the S-IVB
stage. The Automatic Mode is available only during P11 and is entered by the
crewrs selecting the cMC position of the LV GUIDANCE panel switch.

Nominally the LV GUIDANCE switch is in the IU position, and the Pl1
attitude-error subroutine (Figures 3.5-4 and -5 of SKyLARK GSOP Section b) mon- ¡
itors the CDUs, computes the attitude error, and displays the error on the FDAI;
upon the crewrs selecting the CMC position, the takeover function begins, and the
PL1 subroutine begins issuing the appropriate commands to the IU autopilot. Takeover
commands are then computed as follows: The error existing at takeover is stored
as the attitude-error bias; this value is subtracted from the actual error computed
on the succeeding cycles; and the resulting value is used to issue steering commands
that attempt to maintain a constant error equal to that existing at takeover (see Figure
3.5. 1):

AK = fidesired attitude - measured attitude) - attitude-error ìoias] x
SATURN SF, *where "desired attitude" is a function of time,
i. e., pitch polsrnomial (GSOP Section 5, paragraph 5.3.5), until
disabled by the crewrs selection of another program.

Returning the LV GUIDANCE switch to IU while still in Pl1 takes the CMC
out of the SATURN steering loop. Should the CMC position be again selected, a new
attitude-error bias will be stored for computing AK.

a
a
O
a
O
a
o

I'SATURN Scale Factor, an erasable constant for f.ncreasing the gaìn to the IU
autopilot._ The maximum scale value is 4.0, resulting in a maximum output of 1.2volt/deg for pitch and yaw and 0.3 volt/deg for roll.
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3"5.2 Manual Mode

The Manual (Stick) Mode of CMC - SATURN IU takeover provides the
crew with a capability of issuing RHC commands, through the CMC, to the SATURN
IU autopilot. To initiate the SATURN manual function, the crew must first set to
"3" the CONFIG octal window of Noun 46 R1. This is done by means of Verb 48 (ROB).

The crew then executes Verb 46. The routine is disabled by setting the CONFIG
window to "0" and repeating Verb 46.

Keying VERB 46 ENTR (with coNFIG = B) during p11 terminates
the attitude-error subroutine (automatic mode) and leaves only the RHC for issuing
control signals to the IU. The RHC out of detent provides constant maneuver rates
based upon stored erasable parameters.

The manual takeover mode is entered once each 100 ms by means of the
TIMES clock and interrupt mechanism. During each cycle, the RHC bits are sampled,
and rate commands are generated that remain in force until updated by the next cycle.
The commands are communicated to the SATURN IU autopilot by means of the IMU
error-counter digital-to-analog converters. 

?

Since the IMU error counters also driie the FDAI attitude-error needles,
these needles will be driven by stick commands. Because the stick commands are
implied rate commands, and the needles are designed to indicate attitude errors, the
magnitude of the needle deflection is not meaningful; the sign of the needle deflection
will be the opposite sense of the stick deflection.

3. 5. 3 Coarse Align Avoidance during SATURN Steerins

If gimbal lock is detected (CDUZ>850 magnitude, either real or due to
CDUZ transients) during SATURN powered flight (as indicated by CONFIG = B with
AVEGFLAG= 1), coarse aligning of the IMU is b¡passed in order to preserve the
integrity of the CMC/SATURN IU interface for possible use by the manual SATSTICK
mode discussed in Section 3.5.2 above. Coarse align CDU moding uses the same
error counters and digital-to-analog converters used by SATSTICK, so it is nec-
essary to avoid this conflict. Stick capability is mandatory; therefore, coarse
aligning must be avoided.

3. 5. 4 Restarts

Restarts in either Automatic or Manual Mode will
(1) Disable SATURN TAKEOVER relay,
(2) Return command values to zero,
(3) Re-enable SATURN TAKEOVER relay.

In the Automatic Mode, the computation of attitude error resumes and
a new attitude -error bias is stored at each restart.
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cMc + BIAS*
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ANGLES
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Fig. 3.5. 1 Logic Diagram of CMC Takeover of Saturn IU Autopilot (Automatic Mode)
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takeover or restart time
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3.5.5 S -IVB Ensine -off Signal

The CMC issues the S-iVB engine-off "output" whenever the SPS engine
is commanded off. The bit is always reset upon selection of any program.
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3.6 COASTING-FLIGHT ATTITUDE MANEUVER ROUTINE (R6O)
by Donald W. Keene

3. 6. 1 Introduction

The purpose of the attitude maneuver routine (R60) is to automatically reorient
the spacecraft during coasting flight. This maneuver process is illustrated in
Fig. 3.6.1. The desired attitude to which the spacecraft is to be aligned can be

specified in one of two ways:

a) By a set of terminal desired gimbal angles, €".
b) By two unit vectors, ]OSV' "rd IANB.

€. is the set of desired (or commanded) gimbal angles defined by

| 
,"" 

) lo""tred 
outer gimbat angle 

)0" = ( 9ci ) = idesired inner gimbal angle )
( ,"* ) (aesirea middte gimbal 

",rsru!
SeNg is a body-fixed axis vector, !A, with components in navigation-base coordi-
nates. IOSIV' is a desired-direction vector, uO, with components in stable-member
coordinates. flSVi specifies the direction in inertial space to whichle*g is to be

aligned. A flag switch, FLBAX'S, is provided to specify which of the two types of
inputs is to be used.

If the vector type of input is chosen, the routine known as VECPOINT is used

to compute a set of desired gimbal angles, !", brsud on the values of IDSM, leNg
and the current gimbal angles,f. InRoutine 60, these desired gimbal angles are
displayed to the crew. The crew then has the option of performing the maneuver
either manually or automatically. If the automatic option is selected, R60 calls
a routine known as KALCMANU which computes a set of parameters (gr, A) that
determine how the reorientation is to be performed. The maneuver is performed
by rotating the spacecraft about the axis of single equivalent rotation, u", by the
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angle A. u, and A are completely determined by the initial orientation, 0, and the
desired terminal orientation, 0 

". 
During CSM-alone DAP operation, the maneuver

wiil be performed at the rate specified by the crew in R03. During Docked DAP
operation, the maneuver will be performed at the rate specified by the crew in R04.

The KALCMANU steering routine computes four sets of quantities for use by
the DAP in following the angular path defined by ur, A. The first of these is a set
of autopilot reference angles, 0O (or intermediate desired CDU angles), which are
updated once every second during the maneuver. To achieve a smoother sequence
of commands between successive updates, the program also generates a set of
incremental CDU angles, A.QO, to be added to 8O by the DAP. The steering routine
also computes the component maneuver rates, ¿oO (in spacecraft axes), and a set of
bias angles, B, to be used by the autopilot to prevent fuel-consuming overshoot when
starting and stopping an automatic maneuver.

During CSM-alone DAP operation the steering logic will also set a flag switch
(FLHlCUnglU) if the targest maneuver rate is selecteci so that the autopilot will
increase the frequency response of the rate filter and more effectively counteract
the crosscoupling torques that may occur during the maneuver.

At certain times during Docked DAP operation three bits will be reset in a DAP
logic word (CH3 ITEMP) which will force simultaneous firings on all three axes.
The reason for this is that when force preference is selected for pitch or yarrv,

combined ro11 and pitch or roll and yaw firings are generally more fuel economic
than sequential firings. The bits are reset at the following times:

the initiation of R60, R61, and R67 maneuvers'
at normal terminations of R60

at terminatj.ons of P20 by V37800E, V56E or V3TEXXE where XX
is a program that does not allow tracking.

>i<

See Section 4 GSOP for specification of these prograûrs. Note that since the bits
are reset at R67 initiations, during P20 option 2 a set of firings will be forced at
the be_ginning of option 2 rotation and at every V3TEXXE where XX is a program
that allows tracking.

a
aa

ia

aa)

a
a
.a
a
a
a
aa

o
a
a
o
a
O
aa
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The aforenoted procedure allows the autopilot to establish and maintain a space-
craft rotation about the vector u, at a fixed rotation rate oO. The maneuvers are
timed in open-loop fashion so that after a predetermined interval A9O, !d, F, and

FLmCHnAfE are set to zero and the autopilot reference angleq9¿, are set equal

to the terminal angles, 0". Thus, upon completion of the maneuver, the space-
craft will finish up in a limit cycle about 0 

".

3. 6. 2 R60 Executive

The R60 Executive section of the attitude ma,neuver routine is illustrated in

Fig. 3.6.2. The keyboard displays indicate the total FDAI ball-angle attitude re-
quired for the reorientation. t' If the vector option is selected by the calling program,

the routine VECPOINT is used to compute the terminal desired gimbal angles 6 .

The crew has the option of either manually reorienting the spacecraft or having the

maneuver performed automatically. If the crew elects to perform the maneuver

manually, it may select the FDAI total attitude-error display (via V62) for additional

visual cues in performing the maneuver. If the automatic option is to be used, the S/C

CONT switch must be in the CMC position and the CMC MODE switch in AUTO.

Duri¡g the maneuver, the crew should monitor the FDAI ball for gimbal lock since

KALCMANU has no provisions for avoiding gimbal lockl"i'If the spacecraft attitude is

approaching the gimbal-lock zone, the crew should stop the maneuver by switching to

HOLD or simply by moving the ha¡rd controller and manually steering the spacecraft

around gimbal lock. The maneuver may then be completed either automatically or

manually.

The desired gimbal angles, 0 , computed by VECPOiNT are determined on the

basÍs of minimizing the rotation angle required to align uO*t with u'tt. ln

general, this procedure will reduce the fuel required for the maneuver by not

,1.

For the command module, the FDAI ball angles are equivalent to gimbal angles.

Although KALCMANU cannot avoid gimbal lock, the DAP, internal to itself,
has a Middle Gimbal Angle (MGA) check. whenever lmc*l exceeds T5 des
the DAP will set the flagbit STIKFLAG to 1, and, if the logic word HOLDFLAG is
negative, the DAP will çet it to zero. This will terminate any automatic maneuyer-
ing in progress wfren JnaCAl exceeds ?5 deg.
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constraining the orientation of the spacecraft about the pointing axis'N,defined by

fnSU' Additionally, the attitude about lOSiVt will be left unchanged. Consequently,
the crew may specify the attitude about the pointing axis to satisfy additional com-
munication, visibility, or thermal constraints, if desired. This is done by manually
reorienting the spacecraft about the pointing axis either prior to or after the maneu-
ver. If this procedure is done after the automatic maneuver, a final trim will
usually be required to assure that SeNg is aligned with uor*. If the trim is to be
done manually, the crew should place the MODE switch in HOLD and pROCEED
with the maneuver request sothat the vECpoINT solution is recomputed from the
new attitude.

3.6.3 VECPOINT

As mentioned in the preceding subsections, the VECPOINT routine is used to
compute the desired gimbal angles, !", based upon the values of JDSM, lANn "rdthe current gimbal angles, .€. VECPOINT, in turn, uses a number of subroutines
in its computations. These subroutines wili be described first.
a) CDUTODCM Subroutine

This subroutine converts three gimbal angles, 0, to a direction-cosine matrix,>l< -C, that relates the corresponding spacecraft navigation-base orientation to the stable-
member frame. The formulas for this conversion are

2 3

*
C C

1

4

7

C

C

C

cC

C

5
C

6

C I

C cos 0. cos 0Itlì

CZ = -cos 0, sin 0m cos go *"in 0i sin Oo

C cos ei sin g- sin eo +sin gi cos go
3

I

1

4 sin 0 m

C
5

cos 0 cos 6m -o

C -cos 0 sin 0m -o6

C -sin 0. cos 6lmaI

See exception noted in Subsection 3. 6.3.

C

)
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C sin 0 sin 0 cos 0 +cos 0 sin â
B m o o

) C o -sin 0 sin 0 sin 0 *cos 0 cos 0 om o

where
A.,o outer gimbal angle

0 inner gimbal angle

e middle gimbal angle

The interpretation of this matrix is as follows: If a*, ar, az represent the
components of a vector in navigation-base axes, then the components of the same
vector in stable-member axes (b*, bu, br) are

b) DCMTOCDU Subroutine

This subroutine extracts the CDU angles from a direction-cosine matrix,
that relates the navigation-base axes to the stable-member axes. The formulas
for this conversion are

*
C

0 arcsin C
4

0 i = arcsin (- C, /cos g-)

[ tr C r is negative, 0, is replaced by z SGN(0i )-0i ]

0o = arcsin (-Cu/cos 0*)

If CS is negative, 0o is replaced by z SGN(0.)-Oo ]

c) ROTCOMP Subroutine

This subroutine computes the direction-cosine matri*, Fi, that relates one

coordinate frame to another frame that is rotated with respect to the first by an

angle A about a unit vector alr. The formula for this matrix is

.T>i.
Ê (u", a) = Î cos .4'+ u"!J (1- cos A) + Üxr sin A

m

)

m

J
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where

1 0 0

0I 0

0

2
u rx

T u u

0

rx

2

u

u

uuury rx rz

uu
-r -r

UXr

ry rx ry

uuurz rx tz ry

uury rz

2
urzu

0 uurz ry

0

unit rotation vector resolved into spacecraft axes

utz

-u r

-urx

uyrx 0

u
-r

A = rotation angle

)i.

The interpretation of R is as follows If a__, a_-, a_ represent the componentsx'y'z'
of a vector in the rotated frame, then the components of the same vector in the
original frame (b*, by, br) are

b ri {"", a)

b axx

zz ab

a"v

The proeess used by VECPOINT in determining the terminal desired angles,

9", i" illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.6.3. VECPOINT uses three frames of
reference: the L frame, the M frame, and the N frame - as well as the stable-
member (SM) frame. The L frame is simply a base frame used as the starting

l

)
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point for subsequent rotations. In R60 VECPOINT computations, the L frame is
the initial navigation-base frame computed from the initial gimbal angles, g . The
vector gO li resolved from the stable-member frame r" gDl t using the trans-
formation tJ*. tT The L frame is then rotated so that u,r* and uDL are coinci-
dent. The rotation vector, s., is defined by the cross product between lAl ".d gOl
If the two vectors are either parallel or antiparallel, a special computation of u, is
performed (see below). Rotation about the cross-product vector will assure that
spacecraft maneuvering will be minimized a¡d that the rotation vector will have no

component in the gAL o" uO, directions.

In the M frame, uO is aligned with uO and normally the desired terminal
angles can be extracted directly from the matrix 0*r* that relates this frame to
the stable-member frame. If, however, the M frame.corresponds to a gimbal-lock
orientation, an extra rotation aboutlOU (o" lefVf) wi1l be necessary to correct for
the gimbal-lock condition.r'*For VECPOINT, gimbal lock is defined when u"* is
within 31 deg of the ty stable-member axis direction (JlySVt), that is, when the

magnitude of the desired terminal middle gimbal angle, l0cml, exceeds 59 deg.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.5, in which the shaded area represents the

gimbal-lock region. As can be seen, IXM ""t be rotated out of gimbal lock by a
sufficiently large rotation aboutlenn. Under some circumstances, however, no

amount of rotation about uO, will correct for gimbal lock. This possibility may
occur if the angle betweentgXoo and uAM i" less than 31deg. Whether or not

gimbal lock can be corrected in such a case depends on the geometry of the problem
In order to simplify the VECPOINT calculations, however, it was decided that
gimbal lock would be unavoidable under these circumstances. In fact, no correction
will be made in VECPOINT if

BAM' [xM > cos 40.6 deg

and u*'' falls within the gimbal-lock region. Note that this criterion includes
among others, the thrust vector for P40 pre-burn alignments. In this case, a

platform realignment would be required before reorienting the spacecraft.

I ffte subscript L appended to the vector indicates the frame of reference into
which the vector is resolved. Note that the component" of !ANg, .!el, leVf
and uO* are all numerically equal since they represent the same body-fixed
vec tor.

++I I 0"r* is defined as the transformation from the L frame (or first subscript)
to the stable-member frame (or second subscript) 0r_J, is its transpose.

*'k Notethat, whilethereislogicinVECPOINT (see Fig. 3.6.4) to avoidafinalmiddle
gimbal angle causing gimbal lock, there is no logic in the KALCMANU calculation
of maneuver parameters which ensures that the computed maneuver will not carry
the vehicle attitude through gimbal lock durj.ng the maneuver.
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If it is found that the M frame can be reoriented to correct for gimbal lock,

then the next step.in the logic is to determine the direction of rotation about uO,
and the magnitude of the rotation, A', required for this reorientation. It is desir-
able to find the direction that minimizes the angular excursion through the gimbal-

lock region. This is found by first locating the directiot j tG of the inner gimbal

axis (+uySM or - lySnn) that is closest to u"*. Referring to Fig. 3.6.5, if

f Xlt lies to the "left" of the plane defined by u IG and uO* then A' is positive.
If, on the other hand, u", lies to the "right" of the plane defined by ur" and 3eU,
then A' is negative. Note that if lXVf lies in the plane of ItC and uO* then A'can
be either positive or negative. For this case, lArl is greatest for any f ixed

angular relation between j IG "td I efVf 
.

The remaining part of the problem is to determine the magnitude of the rota-
tion required to correct for gimbal lock. Theoretiqally, one could determine the

minimum rotation required to place u!* exactly on the boundary of the gimbal-lock
region. To simplify the problem, however, VECPOINT uses a predetermined set

of angles that will assure that, even in the worst case, u'", will aJ.ways lie outside

the gimbal-lock region. To define the worst-case conditions, examine the spherical

triangle ABC shown in Fig. 3. 6.6. The problem is to find the maximum value of

the rotation angJ.e, A, required to rotate !XiVt to the gimbal-1ock boundary lpoint B),

given the angle c between gAM "td gXU. Clearly, the maximum value of A

occurs when u", falls in the "midd1e" of the gimbal-lock region, that is, when

u", lies in the plane of !IG "rd gglt. The following relationship holds for any

spherical triangle:

sinA = sina sin C

-
sln c

The maximum value of A, A-"", oc.trs when

dA_sina cosC
dC sin c cos A =Q

or when cos C = 0, that is, C = 90o.

Thus,
A

. -1sln sin a
sl-n cmax

Note that the required rotation angle depends directly on the angle between u 

"*and uO, . If c is less than a, then A *"* i" indeterminate; that is, gimbal lock

may be unavoidable. To avoid calculating A 
-.* 

explicitly, VECPOINT divides the

problem into three zones as defined in the foilowing table.
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c A m ax (a : 30')

60. 5"< c < 119. 5' 35'

40.6k c < 60.5'
119.5'S ". 139.4'

50'

01"<40.6'
139.4'< c < 180"

INDETERMiNATE

a
a
a

Note that the correction for gimbal lock will override the desire to minj.mize

the rotation about the un axÍs.

The one remaining item to be discussed concerning VECPOINT is the case

when uO" and uDL are almost paralle1 or antipara1lel. tr!g,- and uDL are almost
parallel, then 0" is set equal to 0L. If the two vectors are almost antiparalÌel,
then a 180-deg rotation is required for the alignment, In this case, the rotation
vector is chosen so that g" i" perpendicular to uO" and lies in the plane that con-

tains gySM(L) and gXL. lf, however, .gAL happens to be perpendicular to the

plane, then any vector in the plane may be used for u.. in this event, the X axis is
chosen. The computation of the M frame, the check for gimbal lock, and the extrac-
tion of the desired angles, 9., are then performed in the manner already described.

3.6. 4 KALCMANU Maneuver- Parameters Calculation

The KALCMANU routine is designed to generate commards for the

DAP to reorient the spacecraft from an initial attitude to some desired attitude

specified by !c. Although a number of authors have discussed optimal solutions to

this problem, the task is a formidable one because of the nonlinear nature of rigid-
body dynamics and the kinematics of rotational motion. Optimal solutions for a
particular class of spacecraft configurations are treated in Reference 6.1. In this

reference, the criterion for cptimality is based upon the product of maneuver dura-

tion and fuel expenditure. Using the same criterion, previous design studies based

upon a nur-nber of suboptimal approaches (Ref 6. 2) have shown that a reasonable design

compromise is to rotate the spacecraft about a single inertially fixed axis. This

technique is employed in KALCMANU.
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The process used by KALCMANU in computing the rotation axis, ur, and the
rotation angle, A_, is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.7. The program first computesm
the transformation between the initial spacecraft axes (at the time the I(ALCMANU
routine begins) and the stable-member axes, CgSiU. The program also computes
the matrix relating the desired terminal spacecraft attitude and the stable-member*-
f;*u", 

CCSM. The transformation between the desired and the initial attitude is
R"U, where

'1. >:< rF >l

RcB = c"s* ccst
>i.

R"U can be partitioned into its symmetric and antis¡rmmetric components as follows.

For the symmetric part,

Rs=(1/2)(RcB*Rcä)

By comparing this with the equations described in the ROTCOMP subroutine (see

Subsection 3.6.3) it can be seen that

fr^=icosA +u u Tll-"osA 
)Þ m -r-r ' m'

For the antisymmetric part,
>i< >i. >i. ,1-

RA = (1/z)(RcB - Rc'n )

or 0 -urz

rx

ury

urx mR ur, 
o

u

sin AA

-ury 0

>i<

The maneuver angle can easily be obtained from RCB rt

A =cos -1 rrace (fr"")- t
m t

of
rotation vector, !", is normally extracted from the antis¡rmmetric part

RCg; that is,

u, = unit (-RAO' RA3r -RAz)
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As sin A__- approaches zero, however, the unit operation becomes indeterminatem
and an alternative calculation must be performed. If the maneuver angle is less
than 0. 25 deg, then no complicated automatic maneuvering is necessary and there-
fore one can simply set the autopilot reference angle, _€¿r eeual to the terminal
desired angles d- and exit. If A* > 1?0 deg, a method employing the symmetric

'i, 
-' -C m

part of RCn i" used to determine ur, as ilLustrated in Fig. 3.6. ?. The magnitudes
of the components of ur are easiì.y determined as

cos A m
I cos l\m

cos A mury
1 cos Am

urz
R^^ - cos A5ym

1 - cosA
m

To obtain the signs of each component, it is first necessary to determine the
sì.gn of the largest component by referring to the values of fiO. This is done to
avoid the problem caused by truncation as sin A* approaches zero. ü A_ is equal
to 180 deg, then the sign of the largest component may be arbitrarily chosen. The
signs of the remaining components may be determined by examining the off-diagonal
terms in Rr.

3. 6. 5 KALCMANU Steering

The KALCMANU parameter calculations described in the preceding subsection
solve the problem of what angular path to take in order to reorient the spacecraft
without excessíve fueì. expenditure. However, the probJ.em of how to steer the
spacecraft along this path must now be considered. One solution is to iteratively
solve for u _- and A explicitlv as a function of the current spacecraft attitude and:fm
to control the spacecraft angular velocity, c¡, by firing the RCS jets so that al is
parallel to gr. This approach, however, leads to several problems. First of all,
beÇause of the deadband requirements of the autopilot, and control inaccuracies,
explicit guidance can lead to excessive changes in control commands as the space-
craft approaches the terminal attitude. This probì.em of terminal guj.dance is char-
acterístic of explicit guidance schemes unless speciaJ. consideration is given to the
terminal-control problem. Secondly, there is a timing problem since the computa-
tion of u_ and A--- is somewhat lengthy and would require an excessive amount of-rm
computer time. Instead, it is better to formulate the problem in terrns of perturba-
tions from a smooth reference trajectory that satisfies the end-point constraints.
The procedure is to solve the global problem once via KALCMANU in order to es-
tablish a reference trajectory (defined þy gr, A,,.') and then have the autopilot solve

l" 1rx

Rss
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the micro-problem of controlling the spacecraft deviations from this reference
trajectory, ùsing small-angle approximations. This approach not only avoids the
terminal-guidance problem and the timing problem but also provides "tighter,' path
control for satisfying other boundary conditions that may be placed upon the selec-
tion of the reference trajectory.

In order to determine the required steering interface between KALCMANU
and the autopilot, it is first necessary to define the nature of the autopilot control
variables. To simplify the discussion, the two-dimensionaL problem of rotation in a
plane is considered first. There are two state variables of interest; namely, the
attitude error, 0", defined by

0 = 0-0.ecl
where

É = actual vehicle attitude

0O = desired vehicl.e attitude (constant)

and the angular velocity of the vehicle, ol. The "state" equations are

d O = al(t)
and

úJ(t) = f. (0", al
where

f(d",ro) is the control acceJeration (applied by the jets) as determined by non-
Iinear phase-plane switching logic. The control law is defined so that g" and crl

will be nulled to within the control-law deadbands so as to maintain attitude hold
about the reference attitude, 0d.

New state variables can be defined as foLlows:

0u{t) = 0(t) - ød(t) + B

and
<'re (t) = t,,l(t) - od

where
0o {tl = ød(to) + aro [t 

- to]

od = a constant

ß = a constant

^Od(to) :0(to) = constant

The state equations for the new variabLes are

ô"='u

åu = f (0",rr.r")
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With these control variables, the autopilot will attempt to null the rate error, &Je,

thus forcing the spacecraft to rotate at a constant rate. With this simple transforma-
tion of variables, using the same control law as used for attitude hold, the autopilot
can be converted to a constant-rate-command system. Note that at the beginning of
the maneuver the desired angle 0d(to) is set equal to the initial angle O(to). The con-
stant, ß is added to the attitude error to prevent overshoot when starting and stop-
ping the maneuver. For the CSM-alone DAP, B is computed as

^@d

where m = slope of the phase-plane switch line = -0.6 deg/sec/deg

For the Docked DAP, B is computed as
tt

o ûJ6l o¿ I

,--;;

where a is the modeled value of control acceleration (stored in erasable memory).
A single value of ø is used to compute F for all three axes.

To interpret the effect of F, refer to Fig. 3.6.8a. This figure shows a simplified
phase-plane logic and a typical phase-point trajectory for a CSM-alone auto maneuver.
The maneuver starts at point A with 0" = 0 and 6¡= 0. With the application of steering
commands, the phase point instantaneously jumps to a biased condition at B where
9u= ß and o" = -dd (c,r. is negative for the case illustrated). Thephasepoint driftsto
point C, where the control jets are turned on to reduce the rate error toward zero aL

point D. The trajectory then traverses a limit cycle EFGHuntil the maneuverfinishes
at point I, where the biases Ê and trr. are removed. At this point, the trajectory jumps
to an unbiased condition at point J. Note that the actual rate is approximately equal to
the desired rate and the phase point drifts to point Kl' where the jets decelerate the
vehicle back into a limit cycle around the desired attitude. The situation without the
angular bias, ß is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.8b. Note the fuel-consuming overshoot in
this case. The inclusion of the bias term is based on the assumption that the initial
rates are small and that the desired rates are achievable during the maneuver. For
the three-dimensional problem, it must also be assumed that I is smalt enough so that
the small-angle assumptions are not violated. For these reasons, automatic maneu-
vers in the CSM-LM configuration should not exceed rates of more than 0.5 deg/sec.

The logic flow for KALCMANU steering is shown in Fig. 3.6.9. The basic inputs are
a) 9r' the unit rotation vectc¡r

b) Am, the rotation angle

c) lc,l.l, tft" magnitude of the desired angular velocity as specified in R03 or
R04, as appropriate

d) HOLDFLAG
The steering logic works on a cyclic basis. Every AT" (= 1 sec), the program
issues new steering commands to the autopitot. On the first pass, a number of

'l'A Docked maneuver would differ from the CSM-alone maneuver shown in that the
point will not drift. Rather the forced firing logic will caqse the point to be driven
towards zero rate error immediatety.
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parameters are computed once and.used during subsequent passes. One of these is
the incremental rotation matrix, Aä. This matrix corresponds to a one-second
rotation of CBSIVI , the initial spacecraft orientation, about the rotation axis, ur.
The magnitude of the rotation AA* is determined as

aA = kr,laTm cl' c

For the first and all subsequent passes through the steering logic, ðrr* is rotated
by the angle AAm, and the autopilot reference angles gO are extracted from this
matrix. The new desired reference matrix is simply

>1. .
r-cesu*+1 cesu*aR

This iterative process generates the required reference trajectory dO (t ), which
begins at the initial spacecraft attitude, d", and terminates at d". The desired
rate is simply

J9¿ = lcro lQg"

where Q is the transformation from navigation-base axes to the CSM-RCS autopilot
control axes. Q is defined as

f(
a

1

0

0

00-.l
cos ?. 25" -sin ?. 25" 

I

sin ?. 25" cos ?. 25" -)
oJO remains constant throughout the maneuver. For the CSM-alone DAP, the bias
(or lag) angles are computed as

px
@d* ody 

a
P

@ d,z

0.6
=-

" 0,6

For the Docked DAP, the bias angles are computed as

aro"lo¿*l

A.m
l,r l

The logic then sets a flag (FLueNu) to identify this as the first pass and, utilizing
a section of coding common to both the first and subsequent passes, updates the
desired reference angles€* (= fu Rrojected I sec in acvance) as described above.

0.6
a_Py-

9y= ^ (,.) arl @ a"lp- = 

-

'2o
Bx

ûJ,ov lrorl
2a 2a

where a is the modeled value of control acceleration (stored in erasable memory).
These quantiiies also remain constant during the maneuver and are added to the
attitude errors by the autopiì.ot.

As mentioned in Subsection 3.6.1,.the maneuver is timed in open-loop fashion
and, for this reason, the first pass also computes the maneuver duration, t_, as

tm
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With coding still unique to the first pass, the steering logic computes the time at
which the maneuver wiII be completed as

t" = t+tIrrl
where

t - present time

and the time at which to stop the steerj.ng-update process as

¿-at"=tr-lsec

The logic also computes the time t.-,, at which the next update is to occur. If the
Docked DAP is operating three bits will be reset in the DAP logic word CI{SlTEMp
which will cause simultaneous forced firings on all three axes at the start of the
automatic manelrver. If the CSM-alone DAP is operating and if the maneuver is
to be performed at the highest rate, FL'iICHR^TE i" set to L. HOLD_
FLAG is then set equal to -1 to allow the autopilot to perform the maneuver. Note
that all the initial commands are issued simultaneously to the autopilot with inter-
rupt inhibited so that the maneuver wiII be started properly.

Returning to the common section of the coding, the logic then computes a set
of incremental angles, ¿!0, for interpolation of the 0O reference angles between
successive updates. This interpoLation is required because the autopilot operates
at a much higher sample rate, aTs (= 0. 1 sec¡, than the steering (r\1 = 1 sec ).
AdO is computed as

AT
L0, = (( sJ¡ - -?s) Z-.¡_

where

-€¡ = desired reference angle projected 1 sec in advance

_€B = present desired reference angles

These incremental angles are subsequently added tojo by the autopilot, as explained
in subsection 3.2. 

_.1fo is then set equal to gB, and 0, is replaced ¡y gN for use on
the subseqrr"nt p""".

The logic then checks to see if the maneuver is to be completed within 1 sec.

lf not, the next steering cycle is called for in 1 sec, compensating for any delays

between updates. If the maneuver is to be terminated, further updates are suspen-

ded and the program stops the maneuver at the appropriate time r . To stop the

Actually delayed by approximately 10 millisec.
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maneuver, the program simply sets

(¡'' - 0
-o

40, = 0

Ê. =Q
FLHIGH RATE = O

and sets g¿ = 0" to eliminate any steering error. Also if the Docked DAP is operat-
ing, three bits will be reset in CH3 1TEMP which will cause simultaneous forced
firings on all three axes at the termination of the automatic maneuver. The crew
can also intervene and stop the maneuver at any time by simply switching out of
CMC AUTO or by moving the hand controller.

-a
a
a
aaa
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3.7 DOCKED DIGITAL AUTOPILOT

by Joseph F. Turnbull

The Docked DAP provides attitude and X-translation control for the orbital
assembly (OA) by issuing commands to the CSM RCS jets. Because of the large
differences in vehicle configuration and center of gravity between the docked
assembly and the CSM alone, the Docked DAP has been designed as a separate
entity; it is, however, quite similar in operation and function to the RCS DAP.''' Th"
Docked DAP receives and processes data from sources internal and external to the
AGC, including DSKY input, panel switches, hand controllers, IMU CDU angles,
and internal steering commands for controlling automatic maneuvers. Jet-on ancl

jet-off commands are issued to the CSM RCS jets through output Channels 5 and 6,

Attitude-error signals are generated for display on the DSKY and the FDAI error
meters, and attitude rates are made available for DSKY display.

3. 7. 1 Geometric Factors Affect ing the Doeked Configuration

The Docked DAP executes rotations and X translation of the OA by means
of the f 6 RCS jets located on the forward end of the service module. Figure
3. 7, 1 shows the docked configuration and the location of the jets. These jets are
clustered in four quads, lettered A-D, four jets to a quad. Quads A and C are
aligned with the yaw (Z) control axis. Quads B and D are aligned with the pitch
(Y) control axis. (The RCS control axes are rotated with respect to the navigation
base axes by -7.25 deg about XNAV. This rotation aligns the control axes with the
RCS jet axes. )

Figures 3,7,2 and 3.7.3 show the center of gravity of the orbital assembly.
It is located about 35 to 40 feet from the pl.ane of the CSM RCS jets, and off the
longitudinal centerline of the vehicle by about 2 feet. Because of the c. g. location,
the effect of a jet firing will be different for the OA than for the CSM alone.

3.7. 1.1 Rol1

R,o1l rotation about the X control axis is accomplished using jets 41, 81, C1,
D1 for the positive direction, and /r2, 82, C2, D2 for the negative direction. When
fired in pairs on opposite quads (roll couples), it is assumed that these jets exert
equal and opposite force, and produce negligible pitch, yaw, and translation of the
vehicle. When fired individually, jets on the B and C quads will have a greater roll
effect than those on quads A and D, since quads B and C have longer roll moment
arms (i. e., a longer projection in the Y-Z plane of the vector from the c. g. to the
quad). The firing of roll jets is commanded via output Channel 6 of the AGC.

The RCS DAP is also referred to in this section as the "CSM-alone DAp" in order
to emphasize the difference in vehicle configuration.
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3. 7. 1. 2 Pitch

Pitch (i. e., rotation about an axis parallel to the Y control axis) can be
accomplished in two ways, torque couples or force pairs. pitch rotations using
torque couples (similar to the CSM-alone case) are performed using Jets A3 and
C3 for positive pitch and jets A4 and C4 for negative pitch. Since torque-couples
exert an equal and opposite force, they produce no significant roll, yaw, or
translation of the vehicle. However, the moment arm of these jets is so smal.I
that they are inefficient in rotating the vehicle.

In the docked configuration, pitch rotation can also be accomplished using
Z'force jets (i. e. jets that fire in the tZ direction). As can be seen in Figure
3. ?.3, firing jets B1&D2 will produce positive pitch, while firing jets B2 &Dl witl
produce negative pitch. Since the moment arm of the Z force jets extends about
35 feet to the c. g., these jets are more efficient than the torque couples. Firing
a pair of Z f.orce jets for an equal time will have a net roll effect on the vehicle
since the ro11 moment arm of the D quad is shorter than that of the B quad (Figure
3. 7.3). By unbalancing the firing time, so the D-quad jets fire longer than the
B-quad jets, this roll effect can be cancelled.

If, due to jet inhibitions, it is impossible to fire a pair of Z-force jets, a
single jet may be fired, and the resulting ro11 disturbance corrected by roll jet
firings. For example, if jet D2 is inhibited, ¡ei et can be fired to produce positive
pitch, and ro11 couple jets C2&42 fired at the same time to counteract the expected
ro11 disturbance.

3.7.1.3 Yaw

The geometry of yaw rotations (i. e. , rotations about an axis parallel to the
Z control axis) is similar to that for pitch. The torque couple B3&D3 will produce
positive yaw, and B4&D4 negative yaw. However, these torque couples are rela-
tivety inefficient. Y-force pairs A2 &C1 (positive) and A1&C2 (negative) will
produce more efficient yaw, but firing times must be unbalanced so as to cancel
the roll effect.

3.7. L.4 X Translation

Translations of the OA are only practical in the *X directions. This
is because Y and z jets have such a large moment arm around the c. g. of
the vehicle that they produce mostly rotation. Jets A4, 84, cB, DB are
referred to as +X jets, since firing them witl cause translation in the +X
direction of the cSM. LikewÍse, jets A3, Bg, c4, D4 are -X jets. To produce
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translation, the jets are normally fired in pairs from opposite quads (Jets D3 &84
for example), or all four jets are fired at once. The firing of X axis jets is com-
manded via output Channel 5 of the AGC.

Each RCS jet is canted t0o away from the spacecraft skin. This means that
the nominal thrust direction of each of the +X jets will intersect the longitudinal
centerline of the vehicle about 39 feet ahead of the plane of the jet quads (see

Fi.gure 3.7.2). Since this is very close to the c. g., +X jets apply very little
rotational moment to the vehicle. Because of this, a pitch or yaw rotation cannot
be combined with a +X translation by firing a single +X jet. (This is unLike the

CSM-aIone case. ) Therefore, the autopilot will turn off any torque-couple pitch
firings whenever AC jets are being used for X translati.on, and will turn off
any torque-couple yaw firings whenever BD jets. are being used for X
translatron.

3. 7. 1. 5 Jet Inhibitions

There are several jets which should normally be inhibited while docked.
The -X jets, 43, 83, C4, D4 all point towards the docking adapter and workshop.
Jets A1 and D2 are aimed towards the ATM solararrays. Note that with these jets
inhibited, torque-couple pitch and yaw firings are not possible. This is no great loss,
since torque-couples are less efficient than force pairs, and slnce they are subject
to being turned off during X translation. The inhibition of -X jets also ¡rreans that
translation in the -X direction cannot be accomplished.

3.7.2 Crew Control of Docked DAP Configuration

3,7.2.1 Data Load for Docked DAP (V448)

Input data for the docked configuration can be loaded via the DSKY using
RoutÍne 04, called by extended verb 44. Crew inputs to R04 are:

Preference of quads AC or quads BD for roll control
Choice of quads AC and/or quads BD for X translation
Preference of torque couple or z(yl force control for pitch (yaw)
Jet inhibition data

DAP maneuyer rate
DAP angular deadband

Figure 3.7.4 illustrates the R04 sequence. V44E initiates the routine
bringing a flashing V05 NB7 up on the DSKY. V2'J., V22, V23, V24, or V25 can be

used to change any or all of the displayed data,
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The octal digits of R1 of N87 are referred to as A thru E when read left to
right. The significance of the digits and their values is as follows:

AC/BD roll control specification
value meaning

0 BD Preference - i, e., try to use BD quad jets for the

"phase planer'* ro11 command, but if an inhibited jet is
encountered, then automatically try AC quad jets.

AC Preference - í. e. , try to use AC quad jets for the
phase plane roll command but if an lnhibited jet is
encountered then automatically try BD quad jets.

ACXTRANS

0 Do not use AC quads for X translations
1 Use AC quads for X translations

BDXTRANS

0 Do not use BD quads for X translations
1 Use BD quads for X translations

Pitch Control
0 Torque Couple control preferred for pitch
7 Z I¡orce contlul ¡lreferred for pitch

Yaw Control
0 Torque Couple control preferred for yaw
1 Y Force control preferred for yaw

If both ACXTRANS and BDXTRANS are loaded 0, no jets will fire in response to
+X THC commands; if both are loaded 1 the autopilot will attempt to use all four
quads.

A

1

B

c

D

E

'''rn" rrphase plane" ro11 command is the ro11 command which is an output of the
phase plane (i. e., TAU). This is distinct from "compensation" roll cbmmands
computed within Jet Selection for the purpose of counteraciing ro11 disturbances
due to off-center c. g. and failed jets when YZ-farce control ls employed during
docked operation.
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The AGC erasables CHSFAIL and CH6FAIL are displayed in octal as R2

and R3 of NB7. These erasables are used to communicate to the DAP which RCS
jets are to be i.nhibited. When inhibited, a jet cannot be fired by the DAP, regard-
less of hand controller commands, automatic maneuvers, etc. An inhibited jet
will be indicated by a 1 in CHSFAIL/CH6FAIL in the same bit position used to turn
that specific jet on and off via Channel 5 or Channel 6.

To inhibit one or more Channel 5 jets, the CHSFAIL octal values for these
jets must be obtained (Table 3.7-I). These values are summed, and the sum
loaded into R2 of NB?. A similar procedure is used to inhibit Channel
6 jets. For example, in order to inhibit jets 43, 83, C4, and D4 of Channel 5

and jets Al" and D2 of Channel 6, the following values would be input to R2 and
R3 of N87:

R2 = CH5FAIL = 00004 + 00100 + 00002 + 00040 = 001-46

R3 = CH6FAIL = 00020 + 00010 = 00030

(Note that these are the jets which would normally be inhibited while docked. )

Although the astronaut car¡ inhibit jets directly via the AUTO RCS

SELECT switches, the CMC is unable to read these switches, and will
continue to send commands and make rate estimates for such jets. Thus,
to prevent degraded autopilot performance, all jets inhibited via the AUTO
RCS SELECT switches should also be inhibited via CH5FAIL/CH6FAIL.

Having configured N87 as desired, the astronaut should key PROCEED.

At this tirne the 500'l"r'FLG will be reset to permit the occurrence of a 5009

alarm and the 50f i"l'FLG will be reset to permit the occurrence of a 501, alarm. The
500U alarm indicates not enough jets left uninhibited to control pitch or yaw. The
501U alarm indicates not enough jets left uninhibited to control rol1. (See Section
3. ?.3.5, Jet Selection, for the exact conditions which cause these alarms. ) When-
ever a 500g (5018) alarm occurs the 500'i '].FLG (501>r.>l<FLG) flag is set to prevent
repeated alarms. Otherwise the alarm could occur several times a second, tying
up the alarm system and using excess computer time.

R04 will next display V06 N89. N89 has two decimal components:

Component 1 is DAP maneuver rate-X.XXXX deg/sec.
Component 2 is DAP angular oeadband-Xxx. XX deg.

The astronaut can use V21, Y22, or Y24 to change the displayed data. \Mhen the

data is configured as desired, a PROCEED will Terminate R04.

During Docked DAP operation, the R04 data input sequence may be reentered
in order to change any of the above variables. If a change in deadband is specified
(R2 of N89) R04 must be followed by V45E (DAP Turn-on) for the new deadband to be
used by the autopilot logic. (This is unlike the case for RCS DAp operation in the
CSM-alone configuration. ) 
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Table 3. ? 'I

JÞT /Brr CORRESPONDENCE

-l

c

Channel 5

Jet Bft#

CHsFAIL
Octal
VaIue

c3 (1)

c4 (4''

A3 (3)

A4 (2')

D3 (5)

D4 (8)

83 (7)

B4 (6)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

00001

00002

00004

0001 0

00020

00040

001 00

00200

Channel 6

Jet Bit #

CH6F'AIL
OctaI
VaIue

B1 (e)

B2 (t2l
D1 (11)

D2 (10)

A1 (13)

A2 (16)

c1 (15)

c2 (tâl

1

,
3

4

5

6

7

I

00001

00002

00004

00010

00020

00040

001 00

00200
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Note also that at any time during the mÍssion, keying V59E will cause all
zeros to be written into CI{5FAIL and CH6FAIL. This wiil reenable all jets that
may have been inhibited via R04.

3.7.2.2 Docked DAP Turn-on (V45E)

. Whenthe astronaut is satisfied withthe autopilot control data (R04) he may acti-
vate the Docked DAP by keying V45E on the DSKY. This will enable the Docked DAP and

disable the RCS DAP or the SATURN takeover function if either is active. If P40 (SPS

thrusting) is active, V45E willlightthe operator errorlight and otherwise have no effect.

Turn-on of the Docked DAP using V45E ls similar to RCS DAP turn-on
using V468. Thus if the SC CONT switch is in CMC and the IMU is on and usable,
the DAP will become fully operational within 1.7 sec after V45F. If the SC CONT

switch is placed in SCS or if the THC is rotated clockwise, the DAP will revert to
an idle mode. In this mode, the DAP will not respond to any inputs, but will display
attitude errors, provided that the IMU is on and usable. When the SC CONT switch
is returned to CMC, or the THC is rotated back to detent, the DAP will perform its
start-up sequence and become fully operational within 1. 1 sec, provided the IMU is
on and usable, if IMU power is off or if the IMU is on but is in the coarse-align or
CDU-zero mode, computer-initiated jet fiçings wlí ne inhibited when the CMC

MODE switch is in AUTO or HOLD. The AUTO and HOLD modes are disabled,
therefore, under the conditions stated, and the DAP will not respond, even to RHC

inputs. The autopilot sets a flag bit indicating that re-initialization is required
before the DAP can become fully operational in the AUTO or HOLD mode. The FREE
mode does not require an attitude reference in order to operate, and therefore the
autopilot can be used in the FREE mode whether the IMU is OFF or ON in any

operational mode.

3,7 , 2.3 Transitions and Turn-off

The normal means for exiting the Docked DAP is to return to RCS DAP by

means of V46E (Section 3.2,2,3), Changes to RCS DAP variables can be accom-
plished during Docked DAP operation by means of R03 (v4BE). Executing ROB

(CSM-alone DAF da.ta ìoarì) while the Dockecl DAP is running will have no effect on
the Docked DAP. The changes become effective when V46E (CSM-alone DAP
turn-on) is keyed in. Thus to completely halt all DAP operation, a 0 should be
placed in the N46 configuration code (no DAP requested). Executing V46E will
then turn off any jets that are on, turn off the T6 clock, and idle the autopilot
control interrupt (T5) in order that no DAP coding will be executed.
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3.7.2.4 Modes of Operation

The Docked DAP has three modes of operation corresponding to the three
positions of the CMC MODE switch: FREE, HOLD, and AUTO.

During FREE mode, no attitude reference is maintained by the DAp, and the
spacecraft drifts freely unless jet firings are commanded by the crew by means of
the hand controllers.

During HOLD mode and AUTO mode the Docked DAP provides rate and attitude
control for the spacecraft, and maintains a reference attitude as specified by a set
of desired IMU gimbal angles. The two modes are similar in operation: they both
use the attitude hold function, the manual rate control function, and the rate damping
function to actively control the vehicle

Attitude HoId Function-The DAp commands jet firings to maintain
spacecraft attitude within a deadband of the reference attitude.

Manual Rqte Control Function-In response to commands from the RHC, the
DAP actively controls both rate and attitude. Jet firings are commanded to
keep the vehicle rate withín a deadband of the rate specified in R04. The
vehicle attitude reference is moved at the specified rate, and, if necessary,
jet firings are commanded to keep the vehicle attitude within a deadband of
the moving attitude reference,

Rate Function-When changes in rate are commanded by the RHC,
the DAP commands jet firings to bring the spacecraft to within a cleadband of
the commanded rate before resuming active control of attitude and rate.
At the beginning of an RHC maneuver attitude errors are not computed until
the estimated rate is driven within a deadband of the commanded rate. A
moving attitude reference is then established. At the end of an R,HC ma-
neuver, rates will be brought to within a deadband of zero before the attitucle
hold function is resumed.

During AUTO mode, automatic maneuvers specified by sources other than the hand
controllers may also be performed.

The following paragraphs give a detailed description of the three autopilot
modes.

a) HOLD Mode-The spacecraft will be in HOLD mode whenever the CMC
MODE switch is in HOLD position (subject to the restrictions stated in Section
3.7.2,2). During HOLD mode the spacecraft attitude is maintained by the
DAP. The crew may perform rotations using the RHC, and tX translations
using the THC.

i. If there are no RHC commands, the DAP will perform the attitude
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hold function about the attitude reached either upon switching to HOLD or
upon completion of rate damping at the end of a manual rotation.

ii. RHC commands override attitude hold. The manual rate control
function is used to rotate the spacecraft at the rate specified in R04 on

each of the appropriate control axes for as long as the RHC remains
out of detent. When the RHC returns to detent in all three axes, the

rate damping function is used to drive all angular rates to within a

deadband of. zero; attitude hold is then established about the new space-
craft attitude-

iii. MIC commands are ignored

iv. Only X-axis THC commands are honored. They are accepted at any
time and cause the firing of X-axis jets (as specified in R04) for as long
as the THC is out of detent in the +X direction. X-axis THC commands
are combined with jet-firing commands from the attitude hold logic and

with RHC commands, with the exception that torque-couple pitch commands

are zeroed whensver AC-quad jets are being used for X translation
(either 2-jet AC or 4-jet AC BD specified in R04), and that torque-couple
yaw commands are zeroed whenever BD-quad jets are being used for X
translation (2-¡et BD or  -jet AC€D). Therefore, for effective pit^1"

control during X translation using AC-quad jets, Z force control rnust
be selected in R04 for the pitcþ axis. Similarly, for effective yat¡r control
during X translation using BD-quad jets, Y force control must be selected
for the yaw axis, In a normal situation, Z f,orce control for pitch and Y
force control for yaw are preferable regardless of X translation, since
they offer more effective control ar_ound the center of mass of the OA and

since they do not require a -X jet to fire.

b) AUTO Mode-The spacecraft will be in AUTO mode whenever the CMC

MODE switch is in the AUTO position (subject to the restrictions stated in
Section 3.7.2.21. AUTO mode is identical to HOLD mode unless an automatic
maneuver is being commanded by the AGC. Among the possible automatic
maneuvers are I(ALCMANU supervised maneuvers, and P20 universal tracking
maneuvers. A particular capability of universai tracking is that of Local
Vertical Tracking. This feature of P20 provides the DAP with rate and incre-
mental attitude commands for keeping any spacecraft vector pointed toward
the center of the earth.

i. If there are no RHC commands and an automatic maneuver is not in
progress, the attitude hold function will maintain spacecraft attltude.
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ii. If there are no RHC commands, the DAP will accept rate and attitude
commands from automatic maneuver programs in the AGC and will perform
the specified maneuver, subject to the constraints of the calling pro-
gram. If during an automatic maneuver ltUCel should exceed ?5 de-
grees, the autopilot will perform the attitude hold function.

iii. RHC commands override automatic ûtaneuvers. They are inter-
preted as rate commands, and are executed using the manual rate con-
trol function as described above. When R,IIC command ceases, auto-
matic maneuvers are resumed, subject to the constraints of the calli.ng
program.

iv. MIC commands are ignored.

v. OnIy X-axis THC commands are honored. They are accepted at any
time, and can be combined with RHC commands or automatic maneuvers.
X-axis jets (as specified in R04) will fire for as long as the THC is out
of detent in the +X direction. For effective control of the vehicle (as

described above) Z force control should be specified for the pitch axis
if AC-quad X jets are to be used for translation, and Y force control
should be specified for the yaw axis if BD-quad X jets are to be used
for translation.

c) FREE Mode-The spacecraft will be in FREE mode whenever the cMC
MODE switch is in the FREE position (subject to the restrictions stated in
Section 3.7.2.21, While in FREE Mode the spacecraft will drift freely unless
rotation or translation is being commanded by the crew via the hand
controllers. X translation of the OA can be commanded by a +X deflection
of the THC. Rotations of the oA can be commanded by the RHC, the MIC,
and +Y and tZ deflections of the THC. As specified below, the MIC causes
a short firing for each deflection; the RHC causes a longer firing for each
deflection; and the +Y (yaw) and, +Z (pitch) THC deflections each cause a
series of firings for as long as the THC is out of detent.

i. RHC commands are treated as anguLar impulse cómmands. Each

deflection of the RHC produces one set of impulse firings. Depending

on what torque couple/force pair preference and jet inhibition data has

been loaded via R04, the angular impulse will be produced by a pair of

torque-couple jets, a pair of force jets or a single force jet. For any of
these possibilities, the effective total on-time of the one or two jets that
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produce the desired impulse is 200 ms

The docked DAP jet selection logic is used in the implementation of
the impulse function in such a way that there is an open loop compen-
satíon for roll disturbances resulting from the offset c. g. When force
pairs are used for pitch or yaw, the individual firing times are
unbalanced (the effective total on time remaining 200 ms) such that the
ro11 effect of the offset c. g, is approximately compensated for. \Mhen

a single force jet is used for pitch or yaw, the single force jet will be

commanded to fire 200 ms and,in addition, two roll-couple jets on the
adjacent quads will be commanded for a time sufficient to cancel the ro11

effect of the single force jet. (This description does not include the
superposition of ro11, pitch, and yaw commands, which are permissible.)

ii. MIC commands will be honored if no RHC commands are present.
Each deflection of the MIC produces one set of impulse firings, using
the same logic as the RHC commands described above, but of 50 ms
effective duration (instead of 200 ms for RHC), Thus, for example, a

single force jet used for pitch or yaw will be commanded to fire for
50 ms, and two ro11 jets on adjacent qua{s will be commanded for a time
sufficient to cancel the roll effest.

iii.THC commands (X, Y, or Z deflections) will result in the application
of X, Y, or Z f.orces on the vehicle.

X translation will be two jet AC, two jet BD, or four jet, as spe-
cified in R04 by the second and third octal digits of Rl of NB?
(DAPDATRB). If both these octal digits are zero, no X jets will be

specified and thus X translation wiil be inhibited. X forces are applied
to the vehicle continuously for as long as the THC is out of detent in X.

Rotations using MIC, RHC, or THC (Y or Z\ may be combined with
rX translations since these commands are summed by the autopilot (with

the exception that torque-couple pitch commands are zeroed whenever

AC-quad jets are being used for X translation, and torque-couple yaw

commands are zeroed ',vhenever BD-quad jets are being used for X
translation. )

oJ"t-on times, as well as other DAP times may vary slightly from
the specification due to conflicting interrupts in the computer. No
further mention of such discrepancies will be made in this section, since
they are short, infrequent, and do not degrade DAp performance.
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Y and Z deflections of the THC produce rotation of the OA. Unlike
*X (translation) control, *Y and *Z deflections will produce a string of
impulses for as long as the THC is out of detent. Each of these impulses
is identical to a RHC commanded set of firings using force-preference.
When Y or Z is commanded individually, the set of firings will repeat
every 0. 3 seconds. When Y and Z are commanded together, their com-
bined set offirings will repeat every 0.4 seconds. Using a string of
impulses allows the Docked Jet Selection Logic to compensate for the
ro11 disturbance caused by the off-center c. g. of the OA. Firing
sequences in response to Y and Z THC commands will be interrupted to
allow the execution of RHC and MIC commands.

3.7.2.5 Docked DAP Displays

AII the attitude error displays described in Section 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.4.2 are
available during docked DAP operatlon. Note that it is possible to display any ol
the three modes of attitude errors digitally in R1 , R,2, and R3 of the DSKY. This is
done by keying V16 N048. The particular mode displayed digitally will be the same

as the mode currently being displayed on the FDAi needles. Attitude errors are
displayed as XXX. XX degrees. Sign convention is such that a positive attitude error
about an axis will require a negative rate about that axis to reduce the error.

V16 N56E brings up in R1, R2, and R3 of the DSKY a digital display of esti-
mated rate in control axes. The rates are displayed as X.XXXX deg/sec.

3.7.3 Docked DAP Implementation and P Design

The Docked DAP is similar in function and design to the RCS DAp, and, in
fact, a great deal of program logic is shared by the two DAPs. However, the large
differences in geometry and mass between the docked and the CSM-alone configura-
tions require different constants and gains in the rate filter and phase plane, as well
as a completely different jet selection logic.

3. 7. 3. 1 Implementation of Autopilot,Control Functions

During HOLD mode and AUTO mode, the implementation of the attitude hold
function, the manual rate control function and the rate damping function as described
in Section 3.2,3 for the RCS DAP is equally applicable to the Docked DAp with two
specific exceptions:

1) Ignore the two paragraphs dealing with the minimum impulse control mode
and the related figure (Figure 3. 2. 5).
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2') Deadbands and rates for docked operation will be those specified by R04
(Noun 89) rather than R03 (Noun 46).

Implementation of FREE mode is shown in Figure 3.7.5, During FREE
mode, jet firings can be commanded by the RHC, MIC, and THC as described above
(Section 3.7.2.4), Functionally, onty Jet Selection is needed for FREE mode oper-
ation. However, the decoding of some handcontroller commands is actually done
in the segment of programing associated with the control law. Moreover, in many
situations the rate estimator is in operation in the FREE mode despite the fact that
rate estimates are not being used. Thus if the mode is changed to HOLD or AUTO,
a good rate estimate will be available immediately without reinitialization of the
rate filter.

3,7.3.2 Overall Program Design

The Docked DAP (like the RCS DAP) operates at a basic sample rate of 10
cps. Within each sample period three distinct sets øf operations are performed by
the autopilot. In principle, Phase L estimates spacecraft rates, phase 2 (control
law) calculates rotation commands and phase 3 (jet selection) adds translation
cor;rmands and generates ¡et selcction and timing commands.

Phase l, In Phase 1 during nominal operation, the cDUs are read and the
gimbal-angle differences converted to body-axis angle differences by use of
a transformation matrix (K). From these readings, and from knowledge of
jet firings received from the jet selection segment, the rate filter computes
new estimates of vehicle angular rates. Finally, the FDAI needles are up-
dated. The K-matrlx, itself, is dependent on vehicle attitude and, theretore,
is updated periodically. In practice this is done once every 10 sample periods.

Phase 2. The control law uses phase plane switching logic to compare current
vehicle state (as designated by the rate estimates and current CDU values)
with the desired vehicle stste. On thc bacis of this comparison the cont¡..u1
law specifies desired changes in vehicle rate in terms of jet on-times.

Phase 3. Jet selection receives the jet on-times from the control law, and
combines them with THC commands. Constraints on jet firing as specified
in R04 are also taken into consideration. The jet selection logic chooses a
specific set of jet commands, and an associated set of times that the jets
should be fired. Jet timing logic then sets and resets bits in channels 5
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and 6 to fire the specified jets for the correct time. Also during Phase 3, feedback
information is computed for use by the rate filter.

3. 7. 3. 3 Phase 1-Spacecraft State

Attitude Errors

The computation of attitude errors is identical to that done for the RCS
DAP as described in Section 3.2,4.1, Note that the control axes p, g, ând r
correspond to the ro11, pitch, and yaw control axes respectively.

Rate Estimation

Rate estimates are computed for the Docked DAP by the same angular rate
filter used for the CSM-alone configuration. Table 3.7-II lists the filter gains used
during docked operation. Note that during Docked DAP operation the filter obtains its.
steady state gains from memory locations different from those used for CSM-alone
steady state gains with the exception indicated in entry 4 of Table 3. ?-II. With the

substitution of the steady state filter gains, Section 3.2,4.3 describes the angular rate
filter for both docked and CSM-alone operation.

3. 7. 3, 4 Phase 2-Control Law

For attitude hold, automatic maneuvers, and manual-rate maneuvers,
rate limitíng and attitude control are performed by a nonlinear switching logic. The
d¡rnamics of the switching logic for a single axis can be best presented graphically
as a phase plane figure (see Figure 3.7.6). The horizo.ntal axis is attitude error;
the vertical axis is angular-rate error. Paths of zero acceleration are horizontal
lines, and paths of constant acceleration are parabolas.

The docked phase plane bears resemblance to the CSM-alone phase plane
in design and operation; however, in choosing values for slopes and rate ledges, the
acceleration levels of the RCS jets and the range of reasonable maneuver rates for a

vehicle the size of the OA were taken into account. The width of the rate-limit dead-
band is fixed at 0.1 deg per second. The width of the angular deadband is set by the
astronaut in R04. Unlike the CSM-aIone phase plane, the docked phase plane will
retain a deadzone of a similar shape for angular deadbands of less than 0.4 degrees.

A summary of decision areas and responses is given in Tabte 3. ?-III of
Figure 3.7.6 for the top half of the phase plane. The bottom half functions symmet-
rlcally with respect to the origin. Note that from decision areas 2 and 5 the rate is
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TABLE 3.7*II

DOCKED DAP FILTER GAINS

Kalman Filter Gains (used by both CSM-alone DAP and Docked DAP during
initialization)
Time \Ml wz @n g

1)

2')

0. 1

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

0,9342
0.8151

0. 6933

0. 5970

0.5223
0.4634

0.4161

0, 377 4

0.3452
0.3180
0. 0640

0.0640

8. 683

4. Bt?

L.422
1.069

0. 832

0.666
0.545

0 454

0.016

,
1.

95 5

985

0.9
1.0
1. I

Docked Filter Gains (used for steady-state docked operation except during
those times indicated by items 3 and 4 below):

0.0640 0.016 0.040 0. 80

3) X-Translation Docked Filter Galns

0.016 0.40 0.80

4) Filter Gains during RHC Manual Rate Maneuvers under certain conditions'k
(the CSM-alone high-rate rotation gains are used).

0.2112 0.7742 1.32 0. B0

' These gains are used during RHC Manual Rate Maneuvers when 1)durilg the most
recent execution of R03 while WHICHDAP = 0 (CSM-alone DAP running) Z"fsec was
loaded as the command rate i. e. digit E of RlN46 was set = 3; or 2) at the time of
the most recent execution of V46E (CSM-aIone DAP turn-on) digit E of R1N46 was
3 12o/sec) command rate selected). If X-translation is perforrñed at the same time
as an RHC Manual Rate Maneuver, the X-translatio4 gains will be used.
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driven to the hysteresis lines +HSLOPE or -HSLOPE within the deadzone. This will
make entry into the deadzone more likely even if actual vehicle changes in rate are
smaller than commanded.

When the phase-plane switching logic is in use it is exercised three times
"''- l-)lP c1'cle, once for each axis. Attitude and rate errors for an axis are input to
tne phase plane logic. During the attitude hold function, attitude errors are with
respect to a reference attitude and rate errors are with respect to a desired rate of
zero, During automatic maneuvers the rate coordinate represents the difference
between the actual rate and the rate specified by the maneuver routine, Of course,
the desired attitude will change for each cycle of the DAP during execution of a
maneuver. In practice, the automatic-maneuver routines calculate new attitudes
only periodically. A set of angle increments is also calculated. The DAP uses these
incremental angles to interpolate desired attitude angles between computation cycles
of the maneuver routines, such that smooth transition from'one attitude to the next is
achieved. The manual rate control function also uses the phase-plane logic, with
rate error and attÍtude error as inputs. The computation of error quantities during
manual rate maneuvers is described in paragraph 3. 2. 3,

The output of the phase-plane logic is a desired change in rate for the
axis. Multiplying this change in rate by the inverse of acceleratíon yields a

quantity in units of time.

For the ro11 axis, the desired change in rate is multiplied by the constant

.f /Vl, yieiaing the time TAU. J/Vt is derived from the inverse of the average magni*
tude of roll acceleration for all eight ro11 jets. Thus TAU represents the time that
a single "average" jet should fire to produce the desired change in roll rate.

tr'or the pitch axis the desired change in rate is multiplied by the constant
;/Vtt yiefaing the time TAU1 . J lli/.l is derived from the inverse of the acceleration
to the OA caused by an average pitch couple jet. Thus TAUl is the time a sinqle ave-
rage torque-couple jet should fire to produce the desired change in pitch rate. Since Z
force jets may also be used for pitch control, the time TAU Z is also computed as

follows:

T^UZ=ECPxTAUI
(If TAU ZIECP > 10.24 sec, then TAU1 is set equal to t0.24 sec; If TAUZIECP
< -10. 24 sec, then TAU1 is set equal to -10.24 sec. )

The effectiveness quantity ECP is the ratio of the pitch acceleration of an average
pitch torque-couple jet to the pitch acceleration of an average Z f.orce jet. Thus

lAU Z is the time an average Z force jet must be fired to produce the desired change
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in pitch rate. (If both force pair jets are used, the sum of their on-times will
equal TATJ Z. )

The yaw axis is similar to the pitch axis. The desired change in yaw

rate multiplied by the inverse of yaw acceleration (J/M2) yields TAU2. TAU2 is the

time an average yaw torque-couple jet must fire to produce the desired change in
rate. TAU2 is multiplied by the effectiveness quantity ECYW, yielding TAU Y.

TAU Y ís the time an average Y force jet must fire to produce the desired change in
yaw rate. (If TAUY/ECYW > L0.24 sec, TAUZ is set equal to 10.24 sec; if
TAUY/ECYW < -10.24 sec, TAU2 is set equal to -10.24 sec. )

3. ?. 3. 5 Phase 3-Jet Selection

Jet Selection logic receives from the control law jet on-times which are

proportional to commanded changes in rate. These commands are combined with
THC commands and with constraints specified by the crew in R04. From these, the

JetSelection logic chooses a specific set of jet commands and an associated set of
times the specified jets should be fired. Jets are turned on and off by changing

appropriate bits in the CMC outputChannels 5 and 6.

inputs to Jet Selection from the control Law are TAU, TAU1, TAU2,
TAU Y, and TAU Z. If there is a roll command, TAU will be non-zero. If
there is a pitch command, TAU1 and TAU Z wiII be non-zero, where TAU Z
is the jet on-time for Z-f.orce pitch jets and TAU1 is the time for torque-couple
pitch jets. If there is a yaw command, TAU2 and TAU Y will be non-zero,
where TAU Y is the jet on-time for Y-force yaw jets and TAU2 is the time
for torque couple yaw jets.

Constraints on Jet Selection as specified by the crew in R04 include:

1) AC or BD ro11 control preference.

2') Torque couple or force pair preference for the pitch axis and

for tlre yaw axis.

3) Two jet AC, two jet BD, or 4 jet X-translation.

4) Jet inhibitions.

There are several stages involved in Jet Selection. First yaw commands

are processed. If Y-force jets are chosen to execute the yaw command, then a roll
compensation must be computed to counteract the ro11 disturbance caused by these
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jets due to the off center c. g. (Refer to Section 3.7.1 for a discussion of the geo-

metric factors involved. ) Next, the pitch axis is processed. Again, if Z-force jeis
are chosen, a compensation roll command must be computed. Then the roll axis
commands are treated. Compensation ro11 commands from the pitch and yaw axes

are combined with the roll command from the phase plane. If possible, roll firings
are combined with Y-force and Z-force ìet firings. Finally, a segment of program-
ming known asJetTiming organizes the jet commands for the three axes and changes

the bits in Channels 5 and 6 for the appropriate times,

The following paragraphs discuss the stages involved in Jet Selection.
Since there are a great number of possible combinations of input times, astronaut
preferences, and jet inhibitions, this section will not describe all the logical paths

through Jet Select. Rather, it will specify the overall logic and the methods used

to implement this 1ogic.

One such method is the check for inhibited jets. At various points, Jet

Selection will produce potential channel words. To check whether the potential

channel word would turn on a jet which has been inhibited via R04, the program will
mask'k the potential channel worl with either CHSFAIL or CH6FAIL as appropriate.
(See Section 3. 7. 2. 1 for a description of CHSFAIL and CH6FAIL. ) If all proposed

jets are good, the result of the mask operation will be zero. If not, the result will
be non-zero, The Jet Selection logic will branch on the basis of the result.

Yaw and Pitch Commands

The same logical sequence is used for the yaw and pitch axes. The two

axes are treated independently, first yaw then pitch. The logic combines torque-

couple or force pair preferences with jet inhibitions in a manner that can be sum-

marized as follows:

If the Y(âforce preference is selected for an axis and there is a command

about that axis:

If both Y(Z)force jetsfor that command are good (i. e. not inhibited
by the crew via R04), select them to fire and compute a roll com-
pensation for the offset c. g. for use when the ro11 axis is treated.

If only one Y(Z) force jet is good, select it to fire and

compute a ro11 compensation for use when the ro11 axis is treated.

*Mask is an AGC operation in which the two binary words involved are logically
anded bit by bit.
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Ifboth Y(Øforce jets are inhibited, try torque couple.

If both couple jets are good, select them to fire.

If one couple jet is inhibited, set alarm 500U and ignore this axis
for this pass, but continue to attempt control of the vehicle. (The

500U alarm will not be repeated until R04 is executed by the crew.
See Figure 3.7 , 4. )

If the torque-couple preference is selected for an axis and there is a

command about that axis:

If both couple jets for that command are good, select them to fire.

If one couple jet is inhibited, tryY(âforce.

if both Y(Øforce jets are good, select them to fire and compute a

ro11 compensation for the offset c. g. for use when the roll axis is
treated.

If one and only one Y(â force jet is good, select it to fire and compute

a ro11 compensation for use when the ro11 axis is treated.

If both l@) jets are inhibited, set alarm 500, and ignore this axis for
this pass, but continue to attempt control of the vehicle. (The 500U

alarm will not be repeated until R04 is executed by the crew. )
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Compensation Roll Commands

Distinction is made between phase plane ro11 commands and compensation
roll commands. A phase plane roll command is an output of the phase-plane control law
(i. e. , TAU) and is a command to actually change vehicle ro11 rate. A compensation
roll command is computed within Jet Selection. It is intended that the compensation
roll command be equal and opposite to an expected disturbance so that the two will
cancel each other.

For pitch accelerations using Z force jets, there will be a ro11 distur-
bance as described in Section 3.7. 1. This is because the ro11 moment arm of the

Dquad jets is shorter than that for the B-quad jets. A constant, ALPHAP, is used

to approximate the effects of the offset c, g. for the BD quads. Thus the magnitude
of ro11 acceleration produced by B1 or 82 is modeled as (1 - ALPHAP) (RA) and the

magniiude of ro11 acceleration produced by D1, D2 is modeled as (f + elp}IAP) (RA)

where RA is the average of the roll acceleration magnitude of jets Bl,, 82, D1, D2.

Similarly, for yaw accelerations using Y force jets there will be a roll
disturbance since the ro11 moment arm of the A-quad jets is shorter than that of the

C-quad jets. The constant ALPHAYW is used to approximate the effects of the offset
c. g. for the AC quads. Thus the magnitude of ro11 acceleration produced by C1 or
C2 is modeled as (1 + ALPHAYW)(Re')and the magnitude of ro11 acceleration pro-
duced byAl or A2 is modeled as (1 - ALPHAYW)(RA')where RA is the average of

the ro11 acceleration magnitude of jets AI , A2, C!, C2.

The constants ALPHAP and ALPHAYW are used to compute the compen-

sation roll commands for the pitch and yaw axes respectively. See Table 3.7-IV
for a complete list of these computations. There are two categories of roll distur-
bance which occur when Z(Y) force jets are used to produce pitch (yaw). One

category covers cases where two force jets are available for the commanded pitch
or yaw. The other covers cases where, because of jet inhibition, only one force jet
is available for the commanded pitch or yaw.

Refer to Figure 3.?.3 and consider the first cateþory of disturbances. Jets
A2 and C1, for example, will produce positive Yaw motion. In addition, when A2 and

C1 fire sj.multaneously they will also produce a net positive roll moment because the
c.g. is offset. The net effect of the offset c.g. can be counteracted by unbalanced firing
times so that the "weaker" ro11jet (42) fires longer than the "strongeril roll jet (C1). x

The compensation ro11 command is computed as a function of ALPHAY-\il and the yaw

"¡This is not true if the c. g. is farther from the vehicle center line than are the jet
quads. Typical OA data places the c. g. approximately two feet from the center
line - well inside the jet quads.

I
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TABLE 3.?.IV

COMPUTATION OF COMPENSATION ROLL COMMANDS

Phase
Plane

Command

Jets
Chosen By
Jet Select

Sign of
Resulting

Roll
Disturbance

Computation of
Equal and Opposite

Compensation Command

Jet Quads
On Which The
Compensatior

Will Be
Camied Out

POSITIVE
TAUY

NEGATIVE
TAUY

POSITIVE
TAUZ

NEGA

TAUZ

Al and C2

A1

C2

A2 and Cl
A2

C1

Bl and D2

B1

D2

B2 and Dl
B2

D1

-l-

+

+

+

+

:

+

ALPHAYW TAUY

-(1_ALPHAYW) TAUY
(1 + ALPHAYW) TAUY

ALPHAYIvV TAUY
(1-ALPHAYW ITAUY I

-(1 + ALPHAYW)lreuvl

ALPHAP TAUZ
-(1 - ALPHAP) TAUZ

(1+ ALPHAP) TAUZ

ALPHAP TAUZ
(1 - ALPHAP) lreUzl
-(1+ ALPHAP) lreuzl

AC

BD
BD

AC
BD

BD

BD

AC
AC

BD
AC
AC

Where ALPHAP is negative for c. g. in negative y direction
ALPHAYW is positive for c. g. in negatÍve Z direction
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command. Since both A2 and C1 are good, there is no need to use BD quads for roll
compensation. Therefore, the compensation ro11 command is stored in a location
which assures that it will be combined only with AC quad firings.

For the pitch axis, when two force jets are available, the case is similar.
The compensation roll command is computed as a function of ALPHAP and the pitch

command. It is stored in a location which assures that it will be combined only with
BD quad firings.

The compensation roll command must be treated differently for the second

category of disturbances. As an example, assume that there is a +yaw command,

that force control is prefered for yaw, and jet A2 has been inhibited via R04. (See

Figure 3.7.3.) tfre Jet Selection logic will consider using jets A2 and C1. However,

the checking procedure described above will show that one of the jets is inhibited.
The logic will then branch to use the remaining good jet, C1. .Obviously C1 will pro-
duce considerable ro11 moment in addition to the desired yaw moment. At this point

the Jet Selection will compute a ro11 compensation command equal and opposite to the

predicted roll disturbance. This compensation command will be stored in a location
that assures that it will be combined only with BD quad firings. This is the reverse
of what was done for category one disturbances. This is because the only non-inhibited
jet on quads A or C that will counteract the ro11 disturbance is C2. However, C2 would

also counteract the desired yaw. Thus it is necessary to go to quads B and D to get

compensating roll moments.

For the pitch axis with only one Z-force jet available, the case is similar
to yaw. The compensation command will be stored in a location which assures it will
be combined only with AC quad firings, since counteracting the ro11 disturbance with
the remaining BD quad jets would also counteract the desired pitch.

Ro11 Axis Computations

At the point in Jet Selection after yaw and pitch commands have been

treated, there will be possible non-zero values for:

a) Some proposed jets and associated times for executing yaw and pitch
commands,

b) A compensation ro11 command to be executed on quads A and C (due

to AC-quad type-one disturbances and BD-quad t¡pe-two disturbances).

c) A compensation ro11 command to be executed on quads B and D (due

to BD-quad type-one disturbances and AC-quad t¡pe-two disturbances).

d) A phase plane ro11 command.

t
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It is possible that the three ro11 commands will disagree in sign. Disagree-
ment in sign means that one command is requesting positive ro11 and another negative
rol1. Thus the first step in treating the roll axis is to allow confLicting ro11 commands
to cancel, so that there will be sign agreement among all three roll commands.

Next, the ro11 commands are combined withYZ force firings whenever
possible. Since the compensation commands are restricted to a specified set of quads,
they are dealt with first.

If the AC related compensation command is non-zero, Jet Selection will
check whether a force pair firing has already been proposed for quads A and C. If it
has, JetSelection will now unbalance the firing by lengthening the firing time of one
jet and shortening the firing time of the other (leaving the total firing time of these
jets unchanged). The aim of the unbalancing is to include the roll command without
changing the net yaw effect.

In the case where a force pair firing is totally unbalanced (i. e. , the
firing time of one of the jets is shortened to zero), two AC jets forming a roll
couple will be selected to fire for a duration that wÍll execute the remaining eom-
pensation command. In the case where there is no force pair firing on AC to begin
with, two AC roll couple jets will be selected to fire for a duration that will
execute the entire compensation command. If one of the necessary AC jets is
inhibited a 501U alarm will occur. The compensation roll command will not be

executed, but the autopilot will continue to attempt control of the vehicle. The 501U

alarm will not be repeated until R04 has been executed by the crew (see Figure 3. ?.4).

The situation for BD compensation commands is strictly analogous.

Finally, phase plane ro11 commands are incorporated by unbalancing AC
and BD force pair firings, if they exist. If AC roll preference has been selected,
the logic will work with AC force pairs first. If the AC force pair firing becomes
totally unbalanced and there still remains some roll command, the logic witl work
with BD force pairs. For BD ro11 preference the sequence is reversed.

If it turns out that all force pair firings are totally unbalanced and there
still remains a roll command, or if there are no pair flrings to begin with, the logic
will select a pair of ro11 torque-couple jets to execute whatever command remains.
With AC preference, the roll couple jets will be proposed on quads AC. The two
proposed jets will be tested for inhibitions. If neither is inhibited, they will be used.
If one or both is inhibited, a ro11 couple on BD will be proposed and tested for inhi-
bitions. If neither is inhibited, they will be used. If one or both is inhibited a 501,
alarm will be set. In this situation, Jet Selection will be unable to implement the
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commanded roll, but will continue to attempt control of the vehicle cluring subsequent
DAP passes. The 501U alarm will notbe repeated until R04 has beenexecutedbythe crer¡/.

For BD preference an analogous sequence will occur.

Jet Timing

When computations have been completed for the roll, pitch and yau/ axes, there
will exist a set of partial channel words which must be combined to form firing com-
mands to the jets. There are eight types of partial channel words, each representÍng
a specific type of vehicle control (see Table 3.?-V). Types 3-B each have an associ-
ated on-time which indicates how long the particular jet configuration should be fired.
T¡4pes l and 2 (Xtranslation) have an implied on-time of 100 ms. These commands

are renewed each 100 ms DAP cycle for as long as the THC is out of detent, ensuring
continuous X translation.

The Jet Timing logic combines the partial channel words to form Channel 5 and

Channel 6 commands. The length of tirre a given set of control types remain combined

is determined by the associated on-times. If any associated on-time is
greater than zero but less than 14 ms, it is rounded up to 14 ms. This ensures that
no jet will be commanded on for less than 14 ms.

Control Types 5 and 7 are mutually exclusive as are T¡ryes 6 and 8. (For exam-
ple, it ís contradictory to simultaneously have a one-jet Y firing and a two-jet Y fír-
ing.) When mutually exclusive pairs are commanded the one-jet command is treated
before the two-jet command. This reduces the probability that four jets will be turned
on simultaneously, thus minimizingthe shock onthe vehicle and reducingbending excitation.

As explained in Section 3.7.2.4, Type 1X translation will zero T¡rpe 3 torque-
couple pitch commands, and Type2 X translation will zero Type 4 torque-couple yaw

commands. Therefore, during X translation, force pairs should be specified in R04

for the appropriate quads.

As a specific example of the above, assume there is a Type 5 command with
an associated on-time of 440 ms, a Type 6 command with an associated on-time of

90 ms, and a Type B command with an associated on-time of 225 ms. Jet Timing
will first combine the Type 5 command with the Type 6 command by summing the two
proposed channel words in question. The jets for this combination are turned on by
insertingthesum word in Channel 6 and leaving it there for 90 ms. The Type 5 and

8 commands will be combined by summing their proposed channel words. At 90 ms

this new sum will be inserted into Channel 6 to replace the first sum. This will
change the particular set of jets actually firing. After 225 ms more, the second sum

will be replaced by the Type 5 command alone. tfris will be left in Channel 6 for
another 125 ms until at 440 ms the firing sequence is completed.

{
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TABLE 3. ?-V

THE EIGHT TYPES OF CONTROL PRODUCED BY JET SELECTION

AS PARTIAL CHANNEL WORDS

Possible
Jets ControlledType Description of Control

Presence of type 5 will postpone type 7

Presence of type 6 will postpone type I

Presence of type 1 will zero type 3

Presence of type 2 will zero type 4

NOTE:

I
... ,

rô

rl
H

z
z
E
U

1

2

3

4

X Translation produced by two jets on

quads A and C

X Translation produced by two jets on

quads B and D

Pitch acceleration produced by a torque
couple on quads A and C

Yaw acceleration producer-i by a torque
couple on quads B and D

C3, C4, A3, A4

83, 84, D3, D4

C3, C4, A3, A4

83, 84, D3, D4

CO

J
H
z
z
Ér

U

5

6

7

I

One jet Y firings on quads A or C

One jet Z firings on quads B or D

Two jet Y firings on quads A and C

(Force Pair or Roll Couple)

Two jet Z f.irings on quads B and D
(Force Pair or RoIl Couple)

A'1, 42, Ct, C2

Il1, 82, D1, D2

Al, A2, cl, c2

81, 82, Dl, D2
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There is another aspect related to Jet Selection and Jet Timing that
should be mentioned. For types of control involving Channel 6 jets, i. e. Types 5

through I in Table 3. 7-V, the net effect of executing the commands in their tota-lity
wi-ll be to produce desired ro1l, pitch, and yaw rates. The build-up to these rates,
however, is not linear. It is typical, for example, that ro11 rate will change in one

direction for part of a firing sequence and in another for the remainder of the se-
quence. Interrupting the execution of a set of Channel 6 commands can leave the

spacecraft farther from the target than where it started. To avoid this type of
situation, logic has been included in Jet Selection and Jet Timing such that once a

series of commands involving Channel 6 has been generated by Jet Timing, that
series will be executed in its entirety before another set of commands will be

generated by Jet Selectj.on. This process may take several DAP cycles, up to 1 or
2 seconds. RHC commands are an exception to this, and wil.l interrupt the Chan-

nel 6 series by generating a new set of commands during the next DAP cycle. Note

that X-axis THC commands will not change the ongoing Channel 6 series (but will
zero Type 3 or 4 torque-couple commands on Channel 5 and will add T¡rpe 1 or 2

X translation. )

Computation of Feedback Times

During e\¡ery execution of docked JetSelection, a set of three "delta
firing times" (feedback times) is computed. These three times are proportional. to
the predicted changes in rate about the three RCS control axes during a 0. 1 second
period as a result of the jet firings commanded for that period by Jet Selection. The
delta firing times are computed each 0. 1 second DAP cycle and are used as input to
the angular rate filter during Phase I of the subsequent DAP cycle.

Section 3.2.4.3 refers to this input to the rate filter as "estimates of
control forces applied to the S/C Uy the RCS jets. " Figures 3.7,7 and 3. ?.8 pre-
sent the information fl-ow for the Docked DAP, il.lustrating the constants involved in
the computations and the feedback to the rate filter.

ì
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